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Stealth game expert Eidos 
Montreal is teaming up with 
Crystal Dynamics for Shadow 
of the Tomb Raider – the final 
entry in Lara Croft’s origin 
trilogy. It’s a familiar mix of 
platforming, combat and 
puzzling, as players head to 
Mexico to prevent a pesky 
apocalypse. While there, you’ll 
find that Lara’s learned some 
new tricks. Expect a more 
capable Croft, who stalks 

through the jungle, striking fear in the hearts of 
her foes. See the full story on page 42.

Also this issue, we bring back a PC Gamer 
tradition: silly team features. This month we 
attempt to cooperatively build a city. How does 
it go? Head to page 50 to find out.

t a l k  t o  
P C  G a M E R

Have your say! 
Email us at letters@

pcgamer.com
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REVENGE IS SWEET
Sega is re-releasing its cult martial arts adventure SHENMUE on PC

modernised features including a fully 
scalable screen resolution, a choice of 
modern or classic controls, an 
updated interface, and the option to 
enjoy either the original Japanese or 
English voiceovers”. The promise of 
modernised controls is particularly 
exciting, as even the most fervent 
Shenmue fan will acknowledge that 
it’s an absolute pig to handle.

This marks the first time western 
players will be able to easily 
experience the original voiceover, and 
not the famously robotic, stilted 
English voice acting. But, to be 
honest, the hilariously amateurish 
acting has become a much-loved part 
of the series’ peculiar charm.

The first Shenmue – a 
martial arts revenge 
story that was, at the 
time, the most 
expensive videogame 

ever made – has only ever been 
playable on Dreamcast. It’s the 
reason I still have one under my TV, 
long after the console’s demise. But 
soon you’ll be able to play it and its 
sequel on PC, thanks to a long 
overdue re-release by Sega. 

The game tells the story of Ryo 
Hazuki, a teenager living in Japan in 
the ’80s who swears revenge on the 
man who killed his father. It’s 
part-fighting game, part-RPG, and set 

in a richly detailed world. It’s also a 
weird, idiosyncratic game, and has 
been dividing critics since its release 
in 1999. Depending on who you ask, 
it’s either a masterpiece or a mess. I 
fall into the former camp.

Sega says the re-release will “stay 
true to the originals, but with 

DepenDing on who 
you ask, it’s either 

a masterpiece  
or a mess

Shenmue is a 
sprawling epic, 

originally intended to 
span many sequels.
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ABOVE, TOP:  There 
are a huge number of 
martial arts moves to 
learn, and you will 
need them.

ABOVE, BOTTOM:  
Ryo is a sulky, 
revenge-obsessed 
teen with a really  
cool jacket.

EldEr BrothEr
The first game is set in the city of Yokosuka, where Ryo 
searches for clues about the man who killed his father, 
and why he did it. It’s a wonderfully atmospheric setting, 
including a busy shopping district with an arcade full of 
classic Sega games you can play, and a dock where Ryo 
gets a job as a forklift driver, which you actually have to 
do, every day.

The sequel takes Ryo to Hong Kong, which has a very 
different, busier feel to the sleepy, rain-soaked streets of 
Yokosuka and admittedly isn’t as good as the original. But 
it’s still great to have both games on PC, playable at 
resolutions greater than the Dreamcast’s paltry 720x480 
pixels. And judging by the screenshots, the game has aged 
surprisingly well.

Shenmue was a commercial failure and struggled to 
make back its then-record-breaking $50 million budget. 
But now the series has another chance at glory on PC 
with this HD remaster, not to mention an independently-
developed third game, which will see creator Yu Suzuki 
finally adding to the saga that he started all those years 
ago. No date for the HD version has been set yet, but 
expect it to be around the time Shenmue III is released at 
the end of this year. 
Andy Kelly

Highs & Lows

HIGHS
Dragon Quest

We’re finally getting a slice of the 
JRPG series, with Dragon Quest XI 

set for release in September.

Graphics cards
A new wave of next-gen GPUs is 

almost upon us, and framerates are 
about to get real high.

Ghost Recon
It’s nice to see Sam Fisher pop up in 

Wildlands, voiced by an appropriately 
weary Michael Ironside.

Filler
We’ve noticed a worrying trend of 

games forcing you into side missions 
to unlock more story. Just don’t.

Yakuza 
Sega, we’re thankful for Shenmue, 

but can you please release the 
Yakuza series on PC?  

Quitters
If you prematurely quit a Rocket 

League match because your team is 
losing, you’re a bad person. 

LOWS

S a S q U aT c H  S E a R c H I N g

faR cRy 5
R a  R a  R a S p U T I N

DESTINy 2
Forza Horizon 3 was one of 
my favourite racing games of 
the last few years, and so I’m 
pretty excited to see what’s 

in store for the sequel. It’s likely that we 
will know more soon: the head of Xbox in 
Spain and Portugal suggested to 
GameReactor that we will see more at 
this year’s e3 in june.  PS

O N  T H E  H O R I z O N

fORza HORIzON 3
I can only speculate on what 
the Destiny 2 expansion, 
Warmind, will offer. But I’m 
cautiously excited as 

Rasputin – the Warmind from the 
original game – was an interesting 
entity. We’re talking a strange AI made 
for warfare which decides everything is 
hopeless and shuts down for ages.  PW

I was delighted to hear that 
groups of Far Cry 5 players 
have dedicated themselves 
to finding Bigfoot in the 

game’s slice of rural Montana. Clues to 
the hairy cryptid’s presence are 
scattered around the map, so maybe 
he’s out there. Or he’ll be added later as a 
DLC package.   AK
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3  M A Y

Thrones of 
BriTannia

  On the day this 
issue hits stores, 
Total War Saga: 
Thrones of Britannia 
arrives on Steam. 
Turn to page 66 for 
our review.

3  –  2 0  M A Y

2018 Mid-season 
inviTaTional

  Nestled between the Spring and Summer 
Splits is League of Legends’ second-biggest 
cross-regional tournament. The first-placed 
team from each of the game’s 14 pro leagues 
will head to Europe hoping to secure a chunk 
of cash, and a boost to their region’s seeding 
in the 2018 World Championship.

2 2  M A Y

sTaTe of 
decay 2

  The sequel to 
2013’s co-op 
zombie survival 
game. Expect more 
sandbox mayhem, 
this time across 
three large maps.

5  J U N E

vaMpyr
  Dontnod returns 

with an action RPG 
about a newly 
turned vampire 
prowling through 
the streets of 
London. Will it be a 
bloody good time?

3 1  M A Y

culTisT siMulaTor
  This narrative card game from Failbetter 

alumni Alexis Kennedy and Lottie Bevan 
tasks you with poking and prodding at the 
mysteries that lurk beneath the thin veil of 
reality. Recruit followers to your cult and 
research horrors that should never be 
known. Absolutely nothing bad will happen 
as a result.

1 8  –  2 0  M A Y

pdXcon 2018
  If you love strategy and management, 

and fancy spending a weekend in 
Stockholm, PDXCON is tailor-made for you. 
The event celebrates all things Paradox 
Interactive, and usually features 
announcements for the studio’s upcoming 
games. If you can’t make it, head to 
PCGamer.com to keep up with the reveals. 

8  M A Y

pillars of eTerniTy ii: 
deadfire

  Returning to this page for the third month 
in the row, we’re confident that Pillars of 
Eternity II will finally be released on May 8. 
You should know the drill by now: there’s a 
ship to sail, there’s a big, blue god to stop, 
and there’ll be many, many hours of 
adventuring to delve into.

  Game jam
  Event
  Game release
  Esports
  PC Gamer

1 1  M A Y

crypTo 
GaMes 
conference

  The purpose of 
this event seems to 
be, ‘What if 
blockchain, but 
videogames?’ Is this 
what hell is? 

M A Y  1 2  –  1 3

BiTsuMMiT
  We’d bet that 

most readers won’t 
be near Kyoto, 
Japan this weekend. 
But if you are, this 
indie game festival 
will be better than 
the crypto thing.

2 5  M A Y

dark souls 
reMasTered

  Will this remaster 
be better than the 
original game’s 
community fixes? 
Keep an eye on 
PCGamer.com to 
find out.

3 1  M A Y

new issue!
  Run, don’t walk, 

to pick up a copy of 
PC Gamer issue 
319, which will 
feature, among 
other things, a deep 
dive into Call of 
Duty: Black Ops 4. 

2 5  –  2 7  M A Y

esl one 
BirMinGhaM

  The first Dota 2 
Major to be held in 
the UK. 12 teams 
will battle it out over 
three days for a 
share of a $1 million 
prize pool.
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Enjoy the  
magazine? 

Listen to the (almost) 
weekly UK podcast!
Listen now at PCGamer.Com or downLoad on itunes.

.com



T h e  S p y
The Spy needs a 
moment of your time, 
Jason Schreier.

he Spy needs everybody to sit 
down for a minute. Are you 
comfortable? Good. Actually, no! 
That’s bad! That’s bad because 
The Spy wants you to be 
uncomfortably aware of how 
time-consuming it is to both hunt 
down the videogame industry’s 
deepest secrets and then present 

them as part of an arguably overwrought ‘bit’. What 
you do not do, when you are The Spy, is simply ‘find 
something out’ and then ‘Tweet it’.

That’s right, Kotaku’s Jason Schreier – if that is your real 
name – The Spy sees you. The Spy sees you visiting Mafia 
III developers Hangar 13 for a story, publishing said story, 
and then simply tweeting that next door a new 2K studio 
is working on the next BioShock. Did you not consider 
burying this information somewhere in the second 
paragraph of a decade-spanning running joke about spies? 
Do you want everything to boil down to ‘interesting facts’, 
Jason, is that it? All of us, trading ‘facts’ simply and 
quickly like efficient robot people? The Spy’s seen that 
movie, Jason, and it DOES NOT END WELL. Also, it is 
NOT COMPATIBLE 
WITH THE ANALOGY 
THE SPY DEPENDS ON.

Sorry. The Spy has had 
quite a month. 2K are likely 
working on a new BioShock, 
okay? We know literally 
nothing else about it.

Let us return to comforting home territory: pondering 
whatever it is that the many limbs of the Ubisoft machine 
are up to at any given time. The Spy’s ultrasensitive 
Clancytrackers (who watches the watchmen, indeed) 
report fresh rumblings in Sweden, where The Division 
devs Massive are rumoured to be at work on a battle 
royale game. Work started in January, and they’re hoping 
to turn it around in time for a reveal at E3.

A plAgue of bAttle royAles
This is one of those single-source deals, so take it with a 
pinch of salt: but at the very least The Spy thinks it sounds 
true, and that’s often enough for The Spy. Consider that 
between PUBG and Fortnite, the entire shooter industry 
turned upside down last year and none of the big 
publishers have really reacted yet. Even so, each is sitting 
on stacks of FPS devs – loads of them, in a huge mound, 
like a ball pond – and The Spy would be surprised if this 
year’s E3 was not, at least in part, an exercise in shaking 
that ball pond until battle royale games fall out.

The Division is a natural fit for the format, too – and if 
they take advantage of that fancy computer New York 
they made, they could introduce urban combat to a genre 
typified by treks across vast golf courses.

Elsewhere in Ubiland, rumour has it that successful 
Assassin’s Creed revival-slash-Witcher tribute act  
Assassin’s Creed Origins is moving across the 
Mediterranean for its unannounced sequel. Ancient 
Greece is the rumoured setting for Assassin’s Creed – er 
– 21, which will probably have a cool subtitle like ‘The 
Beginning’, even though the previous one was called 
Origins. The Spy understands that Ubisoft has been 
nervous about making Assassin’s Creed appear 
impenetrable to newcomers, so it may go for something 
comforting like ‘It’s Okay To Start With This One’. Here’s 
the thing, though, Ubisoft: when you’ve got a ‘thing’, stick 

with it. Your thing is ‘time 
travel memory adventure’. 
The first one was confusing! 
They’re all going to be 
confusing! And that’s okay! 
Own your overwrought 
thing! Spy out! 
The Spy

1  This was a landmark issue in PC 
Gamer history, featuring a large 

redesign that turned it into the magazine 
you know and love today. This was the first 
issue to feature a new-look Extra Life 
section, containing brand-new regular 
features, such as Now Playing and 
Reinstall. Nine years later, these features 
are still going and they’re some of our 
favourite parts of the magazine.

3  Perhaps the best feature of the issue 
is Quintin Smith’s haunting tale of a 

particularly bad day in sandbox MMO 
Wurm Online. “Lost. In the middle of a 
dense forest, crowded with ravenous 
mountain lions. I’m kind of ravenous 
myself, since Egg and I had all our 
belongings taken away. Egg’s my only 
friend in the world, and right now he’s 
staring death in the face…” 

2   Our lead 
review was 

Demigod, the 
DotA-like that 
you’ve only now 
just remembered 
existing. Leisure 
Suit Larry: Box 
Office Bust earned 
a score of 19.

ISSUE
201, June 2009

on thE covEr
StarCraft II

In thE chArtS
Girls Aloud – 
Untouchable

T

This month in… 2009

AssAssin’s Creed Origins is 
mOving ACrOss the 

mediterrAneAn fOr its sequel
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In October last year, Mahdi Bahrami released 
Engare, a beautiful puzzle game about 
mathematics and geometry. But he was afraid. 
He was worried that it would be removed from 
Steam the next day. “I worked on this game for 

a few years and it would be so painful if that 
happened,” he says. What if he’d never get the proceeds 
from its sales? What if no one would be able to play it?

Bahrami is worried because he’s Iranian. He is technically 
unable to sell games on Steam because of trade sanctions 
the US has imposed on Iran since 1979. And he can’t 
officially be paid the money Engare has earned because 
most Iranian banks can’t interface with US ones. “The 
money is not directly coming to Iran, so from Steam’s 
point of view they are paying someone in the US,” 
Bahrami says. “I didn’t have any option, but I’m waiting 
for the day I receive an email saying that they discovered 
I’m in Iran and they remove it.”

Engare is quite unlike any game you’ve played before. 
It’s part Spirograph-like art tool and part puzzle, and it 

Caption goes in 
here x xx xx xx  x xx 
x

asks you to find patterns in movement. Levels present you 
with rotating circles and swinging joints which, when you 
plot a point on them, then draw out lines that build up 
into repeating geometric shapes as the components move. 
As a puzzle game, each level has you figuring out where to 
plot your point in order to draw a specific shape. “For 
Engare the puzzles were not about how I could make 
them complicated, it was more that I wanted to show an 
interesting idea to the player,” Bahrami says. It’s an 
exercise in observation and recognition, and when you get 
it right you’re rewarded with revelation as the shape 
iterates over and over, the lines you scribed translating 
into a beautiful pattern.

It’s strange to think that in today’s massively connected 
world, in which you can send a message instantly through 
your phone to anyone on the globe, a game as imaginative 
and original as this could face such issues being made 
widely commercially available. But those are the realities 
of being Iranian, and Bahrami is used to it. He often finds 
Apple’s App Store will let him download apps on one day 
and won’t on the next. Every day the rules change, some 

Engare’s level  
select screen 
celebrates decorative 
geometric forms. 

Why are  
sanctions  
imposed 
on Iran?
In the Iranian 
Revolution of 
1979, an uprising 
of Islamist, leftist 
and student 
organisations 
overthrew the 
Shah 
government and 
replaced it with 
an anti-Western 
theocracy. The 
US feared that an 
existing nuclear 
programme 
might be used to 
develop nuclear 
weapons, and so 
it began 
sanctions 
intended to 
encourage 
internal political 
change. They 
remain in force 
today, albeit in a 
relaxed form.

IranIan Dev 
troubles

Why Mahdi Bahrami believes his beautiful puzzle game EngarE might 
be taken down from Steam any day

14    june 2018
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Report



days for better and some days for worse. “You can’t count 
on anything here,” he says. “But I released the game five 
months ago, and it’s okay so far.”

More troubling is the fact that these blocks threaten to 
obstruct a game that opens doorways into experiencing 
and understanding the culture of Iran and the Middle 
East. Engare doesn’t shout about it, but the patterns you 
draw in it are strongly related to the geometry that makes 
up traditional Middle Eastern art. “A lot of art and 
architecture is all about geometry, so you don’t see human 
faces, because there’s a belief that you shouldn’t draw 
living creatures,” Bahrami says. “In Europe it’s different, 
because a lot of its art is 
about humans, and you see 
a lot of human statues 
everywhere. That was the 
main source of inspiration 
for Engare, making a game 
about the abstract ideas we 
see in the Middle East.”

Exporting iranian gamE culturE
In Islamic tradition, to draw living creatures is a sin 
because it’s seen as an attempt to recreate God’s creations. 
“If artists wanted to express feeling sad, they couldn’t 
draw a sad human face so they had to invent a different 
method of drawing which allows you to feel what they 
felt. Of course, I think everyone should create anything 
they want, but it was a good limitation because it made 
this art special. It helped them make a new language, a 
different type of artistic expression.” And so in Engare, 
Bahrami echoes this expressive form, bridging visual art 
and mathematics. “It really worked for me, because that’s 

what I think I am good at. I’m not good at writing stories 
about someone going out to save someone, but I can show 
ideas about mathematics and make a story out of that, 
about ideas that start simple and become more complex.” 

The result is a game as distinct as the art that inspired 
it. But Bahrami found releasing it extremely difficult. On a 
domestic level, Iran has an annual game expo, the Tehran 
Game Convention, and a domestic PC digital store called 
Hayoola. But he wanted to make Engare internationally 
available. “I worry about stuff that other game developers 
don’t,” he says. The US travel ban on Iranian nationals 
means he couldn’t personally show it at expos like PAX 

and GDC (he did go to GDC 
in 2014 so he could show 
Engare at the Experimental 
Gameplay Workshop and 
he wowed the audience). 
And the uncertainty he 
faces in making his games 
broadly commercially 
available means taking on a 

team to make bigger projects is far too risky.
It used to make him angry. In 2009 he won a game dev 

competition and had problems receiving his $5,000 
winnings. In 2010 he went to TGS and couldn’t book a 
hotel because he can’t have a credit card. But when he 
decided to move back to Iran, having studied at university 
in the Netherlands, he resigned himself to the problems 
he faces. “I knew bad situations would happen, but I’m 
going to try it and in the worst case scenario, which is not 
being able to sell my game, I will make it free and maybe a 
lot of people will try it, and I would be happy.” 
Alex Wiltshire

FAR LEFT: When  
you find a solution, 
the game repeats  
it, scribing a  
beautiful pattern.

LEFT: Some  
puzzles are about 
physics: here the 
motion is caused by a 
line of dominoes 
hitting a ball.

I r a n I a n  g a m e s  Other highlights of Iran’s game development community

4 1 1 4 8
A horror adventure with a striking 
shadow puppet visual style, made by an 
art teacher called Mahdi Fanaei. 

P a r v a n e h :  L e g a c y  o f  t h e 
L I g h t ’ s  g u a r d I a n s
A colourful action adventure fantasy by 
Tehran-based studio Bearded Bird.

1 9 7 9  r e v o L u t I o n :  
B L a c k  f r I d a y
iNK Studios’ adventure depicts the 
events of Iran’s revolution.

s h a d o w  B L a d e :  r e L o a d
A ninja action platformer with comic 
book visuals that evokes Strider made 
by Iran-based studio Dead Mage. 

EvEry day thE rulEs changE, 
somE days for bEttEr and 

somE days for worsE
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In Focus



sTar-gazing

3 This web is made by ships doing 
something called spider-tanking. The 

beams going from green to orange show 
armour/hull repair. Pink to yellow is energy 
transfer which is what enables the repair 
ships to keep repairing. 

a celesTial canvas

4 Background affects legibility of 
battles. Adding more black space 

made eVe much darker for a while, so the 
team implemented new lighting solutions. In 
battle the background is less important than 
players being able to read combat effects.

an eye for deTail

1 eVe uses an LOD (level of detail) 
system which reduces the amount of 

detail rendered on an object that’s further 
away. When you get close enough – LOD 0 
– you can see everything from weapons to 
the name of the ship. 

BuBBling up

2 These are Warp Disruption Fields. 
When enough of them overlap, you 

start to lose detail. CCP uses a system to 
switch off visual overlapping if lots of 
bubbles are close together so players can 
still see what’s going on.

engine Trails 

5 nowadays the entire engine trail is 
mathematically constructed but van 

Biljon notes, “We used to have a texture that 
got loaded in which would then become the 
trail and then be stretched depending on 
how fast or slow the ship was going.” 

ouTlining a BaTTle

6 Silhouettes are a vital part of ship 
design as you need to be able to 

recognise any game asset from a distance. 
This is the shape of a Scorpion; a ship 
designed for electronic warfare, scrambling 
sensors and draining capacitors. 

THE ART  
OF WAR
CCP’s senior 3D artist, Willem van Biljon on 
eve online’s fantastic battles. By Philippa Warr

4

3

ABOVE:  The Battle of 
M-OEE8 saw the 
Moneybadger 
Coalition fight back 
against a dominant 
military force known 
as The Imperium. 

RIGHT:  These three 
images were all taken 
by a player called 
Lord Maldoror and 
show a conflict called 
World War Bee: The 
Battle of M-OEE8. 2

5
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X a l a v i e r 
N e l s o N  J r
I’m a full-time  
game writer and 
narrative designer, 
with credits inside 
and out of gaming.

Indie studio National Insecurities was well on its 
way to completing its latest first-person murder 
mystery parody, 2000:1: A Space Felony. It had 
an eye-catching name, a publisher, and a 
rock-solid visual and thematic base it could use 

to play off audience expectations. There was just one 
problem: the centrifuge didn’t work.

An astronaut jogs around a 
stark centrifuge, punching 
the air as he travels in an 
endless loop. This scene, 
from 2001: A Space 
Odyssey, is one of the most 
iconic in film history. And 
National Insecurities’ 
parody couldn’t replicate it. No matter what it did, the 
team couldn’t find a reliable, smooth way for the player to 
run along the centrifuge as it spiralled through space. 
Then lead developer, Lauren Filby had an idea.

Rather than attempting to create a special case for the 
player to be able to travel around the centrifuge while it 
was moving, she bent space around the player. When the 
player was outside the centrifuge, it would rotate as 
normal. However, as soon as the player entered the 
centrifuge, everything else in the game world would begin 
to rotate to ensure consistency of movement. This leap of 
logic is common to game development. Surprising in its 

requirements, bewildering in its 
utilisation, and essential to increasing 
the fidelity of a game’s world.

Keeping up AppeArAnces
Raigan Burns tells me about Metanet 
Software’s quest to make N++ 
replicate the “smooth, clean look” of 
print graphic design in a platformer. 
“The main challenge we faced was 
the resolution of our visual medium,” 
Burns says. “Print looks so smooth in 
part because it operates at a very high 
resolution, typically at least 1,000 
‘pixels’ per inch [PPI], while 
computer monitors typically have 
fewer than 100 PPI. This was a pretty 
huge gap to cross, quality-wise, and 
the main reason why print design is 
so different from what you typically 

see on a screen.” Attempting to cross this gap in quality 
led Metanet Software cofounders Raigan Burns and Mare 
Sheppard to develop a rendering engine for their game, 
where every shape displayed is pure maths. “This means 

that all of the animations and graphics in the game had to 
be programmed line-by-line into the game’s source code,” 
Burns says. One of the most cutting-edge rendering 
solutions in gaming hides in the code of a 2D platformer. 

Gentle comedy adventure game Yorkshire Gubbins has 
a dynamic music system directly inspired by classic 
LucasArts adventure games, made possible by the recent 

expiration of a patent. 
Charlotte Gore composed 
the game’s themes, then a 
series of four-beat 
transitions to connect 
everything together. A 
subsystem in the game 
evaluates what’s happening 
at any time, what piece of 

music is needed, and the best transition to connect it to 
the previous piece. The result is a seamless, flowing score 
that echoes film almost as much as it does games past.

Early Access 4X strategy game Predestination contains 
spherical planets covered in hex grids. Putting a hex grid 
on a spherical surface is, apparently, impossible. Which is 
good, because the planets in Predestination aren’t 
spherical at all. They’re flat. “They wrap around on the X 
axis so you can rotate all the way around the planet and it 
appears to be a continuous sphere,” says lead developer 
Brendan Drain. “This doesn’t work on the Y axis, so you 
can’t have planetary poles. To solve this, we just lock the 
camera so you can only scroll up and down within certain 
limits and then the procedural generation algorithm 
places terrain at the top and bottom of the map to visually 
simulate polar regions.” The result is that players can 
rotate believably shaped planets, zoom down, and place 
structures on their hex grid surfaces.

James Earl Cox III, cofounder of You Must be 18 or 
Older to Enter developer Seemingly Pointless, found 
himself with an odd problem for his horror game about 
viewing porn as a kid in the early days of the internet. 
“People used to talk about how the images loaded too 
fast,” Cox says. Rather than artificially limiting the speed 
at which the ‘computer’ can load images, however, Cox 
took advantage of the monochromatic nature of the early 
hardware. “There are black squares layered on top of each 
image that slowly delete themselves over time to create 
the appearance of slow connection speed,” Cox says.

These are just a few of the many examples of the 
challenges surmounted to make something work ‘as 
intended’. Challenges solved by tricks. Tricks that, mostly, 
stay invisible. However, the more you learn about these 
tricks, the more apparent their importance becomes. 
Authentic game worlds aren’t created despite these tricks. 
They’re created because of them. 

One Of the mOst cutting-edge 
sOlutiOns in gaming hides in 
the cOde Of a 2d platfOrmer

Under the sUrface
The hidden tricks bringing game worlds to life. By Xalavier Nelson Jr
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FAR LEFT: Charlotte 
Gore took advantage 
of a patent expiration 
to add LucasArts-
inspired dynamic 
music to adventure 
game Yorkshire 
Gubbins.

LEFT: Making this 
centrifuge work in 
2000:1: A Space 
Felony required 
rotating the entire 
universe. You know, 
no big deal.

C a N C e l l e d  a p p e a r a N C e s  Cool-sounding concepts that proved unfeasible

s p a r t a N  F i s t
This first-person puncher initially had 
boxing-style combos, mirrored based 
on the leading fist, but players reacted 
negatively to the lack of reliable input. 
Stances now serve as a visible way of 
swapping between attacks.

X - C o M :  a p o C a l y p s e
The alien dimension players enter 
during the endgame of X-COM: 
Apocalypse was planned as the first of 
many procedurally generated 
dimensions. However, the publisher 
objected to this.

d e F e N d e r ’ s  Q u e s t :  v a l l e y 
o F  t h e  F o r g o t t e N  d X
Statues connected to secret content in 
Defender’s Quest were supposed to be 
fightable. However, the cost of creating 
this battle for a miniscule portion of the 
audience outweighed the benefits.

s u b N a u t i C a
Jonas Bötel, a Software Engineer at 
Unknown Worlds Entertainment, claims 
Subnautica has creatures “100% driven 
by physics”, and destructible terrain. 
These features just… didn’t fit the game. 
They still lurk in the code, unused. 

Hex grids existing on 
the spherical planets 

of Early Access 4X 
game Predestination 

is mathematically 
impossible. Luckily  

the planets are 
actually flat.
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OvercOOked
Work with a friend to cook up a 
variety of dishes in a 
procession of wacky kitchens. 

keep Talking and nObOdy 
explOdes
A person disarms a bomb while 
the other gives instructions.

cuphead
This characterful hardcore 
run-and-gun is only slightly 
easier with a friend.

diviniTy: Original sin ii
A huge RPG that supports 
co-op play. Let’s hope your pal 
doesn’t kill that NPC you like.

pOrTal 2
The co-op campaign for Valve’s 
puzzler is arguably even better 
than the singleplayer.

1 2 3 4 5

T H E  T O P  5          Local co-op games to play with a pal 

20    june 2018

N E T W O R K

Want to track your progress? Print out our checklist at www.bit.ly/pcgchallenge

Clear your backlog and expand your horizons. Here’s what the team played this month

PLAY 100 GAMES IN 2018
C H A L L E N G E

T he opening hours of Far Cry 5’s 
campaign feel promising, but it’s 
hard to shake the feeling that this 

is just Far Cry again. That’s not a bad 
thing, necessarily, but I’m still waiting for 
the sequel to do something that feels 
surprising enough to catch my interest.

I’ve also been dipping into Sea of 
Thieves. I’m not sure how long I’ll last 
– the missions are incredibly repetitive – 
but I’m having a lot of fun messing around 
with mates on the open water. The level 
of coordination needed to sail a galleon 
leads to some entertaining hijinks.

 My big achievement this month was 
completing Metal Gear Solid V. It’s one 
of my favourite stealth games, and I’ve 
enjoyed most of the 90+ hours I spent 
playing it. But I’m also glad to finally be 
making a dent in my big Steam list of 
half-finished games. 

B i G  A C H i E v E m E N T

This month has been a disaster for 
my 100 Games Challenge. Apart 
from the games I’ve played for 

PCG features and previews it has been a 
lean month. Well, a lean month for 
anything that wasn’t the special events in 
mobile game Animal Crossing Pocket 
Camp, as my home PC finally croaked.

That said, based on Alex Wiltshire’s 
Special Report, I checked out Engare – a 
game about producing geometric patterns 
inspired by Islamic art. It’s gorgeous, and 
unlike anything I’ve played before. I find 
the mathematics of patterns fascinating so 
I’ll fail a puzzle just to see the results.

I also went to EVE Fanfest, so I’ve 
technically spent three days watching 
people play the IRL aspects of EVE, 
whereby alliances can be shored up or 
ruined through chats in a beautiful 
building in Reykjavik.

A  d i s A s T E r

T he Typing of the Dead: Overkill 
is a very silly take on Sega’s House 
of the Dead arcade series, where 

instead of shooting zombies with a gun, 
you type words on your keyboard as fast 
as you can to kill them. It’s pretty boring, 
honestly, but I managed to squeeze an 
hour of fun out of it.

I also finally got around to playing 
Batman: The Telltale Series, which I 
think is the studio’s best adventure since 
the original Walking Dead. I loved shaping 
my own version of Bruce Wayne through 
its dialogue choices.

Surviving Mars is a deft blend of 
city-building and survival, and I enjoy it 
the most when the shit hits the fan. A 
sudden air shortage from an meteor strike 
is tense, because you know people are 
dying every second you fail to fix the 
problem. Stressful, but weirdly enjoyable.

W E i r d L y  E N j O y A B L y 

Phil Savage
Editor

i’m having a lOT Of 
fun messing arOund 

wiTh maTes

Philippa Warr
Deputy Editor

iT’s gOrgeOus, and 
unlike anyThing i’ve 

played befOre

Andy Kelly
Section Editor

i enjOy iT The mOsT 
when The shiT hiTs 

The fan

T A L k  T O  
P C  G A m E r

Tell us how you’re 
doing at letters@

pcgamer.com.
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The crash came because I was drinking in 
the differences between the newly added 
industry-heavy Albion region and The 
Reach. The Reach is all about little 
outposts, each with their own character. 
From your top-down perspective, you 
guide your steam train across the 
expanse of space, discovering its secrets 
and luxuriating in reams of prose. 

The Reach’s main port is the central 
hub of New Winchester, but as you reveal 
more of the map you’ll find a wonderful 
variety of locations. These places don’t 
have fixed positions from playthrough to 
playthrough, but the less hazardous 
populate the inner circle of the map, within 
easier reach of New Winchester, and the 
more challenging sit in the outer circle, 
near the rim. 

The first port I find is a bucolic English 
village-themed place called Port Avon. It 
has a verdant green, cricket matches, talk 
of allotments and a steepled church. It 
conjures up memories of the Kent 
countryside where I grew up.

In Port Avon the residents will tire of 
your presence so you must periodically 
restock a resource called Port Avon 
Welcome by hosting tea parties or 
bringing exotic gossip. Welcome is then 
spent on any number of activities – 
appreciating cider, reading speculative 
fiction at the pub, watching the cricket and 

so on. Each of these can alter your 
captain’s status or resources. 

Cricket helps reduce the Terror you 
accrue as you roam the High Wilderness. 
Fiction can bestow Sky-Stories or Tales of 
Terror which can be traded elsewhere. 
Cider reduces Terror (and cash). I’ve also 
popped by Port Avon to pick up a couple 
of costumes for some geese as part of a 
different questline and to check on limited-
time bargains to help me fulfill requests 
made by denizens of other ports. 

Titania is entirely different. While Port 
Avon sprawls across grass-covered 
chunks of rock, Titania is an Art Deco 
flower, where gigantic pink petals contain 
the metal framework of a beautiful city. I 
crashed into Titania while distracted by its 
beauty. I’m nothing if not consistent.

ill met by moonlight
In Titania you find an ongoing tussle 
between three factions and a mayor 
whose attempts to keep the peace involve 
allowing you, an outsider, to make 
decisions so she doesn’t have to take the 
blame for siding with any one faction. Your 
decisions revolve around financing 
construction of the buildings the factions 
are lobbying for and then, I think, paying 
for repairs if a swarm of Chorister Bees 
descends on Titania and ravages its 
architecture. I funded the Library of Yore 
in the Bloom Bower district and am now 
waiting for the Grand Opening.

The writing is a big part of forging 
these identities. Despite being someone 
who generally skips through screen text 
as much as possible (I often find reading 
in-game to be uncomfortable), reading 
everything from flavour text to significant 
story snippets has been such a pleasure. 
I’ll add a disclaimer here because I know 
some of the writers involved in the game. 
You might recognise the names too as it’s 
people like Meg Jayanth who wrote 80 
Days, and Richard Cobbett and 
Cassandra Khaw, who have written for PC 
Gamer – although I don’t know which 
sections they contributed to or how much. 

I  have just crashed into London. Not the 
London nestled in the buttcrack of the 
UK’s south-eastern bulges, you 
understand; the London of Failbetter 

Games’ Sunless Skies, where Queen Victoria, the 
Traitor Empress, sits on her Throne of Hours. 
Victoria presides over a precarious empire within 
the High Wilderness, peppered with ports which 
you — an enterprising space locomotive captain 
— set out to explore.

  

Following the Traitor Empress to 
her new celestial throne

S u n l e S S  S k i e S

cricket helps reduce the 
terror you accrue as you 
roam the high wilderness

RELEASE
September 2018

DEvELopER
Failbetter Games

pubLiShER
In-house

LiNK
www.failbettergames.com

n e e d  t o  k n o w

F i r s t 
L o o k
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The identity of the ports also bleeds 
into the surrounding space. This helps 
with navigation as you start to recognise 
markers and build up a mental map. 

Sunless Sea generated a similar feeling 
but the way that game cultivated 
familiarity was often through having you 
repeat journeys and keeping you on a far 
tighter leash, risking your playthrough if 
you went too long without returning to the 
central location. The end result was a 
sense of areas around ‘home’ which you 
knew well and which felt safe and even 
mundane, but the process of getting there 
could tip over into tedium as it was 
repetitive and often curtailed exploration.

Sunless Skies is benefitting from those 
lessons learned in Sunless Sea. In New 
Winchester I can access a bank vault 
where I can store inventory and pick it up 
again from a bank branch in a different 
region. In the Early Access version I’m also 
rarely at risk of running out of fuel or 
supplies, which makes it easier to indulge 
my desire to explore a little more before I 
need to stock up. 

That’s not to say there’s no tension to 
exploration – I keep a watchful eye on my 
Terror-meter, especially in the outer rim 
areas – and the limited space in my hold 
means I do need to constantly check in on 
my fuel and supplies as I chuff from 
location to location, regularly topping 
those up rather than being able to 
stockpile them. 

Obviously this might all be rebalanced 
as the game heads towards a 1.0 release, 
but right now it’s a far more pleasant way 
of experiencing the world. Danger came 
when I decided to engage what I thought 
was a mining vessel in combat and which 
turned out to be a tentacled monster from 
the realms of cosmic horror fiction, rather 
than, for example, slightly misjudging the 
micromanagement of resources. 

within reach
Encountering Albion has been a curious 
experience. The distinct areas of The 
Reach suddenly seem like delicate 
hamlets in the face of London’s 
mechanical sprawl or the smog-wreathed, 
time-warping tangle of Brabazon 
Workworld. There is also more debris to 
navigate, making fuel consideration more 

of a concern as you’re unable to forge 
ahead in a straight line to your destination. 

This is where the tentacle monster 
turned up. I’m thinking I should finally 
invest in some more effective firepower 
for my space train, rather than relying on 
the starter projectiles and initial 
grapeshot-esque options

The uptick in peril has been 
accompanied by an opening out of the 
storylines. Instead of pottering about with 
goose clothes (although I do still need to 
drop those off at some point), I seem to 
have become an MP and I’m being asked 
to make more meaningful decisions about 
whether I want my current captain to 
support or defy the rule of Empire. 

So far my captain hasn’t actually died 
(I’m as surprised as anyone) but when 
they do, I’ll be able to pass on some of my 
resources to a successor. My behaviour 
with my current captain will also leave a 
lasting impact on the region and its 
conflicts so the idea is that future captains 
will have to navigate the legacy of your 
previous actions. 

Without a good deal more time to 
tinker with that system, I can’t say how 
pronounced those effects are or how it 
might impact play, but it’s an interesting 
idea to keep in the back of your mind. If it 
ends up making a noticeable difference it 
will help guard against the sense of an 
individual captain’s life as being 
inconsequential, which can be a hazard in 
roguelites and roguelike-likes.

There are two more regions to come 
before the game emerges from Early 
Access in September, as well of a host of 
other additions and adjustments. Combat 
will also likely change as AI improvements, 
a new HUD, more weaponry and 
adjustable difficulty are all on the horizon. 
As a result, I don’t think it’s a good idea to 
be more granular in this assessment. 

As a general sense of Sunless Skies, 
the game feels like it’s on the right track. 
The developers have clearly learned from 
Sunless Sea feedback and adjusted the 
core loops without losing what was 
magical about the Fallen London  
universe. Experienced players will feel 
right at home and newcomers will, I think, 
find their feet quickly based on what I’ve 
played at this point. 

One piece of advice, though: I think the 
improvements in Sunless Skies will make 
it hard to go back to Sunless Sea without it 
feeling like a slog, so if you’re intending to 
play the latter I’d dive in before Sunless 
Skies comes out.
Philippa Warr

so far my captain hasn’t 
actually died (i’m as 
surprised as anyone)
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The pink stained glass makes 
Magdalene distinctive.
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Some areas have the flavour
of heavy industry.

Building up the aesthetic
of petal-port, Titania .



F
orget expensive drugs, in 
Rhythm Doctor you cure 
patients by hitting your 
space bar to a beat – 

specifically the heartbeat. You need 
to hit the button on every seventh 
beat to overcome your patient’s 
illness. Throughout, the virus you’re 
battling will retaliate – glitching the 
music and visuals. Each patient’s 
heart beats to a different tune, and 
each virus has a different effect.

In one level, a virus causes the patient’s 
hearbeat to skip and freeze in time to 
the glitchy EDM soundtrack. Another 
is a satirical musical about overworked 
doctors. The full game promises over 
20 levels, each based around a different 
concept of rhythm theory. I’ve been a 
fan of Rhythm Doctor since playing the 
IGF demo that won 2014’s Student 
Showcase, and I can’t wait to see what 
tricks the full game has in store.
Phil Savage

  

Heal to the beat in this satirical 
rhythm game

R h y t h m  
D o c t o R

p l a y e d  
i t

n e e d  t o  k n o w
RELEASE
2018

DEVELOPER
7th Beat Games

PUBLISHER
indienova

LINK
www.rhythmdr.com

B e a t
Your patient’s 

heartbeat progresses 
along the green line. Your 
only job is to hit space on 
the seventh beat, when 
the heartbeat is in the 

yellow zone.

p a t i e n t
Each patient suffers 

from a different disease, 
each causing a different 
type of distraction. This 

patient’s virus makes the 
game’s window dance 

and jump around 
your desktop.
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H e a r t
The heart represents 
your patient’s health. 

Keep hitting the beat and 
it’ll remain whole and 

healthy. But miss, and it 
cracks and breaks down. 

Miss too much and 
you’ll fail.

n i g H t
Each level has a 

‘Night Shift’ version, 
that remixes the music for 

a harder challenge. The beat 
is faster, or uses an irregular 

time signature, and the 
distractions are more 

pronounced.
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T
he year is 1979 and Adam and his wife 
Emma have moved to a house deep in 
the countryside, which is your first clue 
that The Beast Inside is, yes, a horror 

game. Nothing good ever happens in isolated rural 
houses. Adam is a CIA cryptanalyst working on 
cracking a Soviet code that could alter the course 
of the Cold War, and he needs a quiet place to do it.

photorealistic look, and while it’s a little 
uninspiring in terms of art direction, with 
not much personality, the fidelity is 
impressive. The dialogue is a little 
unconvincing, too, which is likely because 
English isn’t the developers’ first language.

While moving the last of the boxes, 
Adam spots a loose floorboard in the attic, 
which reveals an old box containing a diary 
written in 1864. When he reads it I’m 
magically whisked back a century to when 
a man called Nicolas lived in the house, 
and the game takes a sudden, dark turn. 
It’s the dead of night and the house 
doesn’t look quite as inviting as it did 
earlier. And there seems to be someone, 
or something, in there with me.

Polish developer MovieGames says the 
mysteries explored in this time period will 

have a direct connection to Adam’s life in 
the ’70s, and it’ll be interesting to see how 
the story spans the decades. Films such 
as Shutter Island and Memento are cited 
as inspiration, so Adam and Nicolas might 
not be the most reliable of narrators. 

Sneak Show
After exploring the house, finding snippets 
of story that reveal a little about Nicolas, a 
man searching for his missing father, my 
demo ends with a figure swinging an axe 
and, presumably, killing me. But in the final 
game you’ll be able to avoid enemies using 
stealth and fight back. Hopefully combat 
is a rare occurrence, because too much of 
it can really ruin a horror game.

Over 2,000 people pledged $65,000 
on Kickstarter to help make The Beast 
Inside, which is due for release sometime 
in 2019. The demo is lean, and doesn’t 
give you a taste of much beyond some 
exploration and puzzling, but I like what 
I’ve seen so far. I’m a sucker for stories 
that take place across multiple time 
periods, and I’m keen to learn more about 
how Adam and Nicolas’ lives will interlink. 
Andy Kelly

Films such as 
shutter island and 
memento are cited 
as inspiration

P l a y e d 
i t

  

A horror game that tells two 
stories a century apart

T h e  B e a s T  I n s I d e

In the opening their car pulls up to the new 
home – a grand colonial house 
surrounded by woodland – and your first 
job is moving in. A stack of boxes on the 
porch needs to be relocated, giving you an 
early taste of the game’s physics. Like 
Amnesia before it, you can open drawers, 
stack boxes, throw objects, and generally 
make a mess, which gives the world a 
feeling of richness and interactivity.

For a horror game made by a small 
team, the production values are 
surprisingly lavish. Photogrammetry has 
been used to give the world a 
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Adam will come to regret 
his escape to the country.





Investigating a hanging body 
is your first big quest.

The hotel’s called Whirling in 
Rags. Every name is evocative.

Who trashed your room? It 
might not have been you.
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“Got any spare shirts?”



Enigmatic NPCs require all 
your skills to negotiate.
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That’s all for you to choose as you begin 
Disco Elysium as a pot-bellied blowout 
lying on the floor of a trashed hotel room 
in an unknown city. Waking from an 
unholy binge that has wiped your 
memory, you’ve no idea that you’re a 
detective, or that you’re meant to be 
investigating a putrefying body 
hanging from a tree nearby. 

Yes, Disco Elysium hinges on an 
amnesia-powered plot, but don’t let 
that put you off, because it’s the 
freshest and most fascinating RPG I’ve 
experienced in years, perhaps ever; one 
which plays right into the best aspects of 
pen-and-paper roleplaying. The first 
whisper of its promise came even before 
my character opened his eyes as several 
of my skills started discussing the nature 
of oblivion and my impending 
consciousness. These skills, you see, are 
Disco Elysium’s equivalent of agility, 
strength and charisma ratings, and they 
are wild. There are 24 of the things, 
arranged into four key types: Intellect skills 
affect my capacity to reason, Psyche skills 
allows me to influence NPCs and also 
myself, Fysique skills are body skills, and 
Motorics are about how well I move.

Here’s the thing: skills are characters in 
themselves, speaking up during dialogue 
and offering insights on the world as I 
explore, if I’ve invested enough points in 
them and the behind the scenes dice rolls 
go my way. So Perception will tell me it’s 
noticed footprints beneath the hanging 
corpse while Visual Calculus will allow me 
to examine them closely. 

Electrochemistry, which just wants to 
smoke, drink and have sex, constantly 
pipes up with new conversational options 
for chatting up NPCs and cadging drinks 
(it even opens a quest called Find 
Smokes). Interfacing, meanwhile, 
manages my ability to work with 
machines, opening opportunities to use 
radios and another paraphernalia.

Internal monologue
Skills, therefore, guide you around the 
world, and they affect everything you do. 
But the revolutionary thing is that they 
also provide a stream of consciousness 
from deep within your character as his 
impulses try to push him one way or 
another. As you put more points into skills 
they’ll become more dominant, and most 

come with negative effects. 
Authority, for example, gets off on 
having power over others, which is 
handy when you’re getting intel out of 
suspects. But find yourself in a 

situation where you’re begging an old 
woman for money, it might get enraged 
that you’re looking so desperate and make 
you say something you’ll regret.

And if that wasn’t enough, many skills, 
such as Encyclopaedia and Empathy, 
explain details of the world, from the 
subtleties of an NPC’s reaction to the rich 
history behind the setting. Disco Elysium 
takes place in a fantasy ’70s, a world 
separate from ours but at the same kind 
of level of technological, social and 
political development, plus with a dose of 
magic and weirdness. Getting to explore 
its mix of the familiar and fantastical is a 
pleasure, especially when it’s drawn in 
such a striking art style, which blends a 
traditional isometric viewpoint with 3D 
lighting and shadow effects. 

If ZA/UM can sustain the promise of 
Disco Elysium’s opening across the 
finished game, we could have a new RPG 
classic on our hands.
Alex Wiltshire

T
o be a cool police officer, you need 
Composure, the ability to walk into any 
situation and not betray your inner fears 
(and also dance really well). But maybe 

you want to be a different kind of cop. A cold 
Logic-driven one, perhaps? One filled with 
Empathy? Or how about Authority?

  

A police procedural RPG in which 
you speak with your skills

D i s c o  E l y s i u m

skills are characters in 
themselves, speaking up 
during dialogue

p l a y e d  
i t







Of course, The Elder Scrolls Online‘s team 
has always delivered top-notch fantasy – 
it’s got more lore to draw on than a Star 
Trek version of Trivial Pursuit –  but 
the couple of hours that I spent 
codpiece-deep in Summerset felt like 
the richest yet. 

It mines the high fantasy land of 
Summerset Isle for its main quest, which 
features high elves, sinister Daedric plots, 
a ‘life-sucking pearl’ and more 
cheekbones than you can shake a 
contouring brush at. That means plenty of 
chances to chatter with TESO regular and 
unlikely sex dream star (just me?) Khajiit 
Razum-dar, Psijic mage Valsirenn and 
substitute queen Alwinarwe. Beneath that 
tangle of intrigue spaghetti lie some solid 
new features too, like a new Psijic skill line 
to follow (which boasts an ultimate ability 
that allows you to rewind time in combat), 
jewellery crafting (because you can never 
find the right pendant to go with your 
greatsword) and a new 12-player Trial set 
in Cloudrest. With gryphons. 

The real test of any RPG is the richness 
of its sidequests, and one in Summerset 
was so good it distracted me from the 
main quest and scuppered my plans to 
uncover more about the Daedric 
meddling. Instead, I revelled in the chance 
to go all Mindhunter on a murder case 
featuring a serial killer called The Ghost of 
the Green. The quest was called ‘Old 
Wounds’, and – accompanied by a pair of 
elven Jurisreeves – I had to figure out why 
a supposedly captured killer who liked to 
skewer people with wood elf arrows had 
suddenly reappeared. With a bit of story 
sleight of hand, The Elder Scrolls Online 
managed to make me feel the world’s best 
investigator, when really all I was doing 
was enjoying some exposition from my 
dour companions, hitting things with 
swords and playing find the corpse. 

Wining about murder
A good journalist would have delved 
deeper into the new Psijic order, but I was 
quite happy questioning witnesses and 
hunting through grapevines for discarded 
clues. There was just something so 
tempting about dilly-dallying in 

Summerset Isle’s meadows and 
crystal clear streams, all while a 
crystal tower that looks nothing like a 
penis sits on the horizon. 

The expansion is out on June 5, 
and I was playing at an early access event 
in March. There were a handful of bugs to 
contend with, but nothing that anyone 
who has ever played an MMO would soil 
their bloomers over. A few key NPCs who 
failed to show up at the right moment, 
leaving me hanging like a rejected date, 
and the occasional missing map icon for a 
quest, but everything else was smooth like 
well-aged high elf wine. 

None of it stopped me marking 5 June  
on the calendar and logging in to ESO that 
night to make sure that my Khajiit 
Dragonknight Champion was warmed up 
and ready to dispatch some Skaafins in 
the name of proxy Queen Alwinarwe. This 
is another bumper expansion from one of 
the hardest-working teams in the industry 
– one that has to listen to constant 
questions about a Skyrim sequel while 
quietly serving up caviar quality fantasy 
content on a regular basis – and looks like 
it’s absolutely going to be worth your coin. 
Rachel Weber

I
f it’s been a while since you’ve visited 
The Elder Scrolls Online, new expansion 
Summerset is the perfect excuse to go 
back. Just be prepared for a bit of a 

culture shock, what with all the high elves, 
vineyards and fancy, gilded architecture. It’s like 
returning to your parents’ town after a couple of 
years away to find the dingy local pub has a vegan 
menu and the local church holds hot yoga sessions. 

  

Come for the Daedric 
monstrosities, stay for the wine

T h e  e l d e r 
S c r o l l S  o n l i n e : 
S u m m e r S e T

I revelled In the chance to 
go all MIndhunter on a 
Murder case

RELEASE
June 5, 2018

DEvELopER
ZeniMax Online Studios

pubLiShER
Bethesda Softworks

LiNK
www.elderscrollsonline.com
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“Maybe if I just tickle its 
armpit right here...”
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Welkynar Gryphon Knights
are flocking to Summerset.
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The Elder Scrolls Online: Summerset

Capitol Alinor is gentrified 
with a market and a winery.



It’s not all 
dank dungeons.

Hack, slash, loot. 
You know the drill.
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Blizzard games are an 
obvious inspiration.



City hubs give you 
a chance to relax.
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You can switch between the Devourer’s 
shadow realm and the real world at the 
push of a button. In the shadow world, 
everything is ghostly; in the physical 
realm, the game looks a lot like 
Diablo III. The top-down perspective, 
chunky models, and atmospheric 
environments are handsome – 
especially considering the game is being 
developed by 25 people. And like Diablo, 
the focus is on dungeon crawling and 
scooping up loot.

When you kill a powerful enemy or 
open a chest, loot pours out like a 
fountain, which is hugely satisfying. It’s 
clear the developer has spent time on 
refining the feel of the game, including 
some fat, punchy combat. The game is, 
overall, pretty derivative, but it wears its 
influences on its sleeve and doesn’t feel 
like a cynical attempt to copy other 
dungeon crawlers. Although that title, 
Shadows: Awakening, is like something a 
random name generator would spew out, 
and doesn’t exactly fire the imagination.

THE BIG SLEEP
I choose to resurrect Evia, a mage who has 
been dead for centuries. Understandably, 
she’s a bit put out by suddenly being alive 
again, and this makes for some unique 
story moments. Particularly when she 
visits a city her family once ruled, only to 
find it conquered and the culture of the 
place transformed. But her knowledge of 
the city gives her access to things the 
other two heroes don’t. I love the idea of 
someone who’s been dead for centuries 
trying to make sense of the world, and I’ll 
definitely be picking Evia in the final game.

She’s your typical fire mage, with a 
selection of spells including flamethrowers 
and fireballs. The other heroes include a 
sword-wielding bandit and a ranger who 
specialises in ranged attacks. And each 
character has their own story, meaning 
there should be incentive for replays. With 
40 hours of stuff to do in Shadows, it’ll 
take you a while to see everything.

The city hubs are zones where you can 
trade with merchants, fill your head with 
lore and pick up sidequests. I don’t want to 
judge it too harshly yet, as I’ve only seen a 
fraction of the game so far, but I was 

underwhelmed by the quests I picked 
up, which were of the ‘kill 10 rats’ 
variety. At least the main story, which 
involves mysterious hooded figures, 
lost memories and bizarre demons 

sounds more interesting.
Switching between the shadow realm 

and the mortal plane is encouraged. 
Certain NPCs will only appear in one 
world, and it also factors into solving 
puzzles. If you’re in a dungeon and a stone 
bridge is out, having collapsed centuries 
ago, you can switch to the Devourer’s 
plane where the bridge will be intact. And 
if your puppet ever dies in the real world, 
you can take control of the Devourer and 
resurrect them. Careful, though: it’s game 
over if you die in the spirit realm.

I’m impressed with what I’ve seen of 
Shadows: Awakening. The realm-
switching gimmick is cool, and I like the 
idea of resurrecting dead people into my 
party. It doesn’t do anything particularly 
exciting, and the art – while pretty – looks 
like a thousand other fantasy games that 
have come before it. But other than that, 
this is shaping up to be an assured lootfest 
with a few neat ideas under its cloak.
Andy Kelly

D
evourers are shadowy, magical creatures 
with the ability to eat people’s souls, 
absorb their memories, and reanimate 
them as puppets to do their bidding. At 

the beginning of Shadows: Awakening, you play as 
one of these Devourers and are given a choice of 
three long-dead champions to bring back to life: a 
ranger, a warrior and a mage. This is essentially 
your starting class, but throughout the game you’ll 
be able to devour additional souls and recruit more 
puppets to join you on your adventures.

  

Devour souls and resurrect the 
dead in this action RPG

S h a d o w S : 
a w a k e n i n g

It’s clear the developer 
has spent tIme on refInIng 
the feel of the game

P l a y e d 
i t







 F e a r 
e F F e C T

Lara journeys to the jungle for Eidos 
Montreal’s darker, deadlier and stealthier 
Shadow of the tomb RaideR. By Phil Savage

I
n 2013, we met Crystal 
Dynamics’ rebooted 
Lara Croft – a young 
archaeologist who 
crash lands on a 

deadly island off the coast of Japan. 
Far from the confident adventurer 
of Tomb Raider games of old, this 
Lara was scared and unsure of 
herself – albeit in possession of a 
quiet, burning determination to 
survive and rescue her friends.

In the reboot’s follow-up, 2016’s Rise 
of the Tomb Raider, Lara is more 
proactive. She travels to Siberia in 
order to follow up on her father’s 
research, and in doing so learns of 
the secretive and sinister Trinity 
organisation that killed him. This 
year’s Shadow of the Tomb Raider 
completes her origin story. Lara is 
now taking the fight to Trinity, and 
discovering how far she’s willing to 
go to get revenge.
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My initial reaction to 
playing Shadow of the 

Tomb Raider, and talking 
to the new lead 

development team at Eidos 
Montreal, was surprise that 

this latest game is continuing 
– and concluding – this origin 

story. Rise finished with Lara 
ready to take on the mantle of 

‘Tomb Raider’. She’d come to 
terms with her family’s legacy, 

and even raided a bunch of tombs. 
What does that leave?

The answer, it seems, is another 
question: can Lara go too far? “We 
see her arrive in this game fully 
capable,” says lead writer Jill Murray, 
“and now instead of learning new 
skills and how to survive, she has to 
realise how much power she has and 
decide what she’s going to do with it. 
A hero can also be a threat, so which 
one is she going to choose to be in 
the end? She is going to make a lot of 
mistakes and then have to confront 
her complicity.”

I get a sense of this at the end of 
the demo. Lara is in Mexico, on the 
trail of Trinity, trying to beat them to 
a magical dagger. She arrives at the 
tomb first, and, despite finding hints 
that taking the artefact might not be 
the best idea, grabs it to prevent it 
from falling into Trinity’s hands. 
Chaos ensues, as the temple collapses 
and the streets flood. Lara’s choice 
serves as the catalyst for Shadow’s 
overarching threat, which ties in with 
the Mayan apocalypse. Trinity’s 
leader catches up to Lara, retrieves 
the dagger, and admonishes her for 
her actions – moving out to stop the 
prophecy that she’s set in motion.

“Normally it’s a race to get to the 
artefact, get it and slap on the back, 
good job, let’s move onto the next 

Fear Factor
How scary was the hands-on demo? 

HAPPY 
DAYS

OH THE 
HORROR

nERvOuS 
nEllY

WAnDERing
The Dia de los Muertos 

festivities look gorgeous, 
but not scary.

RAiDing
A spooky tomb! 

Now it’s starting 
to get tense.

FigHTing
Killing humans is 
just another day 
at the office for 
Lara Croft.

SWimming
Oh shit, I am going 
to drown… no, 
wait, I’m fine.

FiniSHing
Wait, the game’s 
developers were  
watching me  
this entire time?

“SHE iS gOing TO mAkE A lOT 
OF miSTAkES AnD THEn HAvE 
TO cOnFROnT HER cOmPliciTY”
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level,” says narrative designer Jason 
Dozois. “Now we’re twisting that … 
The idea is that you’re going to get 
there and feel, ‘Well, maybe it’s not 
the right thing, but I’m Lara, so I’m 
going to take it…’ And then from 
there you have this huge twist of 
things spiralling out of control, these 
catastrophes are coming. And Trinity, 
they seem to be going off to save the 
world, while I cause this apocalypse 
to happen – I think that’s a nice twist 
on the expectation people will have 
when they play.”

Fright night
A key theme of Shadow – one that 
was hammered home during my visit 
to Montreal – is fear. Shadow of the 
Tomb Raider is not a horror game, but 
fear permeates its design. The 
realisation of that theme informs the 
look of Shadow’s tombs and the 
tension of the underwater sections, 
but it’s also a facet of the story and 
Lara herself – her ability to instil fear 
in her enemies, and her own fear 
about who she might become. “At a 
certain point in the story – I’m not 
going to spoil it – but Lara will go 
beyond her own morality,” says game 
director Daniel Bisson. 

I’m interested in the idea of Lara 
causing fear in her enemies. Combat 
is my favourite part of the rebooted 
Tomb Raider series. Whether it’s 
using distraction and stealth to 
silently pick off enemies, or running 
guns blazing into the fray, the precise, 
efficient weapons lend themselves to 
a responsive combat style that 
favours movement, positioning and 

the use of an array of tools. While 
Eidos Montreal is vague about the 
specifics, I learn that the two aspects 
of combat – stealth and assault – will 
be more closely intertwined.

“I’m not sure if you noticed it, but 
one thing that didn’t work out in Rise: 
if you were playing stealth and you 
got spotted, you were spotted, you 
were being shot at,” says lead level 
designer Arne Oehme. “In Shadow, 
you can disappear again ... giving the 
player the power to re-engage with 
stealth if he or she desires to do so.” 
Guards will be more aware of their 
surroundings, too. They interact with 
one another more, meaning they’ll 
notice if a guard you’ve taken down 
doesn’t respond on the radio.

As enemies become more afraid of 
Lara, they’ll make mistakes. “They’re 
reacting,” says gameplay director 
Vincent Monnier, “they’re talking to 
each other. And so these dynamics – 
being able to understand their fear 
and how their level of fear is evolving 
while you are actually manipulating 
them, that’s a pretty cool thing.”

Another key part of Shadow is the 
jungle – it’s both an environment 
Lara will be fighting in, but also a 
manifestation of her state of mind. 
“There’s so many adjectives that 
people think of when they think of 
the jungle,” says Dozois. “It’s alive but 
it’s also death. It’s dangerous but it’s 
also beautiful ... it’s all these things. 
Lara is being hyper-focused to the 
borderline of obsession in there … 
She’s becoming the environment, 
she’s becoming what the jungle can 
be in all its full array.”

I see just a sliver of this mindset in 
the demo. For the most part, combat 
feels similar to the previous games. 
It’s been a couple of years since I 
played Rise of the Tomb Raider, but I 
quickly fall into old habits – throwing 
bottles to attract a guard’s attention, 
or running in to bring down more 
heavily armoured enemies with the 
shotgun. But I also discover a new 
hiding spot. As I quietly pick off an 

arena full of Trinity soldiers, I run up 
to a wall covered in vines. Lara 
merges into them – disappearing 
entirely. It’s a neat, Predator-esque 
animation that indicates a more 
guerilla-inspired fighting style.

While a new type of cover is 
hardly a transformative experience,  
Eidos Montreal hints at a more 
fully-fledged take on the theme. “The 
combat is way different,” assures 
Bisson, who references Shadow’s 
CGI trailer, in which Lara uses mud 
as a form of camouflage. “In this 
game we’re pushing the stealth 
further, and we’ve all these tools and 
features to reinforce that aspect of 
becoming the jungle.”

Liquid Courage
Structurally, Shadow of the Tomb 
Raider sticks closely to its 
predecessors, with players embarking 
on an adventure that will contain 
aspects of survival, crafting, 
exploration, platforming, puzzles and 
combat. “Usually the game gets 
broken down into something we call 
a blueprint,” says Oehme, when I ask 
about how these disparate elements 
are put together. “You take the story 
and you place it out and ask, ‘Okay, 
each story beat, each story moment 
– what is the emotional message? 
What does that need in terms of 
gameplay? Is this a combat moment? 
Is this a traversal moment?’ Traversal 
is also like swimming, for example.”

Yes, continuing with the theme of 
fear, Shadow of the Tomb Raider is 
bringing back underwater 
exploration. “We did a post-mortem 
of Rise and we were looking at what 
people were reacting to, what they 
loved,” says Bisson. “The underwater 
was something that people were 
constantly coming back to. They 
wanted more of that, even though 
there’s a challenge to doing 
underwater.” Fans of the original 
Tomb Raider games (or any ’90s 
platformer) will remember the terror 
of navigating an underwater maze, 

TOP:  Enjoy this 
village before it all 
goes wrong.

BELOW:  Underwater 
exploration returns. 
Hydrophobes rejoice.

BOTTOM:  Ropes are 
a key part of modern 
platformers.
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be a key part of the more open 
underwater exploration. “Where do I 
find my next air bubble? Will there 
be one? If you squeeze through a 
tight gap, you don’t know if you’re 
going to get back, you don’t know 
what’s going to be on the other side.”

As with the previous games, 
Shadow’s story will utilise a series of 
hub areas that Lara can return to. 
“We are going to have a few hubs,” 
says Murray, “including the biggest 
hub that we’ve had so far. So people 
will get a more up close and personal 
look at the culture, not from the 
perspective of the artefacts 
necessarily, but meeting people and 
having to live alongside them.”

This ‘biggest ever hub’ is 
something teased but not detailed by 
every developer I speak to. Monnier, 
for instance, claims that, “underwater 
is definitely part” of it, while Oehme 
hints that this area might change in 
response to your actions. “The hub 
has a different aspect to it because of 
the living world,” he says, referring to 
the jungle setting. “There is much 
more we can work with, with how 
the player plays and what the player 
has achieved during the game.”

A big, secretive hub is nice and all, 
but fortunately Eidos Montreal are 
more open about one of the most 
important parts of a Tomb Raider 
game: the tombs. As in Rise, tombs 
feature both during the story and in 
exploration, and each acts almost like 
a puzzle. Fear again plays an 
important role. Where Rise featured 
grand tombs, Shadow is deadlier and 
more spiky. “Yeah, just thinking about 
them now, there’s certainly a lot of 
spikes!” confirms Oehme.

“It’s an ancient and dangerous 
location,” Oehme continues, “perilous 
and claustrophobic in parts, and this 
leads to what we call the terrifying 
vista, which is when you get the first 
view of the tomb itself. This is very, 
very important, like you’re seeing 
your adversary. That’s the character 
of the space, the character of the 
puzzle that you’re looking at, and it’s 
looking back at you. And then you 
dive into the puzzle itself which is 
made in a way that has much more 
deadly content than before. There are 
many more traps that can kill you 
inside the puzzles.”

tomb with a view
I play through one such tomb in the 
demo, and, after making my way 
through some traps, get a view of its 
‘terrifying vista’. The room itself is 
huge and ominous. The camera pulls 
my attention to the centre, where a 
shaft of light illuminates the dais on 
top of an underground pyramid. 
That’s my goal – an ever-present 
beacon as I traverse around the edge 
of the space, enjoying the snappy, 
streamlined platforming.

The main puzzle of this area – 
what Oehme calls the “puzzle 
avatar”, as it expresses the personality 
of that tomb – is a series of carts and 
pulleys. This is classic Tomb Raider 
puzzling, complete with a section 
where I have to use Lara’s bow to tie 
a rope from a pulley system to one of 
the carts – using its weight to hold 
some suspended boxes in place. This 
is just an early example, though. 
Many later puzzles will be more 
deadly in their design. “Some of them 
are designed to kill you by the 

searching for a way up to the surface 
before you drown. In the demo I play, 
the underwater sections are little 
more than a cutscene – atmospheric 
vignettes where I hold down ‘W’ to 
progress through scripted peril. 

“The underwater works very 
similar to the other gameplay types in 
the way that there are experiential 
sections,” explains Oehme, “some of 
which are linear and revolve around 
the introduction of a certain 
experience.” The experience being 
introduced to me here was that of 
nearly drowning; of just reaching an 
air pocket at the very last second. 
Oehme suggests that this tension will 

ABOVE:  Sometimes 
stealth just isn’t the 
best option.

BELOW:  Lara knows 
not to look at the Sun 
during an eclipse.

C O



Mayans and the people who created 
those tombs,” explains Monnier.

I ask whether such deadly puzzles 
will lead to trial and error solutions, 
but Monnier quickly shoots that 
down. “We avoid trial and error, 
where you’d have to die to 
understand what’s happening,” he 
says. “What we use, from the 
beginning of this trilogy, is tinkering. 
This tinkering is really about 
manipulating, usually the physics 
object and pulling things and making 
you go, ‘Oh, okay, so if I put that there 
and do that it’s going to work, but if I 
do that I’m going to die.’ That’s why 
players usually don’t feel cheated by 
the game, because you always have a 
way to anticipate any kind of danger.”

I leave Montreal with a question: 
has Lara gone far enough? I’m 
intrigued by what I’ve heard – 
particularly the hints about a more 
stealth-based combat system created 
by a studio that’s renowned for 
stealth combat. But for all of Eidos 
Montreal’s hints about what lies 
deeper in the game, nothing that I’ve 
played suggests anything markedly 
different from its predecessors.

Shadow of the Tomb Raider looks 
bigger and more detailed, and with 
more atmosphere to its setting, but 
I’m yet to be convinced that 
becoming “one with the jungle” is 
anything more than a tagline hanging 
off a similar experience. Luckily, I’m 
not too afraid: at the very least, 
Shadow of the Tomb Raider should, 
like the previous two games, be an 
entertaining adventure romp. If we’re 
lucky, it will be even more besides. 

tomb trinity The three eras of Lara Croft

o R i g i n a l  l a R a
1996 – 2003

• 90% made of triangles
• Hates wolves and tigers
• Killed multiple T. rexes

• Locked butler in freezer

R e v i S e d  l a R a
2006 – 2008

• Impressive knee fidelity
• Hates wolves and tigers

• Killed one T. rex
• Kept butler warm

R e b o o t  l a R a
2013 - present

• Fancy GPU hair tech
• Yet to meet a tiger

• Has never killed a T. rex
• No known butler

BELOW:  It’s still a 
game about scaling 
different cliffs.

BOTTOM:  One of the 
more linear 
underwater bits.

“YOu AlWAYS HAvE A  
WAY TO AnTiciPATE AnY  
kinD OF DAngER”
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Can PC Gamer 
create a utopia 

in CITIes: 
skyLINes?
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A
rguably the best city 
builder available right 
now, Cities: Skylines is 
a regular fixture in PC 
Gamer’s annual Top 

100. It’s been further bolstered by 
DLC, updates and a huge Steam 
Workshop library of mods. Wanting 
to take a look at the breadth and 
variety now available, the PC 
Gamer team is embarking on a 
shared project to build a utopia.

The AI civilians of a Cities: Skylines 
city aren’t capable of democracy, so 
we’re going to utilise the next best 
method: taking it in turns, regardless 
of experience. Each team member 
gets two years to craft their utopia. 
To make things interesting, we get 
unlimited money and all buildings 
are unlocked. But we also have to aim 
to make our city profitable, ensuring 
its viability should the infinite money 
bubble ever burst.
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O
pening the Steam 
Workshop, I spend a 
while playing with 
various district styles. 
My plan is to give 

each district a theme. I want 
vibrant, contrasting communities 
– pockets of cyberpunk techno-
living next to medieval townships 
and fantasy wonderlands. But then 
I change my mind. After all, isn’t PC 
gaming one big melting pot – a 
confluence of community and 
individuality? I hope so, because 
using district mods is complicated, 
and keeps making the game crash.

Instead, I just download pages and 
pages of buildings that will 
automatically construct on any 
residential, commercial or industrial 
zones I lay. We’ve got neon 
skyscrapers, we’ve got classical 
architecture, we’ve even got a KFC. 
When I’m done, we’re subscribed to 
528 items on the Steam Workshop. I 
open up Cities: Skylines and wait for a 
new map to load. It takes a long time.

I christen this land ‘XxxxxxXxx’ 
in the hope that something clever 
will come to me once the city starts 
to take shape. I hit pause to stop the 
clock, giving me time to lay some 

bones. Roads are built, zones are 
designated, power and water is 
sourced. I build fire stations and 
schools and hospitals. I create 
suburbs in tidy rows. It’s efficient, but 
I soon get bored of forming grids. I’m 
British, and that means I’m used to 
cities that sort of fall together by 
accident. I start putting in curves and 
odd angles. 102 degrees! 84 degrees! 
I’m tearing the rulebook apart.

I know from experience that I’m 
terrible at creating intersections that 
link the state highway to the sprawl 
of the town proper. Inevitably, I end 
up with an unworkable mess that 
causes massive traffic problems years 
down the line. To this end, I 
download Timboh’s Marvelous 
Interchange Emporium, the most 
popular mod collection on Cities: 
Skylines’ Steam Workshop page. I 
look through Timboh’s creations, but 
they’re all massive – far too big to fit 

into the space I have remaining. 
Instead I botch something together, 
once again ensuring massive traffic 
problems. I name this junction Please 
Fix This, in the hope that the next 
mayor will try to do better.

I create a district for agricultural 
industry, named ‘Farming 
Simulator 2018’, and a district for 
nightlife and tourism, named ‘Just 
Dance 2018’. Then I set up a transport 
network consisting entirely of blimps. 
Finally ready, I unpause and wait for 
the magic to happen. It does, but 
slowly. Six months in, and most of my 
land is empty. I panic-build more 
roads and designate more residential 
land – I’d vastly underestimated how 
much you need to support even a 
small amount of industry and 
commerce. I drop taxes to 1%, 
tanking profits, but boosting growth.

My tenure flies by, and I’m largely 
happy with what I’ve created. I need 
to put the city in profit before 
handing it over – it’s not a utopia if 
you’re in debt, even if you’ve got an 
unlimited cashflow. I crank up tax, 
and turn down funding on all the 
public services. Good luck with that, 
Andy. I email him the save file, only 
remembering at the last second that I 
forgot to name the place. 

The city begins to take shape as PHIL goes on a mod hunt

“When I’m done, we’re subscribed to 
528 items on the Steam Workshop”

I’m used to cItIes 
that sort of fall 
together by 
accIdent

Forget it, Jake. It’s 
Just Dance 2018.

P H I L  s A V A G e

Deleted his last city 
after he accidentally 
made everyone drink 
poop water.

MaNIFEStO 
1 Celebrate the 
community by 
downloading a shitton 
of user-made 
buildings
2 BLIMPS!
3 Don’t make people 
drink poop water
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I  take over from Phil 
and find a small, 
pleasant city buzzing 
with blimps, and I’m 
appalled. There isn’t 

enough sin in this town. I build a 
long four-lane road, which I name 
the ‘Alley of Sin’, and line it with 
clubs, commercial zones, and an 
enormous, garish casino. That’s 
more like it. People in this as-yet-
unnamed city have somewhere to 
take a load off and indulge in some 
good old-fashioned hedonism. But 
to ensure the crime rate doesn’t get 
out of control, I build the police 
tower from Blade Runner – a 
reminder for all the crooks in the 
Alley of Sin that the future-police 
are watching, always.

I notice that pretty much the entire 
city is blinking with the ‘abandoned 
building’ icon, and I realise that it’s 
because I don’t have enough citizens 
to staff all these new casinos and 
commercial zones. So I build a large 
high-density residential zone just off 
the Alley of Sin, which simply refuses 
to develop. Not a problem: I simply 
lower the taxes for residents to 1% 
and suddenly the tenants and 
homeowners come flooding in. But, 
as a result, I’m starting to absolutely 

haemorrhage money. It’s a good thing 
it’s unlimited, otherwise I don’t think 
this place would make it through 
another year without collapsing.

Suddenly, disaster. A meteor rains 
down from the sky, smashing into the 
industrial zone that Phil so carefully 
constructed, destroying buildings, 
starting fires, and leaving a bloody 
great crater behind. I actually like 
how the crater stays there. It’s 
become a landmark, and I’m annoyed 
the game isn’t sufficiently complex to 
allow me to charge people to come 
and see it. I repair the damage and 
get back to trying to make money. I 
build a stadium and a giant, gaudy 
shopping mall, which is making the 
city incredibly noisy. The roads are 
starting to get jammed up with traffic 
too, and the city is starting to look 
rather dystopian.

Phil’s blimp system is cool and all, 
but I need a way for outsiders to 
come to the city and indulge in all 

“I survey what I’ve created so far, and 
this is a very ugly city”

that lovely entertainment I’ve so 
graciously supplied. So I build an 
international airport on the edge of 
town, which brings with it all manner 
of pollution, noise and skyrocketing 
operating costs, but surely the influx 
of tourists will counteract that? I 
don’t know the game well enough to 
know if any of these strategies make 
sense, but I go with it. Pip can always 
clean up any mess I make. My tenure 
is almost over. Planes start taking off 
and landing in the airport, which is a 
good sign, but elsewhere in the city 
there are more job shortages and 
abandoned buildings sprouting up.

I survey what I’ve created so far, 
and this is a very ugly city. I’ve been 
quite scattershot with my building 
and road creation, and the place is a 
damn mess. But I prefer these 
sprawling, messy cityscapes to the 
rigid, grid-like streets of the United 
States. There’s a problem, though. 
Many, in fact. I’ve neglected to build 
more sewage outlets and water 
pumps, and the city is both suffering 
a major water crisis and is backed up 
with tonnes of stinking sewage. I 
don’t have time to fix it, so I’ll leave it 
to my successor. Also, there seem to 
be dead bodies everywhere, lining the 
streets. I forgot to build a cemetery. 
Sorry, Pip. 

Will crime pay? aNDY finds out when he gives the city some nightlife

I’m startIng to 
absolutely 
haemorrhage 
money

A N D y  k e L L y

Has only ever had one 
other Skylines city, 
and it was an 
inefficient mess.

MaNIFEStO
1 Usher in a golden 
era of rapid  
economic growth
2 Try not to worry 
about the associated 
crime and corruption
3 Get as many people 
into the city as 
possible in two years
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whole district falls apart.



I  don’t really remember 
how to play Cities: 
Skylines, much less 
how to make a 
functional city with a 

vaguely healthy economy. But I did 
just install a whale from the Steam 
Workshop so there will be at least 
one element I understand. (I do not 
understand where the whale will 
live yet.)

Figuring all of that out can wait 
though, because Andy’s version of 
leaving the city in profit involves a 
$34,000 deficit. My initial inspection 
of the city also reveals that at least 
one building is on fire and several 
buildings appear to be accumulating 
dead folk.

I plonk an emergency cemetery 
into the first chunk of available space 
I see and throw down a few fire 
stations to bring the fire hazard 
rating for swathes of the city back 
into a safe range. 

I find myself doing similar 
crisis-management for all the city’s 
rating systems. It’s pretty 
straightforward for the first few but 
noise pollution seems to be a huge 
problem. I blanket-upgrade every 
single road in the main town hub to 
ones lined with trees to dampen the 

noise of traffic. The impact is 
nowhere near what I’d hoped, 
though. I’ve also destroyed whatever 
one-way systems Andy and Phil 
might have set up. 

Speaking of problems inherited 
from the last two governments, 
neither of my predecessors seem to 
have gotten round to naming the city. 
I christen the metropolis ‘Pipville’. 
This also doesn’t solve the noise 
pollution problem, so I try creating 
tunnels for the most congested 
routes; underground no one can hear 
you beep. I end up with one tunnel 
and one entirely missing segment of 
road which I accidentally upgraded 
into not existing. 

It’s at this point I lose my temper. 
You know what’s noisy? Living 
people. You know what’s really quiet? 
A necropolis. 

I find a cul-de-sac and install 
multiple cemeteries. It is blissfully 
quiet. I can feel the stresses of the 

“I find a cul-de-sac and install  
multiple cemeteries”

city ebbing away as I pick out new 
trees and bushes from the Steam 
Workshop to decorate Pipville’s 
necropolis. Soon, lovely hibiscus 
bushes and cherry blossom trees are 
hugging the graveyards.

Then I remember the whale. I 
mod the game to allow props and put 
a whale at the entrance of the 
necropolis. While adding additional 
whales (for company, of course) I 
notice their bodies hug the terrain. 
That means when I place them on 
the lip of a nearby crater they bend 
around the slope and look like they’re 
crawling out of the ground. 

It’s a glorious diorama – a 
mysterious necropolis next to an 
equally mysterious whale-spewing 
crater. In case the next player 
somehow misses ‘Necropowhale 
Zone’, I also leave a trail of whales 
going from the crater to the edge of 
the city. 

With my remaining months in 
power I build a canal in an attempt to 
fill the bottom of the whale crater 
with water. Ignoring the multiple 
instances of massive flooding across 
the city, this is a resounding success. I 
end my rule in profit by making taxes 
10% across the board and hit save. 
Good luck making sense of any of 
this, Samuel! 

PIP gives the city a name, as well as some peace and quiet

I blanket-
upgrade every 
sIngle road In 
the maIn town

P H I L I P P A  W A R R

Created one city 
which was so inept 
my partner couldn’t 
stop laughing at it.

MaNIFEStO
1 Figure out what to 
do with that whale
2  Silence the city
3 Vaguely remember 
how Skylines works
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I  want to extend the 
city in my time as 
mayor, and put my 
mark on this place. 
I’m going to build a 

new district that has high-end 
shopping and nice houses. I lay 
down some road to a quiet area of 
the map and build a pentagonal 
region that links to the Just 
Dance 2018 district. The site of my 
new utopia for bastards. 

How do you connect pipes again? I’ve 
forgotten. Everyone needs electricity 
and water and I’m not ready! I 
should’ve put the utilities down first. 
I’ve barely built my new area of the 
city and we’re over $30,000 in debt. I 
start to panic that my city is doomed 
to never break even, and I’ve only 
been mayor for two months. 

I don’t know how you demolish 
buildings in this game, but I bet doing 
that will balance the books a bit. Hey, 
what about this natural disasters 
panel? How about I just call in a 
meteor and pretend this never 
happened? I didn’t realise it takes a 
while to call in these events, so I 
might have clicked too many times. 
Now seven meteors have hit the city, 
as well as two fires and a hurricane, 

entirely wiping out the district. It’s 
pretty grim, but on the bright side 
we’re soon back in profit! 

The road is now cut off from the 
rest of the city. Everyone is dead. I 
name the district ‘Failed 
Experiment V1’ and pledge never to 
think about it again. 

It’s time for a fresh start: Pipville 
has been through some dark times 
(of which I’ll take some 
responsibility), so I rename it 
‘Robtropolis’. I name the industrial 
district ‘Chemical Plant Zone’ and the 
populated area ‘Bathtub Geralt’. I 
build a space shuttle, which is never 
ready in my two years as mayor and 
therefore never takes off, meaning 
that I’ve failed my space manifesto. 
On the plus side, however, I think 
some of the fun buildings I pop 
around the city do some good for 
happiness, which is generally positive 
during my time – stuff like botanical 

gardens, a sci-fi skyscraper and a 
casino/hotel. 

I try again with my gentrified area 
idea, buying a new patch of land off 
to the south east and creating another 
pentagonal set of roads. What I call 
‘New Haven’ goes loads better than 
Failed Experiment V1 – indeed, it’s a 
thriving district that just has a bit of 
noise pollution. I give it an expo 
centre (next to a crematorium – a 
bold choice by the mayor), a festival 
venue and some other niceties. It’s a 
neat blend of dense commercial and 
residential living areas. I bet it costs a 
honking fortune to live there. Just 
like every major city in the UK. 
Success! 

Dropping the industrial tax to 1% 
seems to do some good for the money 
side of things – I thought this might 
bring the abandoned industrial area 
back to life, but it doesn’t. That area 
is done for, and never recovers. While 
I tax everyone to hell in an effort to 
make the city break a profit before  
1 May 2025, I end up $700 down on 
the day, thereby failing the task that 
Phil set us. I got so close, though. 

Show me another mayor who 
would murder loads of their own 
people with asteroids just to balance 
the budget. 

SaMuEL’s gentrification plan takes the natural out of disaster

“Now seven meteors have hit the city, 
as well as two fires and a hurricane”

everyone Is dead. 
I name the 
dIstrIct ‘faIled 
experIment v1’

s A M U e L 
R O B e R T s

Played around four 
hours of Cities: 
Skylines in 2015, and 
has forgotten how all 
of it works.

MaNIFEStO
1 Build a fancy new 
residential district 
that’ll bring in some 
serious cash, 
gentrifying the city 
and thereby spoiling 
it for existing 
residents
2 Lads, we are going 
to space

At least the survivors
all seem happy.

Cities: Skylines

F E a t u r E

Time to escape to
Surviving Mars.



D e A T H
Pip’s mausoleum 

helped alleviate Andy’s 
corpse crisis, but its 

function as a peaceful 
getaway has been lessened 

by the wind turbines. 
Nice whales, though.

H A V e N
Samuel’s successful 

attempt to make a 
gentrified district. It has a 

massive traffic flow 
problems, but probably 

stocks some nice 
artisan cheeses.

phil: I was worried this would be a 
broadly pleasant feature in which we 
had a nice time building a 
picturesque city. So congratulations 
on all of the murders, everybody. 
Other than the enforced disaster, how 
did you all get on?

samuel: I tried to build a new part 
of the city but instead felt I had no 
choice but to murder lots of my own 
people with natural disasters. That 
was during the era of Pipville, 
though. Nothing like that happened 
after the city was renamed 
Robtropolis. Coincidence? 

pip: I want to make it clear that 
when Pipville was under the 
leadership of the great and 
benevolent Pip there was an influx of 
whales, which are a great indicator 
of, uh, environmental responsibility. 
They were clearly attracted by the 
robust economy or the affordable 
rent or the thriving nightlife. Maybe 
all three. If you inherited problems 
they must have come from Andy.

andy: Going second, I had it fairly 
easy. Phil didn’t leave many problems 
for me to deal with, and left me with 
a blank canvas to make a mess. A 
mess that resulted in a lot of dead 
bodies and backed-up sewage. A 
parting gift from me to Pip.

congratulatIons on 
all of the murders, 
everybody 
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I N D U s T R y
Chemical Plant Zone is 
not only a blight on our 

picturesque landscape, but 
is also mostly abandoned 

thanks to a lack of 
residential zones.

B L I M P s
Andy added some bus 

stops, but never set up any 
routes. As such, Phil’s blimp 

network remains the only 
option for public 

commuters.

P O O P
Despite Phil’s best 
efforts to keep the 

drinking supply pure, Andy 
put a sewage outlet 

upstream from the water 
pumps. Stick to 
bottled water.

F A I L U R e
Somehow Samuel 

missed the bulldoze 
option, and so had to 

summon a deadly meteor 
strike to erase his 

mistakes. One family 
still lives here.
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 M I D D L E

S O M E W H E R E

in the

of

Studio Oleomingus’s main game may or may not be real. By Philippa Warr
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S O M E W H E R E

Somewhere is a game which Studio 
Oleomingus has been working on for 
more than half a decade. 

I can describe it. 

I have seen screenshots and sketches 
from it and relating to it. 

I have written about it. 

I’m writing about it now. 

Yet Somewhere might not exist. 
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y conversation is with Dhruv Jani, the author and 
artist who, with programmer Sushant Chakraborty, 
makes up the studio. Somewhere, he tells me, began 
life as a single game. “A simple project where we 
would tell the story of Kayamgadh and its discovery 
by narrating it through a series of characters.” 

You can catch glimpses of that 
project if you scroll back far enough 
through the duo’s Tumblr. The game 
you’ll find being outlined in 2013 has 
figures who act as vessels through 
which the player can interact with 
the game, swapping from one to 
another for new perspectives via a 
sneaking stealth process. Screenshots 
from the blog give a sense of a game 
being developed, with the team 
figuring out character models and 
implementing ideas.

There are other games and experiences which have 
sprung up around the main game. A Museum of Dubious 
Splendors is one of the most recent, and it intersperses 
poetic writing with a surreal museum space. You’ll read 
an account of a mysterious object found by a historical 
figure and then find yourself in a gorgeously panelled and 
wallpapered room facing a gigantic floating tube of 
toothpaste while rain falls around you and two 
mannequin arms reach for the ceiling.

Menagerie is from 2015. It’s an experience set in an 
overgrown bathroom where a wooden 
man strikes up a conversation with 
you. Walking away from him spawns 
more wooden men, all keen to 
converse with you. As Oleomingus 
said at the time: “As you generate 
more copies of the dialogue it will 
become progressively harder to 
comprehend the conversation.” I 
believe I likened it to a networking 
event. Menagerie is not explicitly part 
of Somewhere but shares the same art 
style, repeats the same motifs, and 
plays with a similar strand of 
conversational plurality.

“What began as a singular project 
is now apportioned across several 
mediums and many small 
experiments,” says Jani. “And the 
first, modest story that we set out to 
tell has mutated beyond recognition, 
becoming instead a dense historical 
text that drives our next game: Under 
A Porcelain Sun.”

Under a Porcelain Sun is a text-driven adventure game 
scheduled to come out later in 2018 on PC. It’s described 
as an absurd adventure game set during the tumult of the 
annexation of Southern Malwa, and the screenshots 
reveal the studio’s familiar motifs and colour palette. 
There’s a shark suspended in midair, oversized chairs 
whose legs form a forest, beautiful patterned tiles and 
butterfly collections decorating the walls. 

unravelling cities
The studio has another story set within that same 
region and the same time period: An Indivisible 
Margin of Error. But you won’t find that one on a 
games platform. Instead, it was a site-specific 
installation which formed part of an experimental 
retrospective of the famed architect Charles Correa in 

Jaipur, Northern India. 
Jani also mentions Langoors in the Labyrinth which I 

hadn’t heard of but which, he says, “examines the 
unravelling of a city through the lens of the author of 
Kayamgadh’s history, Mir UmarHassan.” 

The thing which these stories 
(and others which have emerged 
from the studio over the years) have 
in common is that they stem from 
Somewhere. As the idea of 
Somewhere has grown and 
developed, Oleomingus has built up 
what Jani describes as “a 
considerable amount of intricate 
lore” which is written in such a way 
that it intertwines and blurs into 
actual history of the Western Indian 
states in the early 19th century. 

Jani explains, “As we delved into 
Colonial history we started to mask our writings for the 
game by creating the persona of Mir UmarHasan, a 
fictitious Gujarati poet writing in early ’60s, whose works 
we are ostensibly adapting in game form.”

Creating the fiction and then adapting it rather than 
trying to build the fiction as an interactive thing from the 
start was important. It made it easier for the team to 
navigate their literary influences from traditional writing 
forms and it also meant Somewhere could become a 
transmedia enterprise, with each element pulling from 

M
“Somewhere, 

like the city of 
kayamgadh, 

does not exist”
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G L I M p S E S  O f  S O M E W H E R E
Four experiences which tap into the fiction

A  M u S E u M  O f  
D u b I O u S  S p L E n D O R
Alternate between reading 

poetic snippets and exploring a 
surreal museum space.

u n D E R  A  
p O R c E L A I n  S u n

Releasing in summer 2018, this 
project promises salt bandits 

and brass astronomers.

He puts forward a new version of Somewhere’s 
characters where they are no longer distinct entities, 
entirely separate from one another, but form a cast which  
can merge or diverge:

“People in the story, reducing into single entities 
because they collide with each other on a map and 
amalgamate or characters splitting apart in a mitotic act of 
generating replicas with errors in their recollection of 
their narratives. This is how the fissures of views and 
stories now manifest themselves in the game.”

That idea is also analogous to how I think Oleomingus 
sees the relationship between different fields of study or 
expertise. They aren’t disconnected but flow into one 
another “as a continuum of a cycle of arguments, from 

the same core body of work but being adapted in a way 
that suited the demands of a specific project.

So these smaller satellite projects exist. I’ve played the 
ones which have emerged online and read up about the 
ones taking place far away from me. But there is a line 
from one of the story snippets Oleomingus posted early 
on in the game’s life and which has stayed with me: “You 
perceive my house as I describe it to you.”

The idea here is that the listener’s experience of a 
space is mediated by the person telling them about it. 
Generally you trust that account, but it might be fictional, 
or it might reveal the biases or the interests of the teller. 
Two people can describe the same space and evoke 
entirely different experiences. Following Oleomingus’s 
work over time, that idea of 
experiencing events or places 
through the lens of other people pops 
up again and again. 

At some point in the last couple of 
years I realised that the idea had 
become so dominant that I no longer 
thought of Somewhere as an actual 
game which would be playable at any 
point, but – like the mysterious city of 
Kayamgadh – as something I would 
only ever glimpse via these other 
games and other performances. 

That’s not to say that Somewhere 
has never existed. There have been at 
least two demo builds for the project 
and elements like the architecture 
and the body-swapping were real 
enough. But the duo’s understanding 
of what Somewhere is and the form it 
takes has shifted. 

Jani says that the team discarded 
the body-swapping idea after a demo 
build called Rituals because it wasn’t 
working in conjunction with the 
stories Oleomingus was telling. 
Instead the studio preferred “to use 
simpler and subtler methods of 
creating plurality”.

linguistics to evolutionary biology, 
from architecture to history and from 
thermodynamics to literature”.

This description of character 
interaction is really interesting, but it 
also further reduces the sense of 
Somewhere as a concrete project that 
I can latch onto. I ask whether 
Somewhere actually exists in the 
sense that a traditional game does or 
whether it’s just something the player 
sees through these other facets.

“Somewhere, like the city of 
Kayamgadh, does not exist,” says 
Jani. “You are right it is always meant 
to be seen through the occluded lens 
of our other work. In that it is a little 
like R.K. Narayan’s town of Malgudi 
or E.M. Forster’s Marabar caves. A 
trope of postcolonial fiction stretched 
to the extreme, and applied to the 
very form of telling these stories.”

He also points to the work of 
Cardboard Computer, the creator of 
Kentucky Route Zero and associated 
ancillary projects, as exploring in 
similar territory – satellite works 
which orbit a main game that itself 
“seeks to draw very pertinent 

T I M R u k
Similar to Dubious Splendor, 2D 

storybook sections alternate 
with a number of 3D rooms you 

can look around.

T u M b L R
The Studio Oleomingus Tumblr 

offers gorgeous artwork and 
tantalising tales as well as a 
heads-up on new releases.
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T H R E E  O T H E R  T H I n G S  W H I c H 
M A y  O R  M A y  n O T  E x I S T

A handy guide

1
S T A R S

That light comes 
from the past. It is 

old news and I’m all 
about the now.

2
S c H R ö D I n G E R ’ S 

c A T 
Why stop at whether 

it’s alive or not? It 
could be anything.

3
R O O M S 

c O v E R E D  I n 
c H A M E L E O n S

HOW WOULD YOU 
KNOW?

parallels to actual people, characters 
and literary forms.”

I considered following up to try 
and pin down whether one of the 
facets through which we would 
glimpse Somewhere would be a game 
titled Somewhere. What stopped me, 
though, was the fact that I don’t 
actually want an answer. Part of my 
enjoyment of Studio Oleomingus’s 
work is that I enjoy the blurring of 
fact and fiction, and I love that there 
is a studio whose magnum opus 
might just not exist in a tangible sense while still being 
influential and beautiful.

The enjoyment of not knowing can be complicated, 
though. Fictions and metafictions of this sort can be 
difficult because players sometimes feel stupid or 
embarrassed by being ‘taken in’ – that maybe they are the 
butt of an elitist or obscure joke, rather than part of the 
experience. Sometimes the desire to pin down which 
parts are ‘true’ and which are not starts to dominate, 
converting a fluid exploration into something closer to a 
test which you could pass or fail.

With that in mind, I ask what players’ responses have 
been like to the studio’s games, and how much they have 
wanted to interrogate what is ‘true’.

literature from a source that’s 
otherwise alien to them,  and one 
that is being benevolently brought to 
this form. When of course it is all just 
a mischievous nesting of stories 
within stories.”

He continues, “On the other hand, 
we have had people write to us and 
mention the exact authors and texts 
that our work reminds them of – 
which often turn out to be accurate 
and precisely the ones we chose to 
emulate when crafting our stories. 

Our favourite response thus far has been when an 
expatriate wrote to us to say our work reminded her of 
home in Pakistan and the nostalgia she associated with it.”

On the subject of A Museum of Dubious Splendors, this 
is an excerpt from the ‘About This Game’ section of its 
Steam storefront page (the wording is very slightly 
different from its Itch.io entry): 

“These tales, have been recreated from a collection of 
stories by Mir UmarHassan, a Gujarati poet whose works 
have proven notoriously difficult to translate because of 
the mellifluous use of Urdu and Hindi in his 
compositions. The collection, entitled ‘in Dubious 
Splendor’, was written (in Gujarati) in 1962 for the Malwa 
Chronicle, but the stories therein were mangled and 

oleomingus 
operates in 
uncertain 

spaces

“Predominantly, and perhaps 
because we release games across long 
intervals and work slowly, most 
people approach each individual 
game as a standalone story or 
experience,” explains Jani, “often 
believing a portion of the fictitious 
context we provide to be true. 

“This often lends an aura of 
strange authenticity. For example, 
many of those of who have played A 
Museum of Dubious Splendors feel 
compelled to mention that is an 
adaption of some vernacular work. 
And their patient journey through 
the game rewards them with 

edited without the author’s 
permission prior to their publication 
in serialised form.”

The description in the top right of 
the game page notes that this is “an 
irreverent rumination” and a “quiet 
game about prosaic objects and 
spurious histories”. So the 
information that this is a fiction is 
offered (although gently, rather than 
with any fanfare). But if you skim 
past it or don’t interrogate it, it’s easy 
to take the blurb, which actually 
forms part of the broader fiction of 
Somewhere, as an authentic 
explanation, so plausibly is it written. 
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The current Steam page for Under a Porcelain Sun is a 
little different in that both chunks of text seem to sit more 
clearly outside of the game’s fiction. Each references 
genre and camera positioning (narrative adventure, 
first-person) and there are no ambiguous historical 
figures, just a tantalising selection of fantastical characters 
and settings — wax people who melt at noon, salt bandits, 
castles of glue...

confounding expectations
I wonder whether this slight shift in how the experience 
is pitched to players will result in different experiences of 
the fiction. Or perhaps, when this particular experience 
arrives later in the year, I’ll suddenly realise that the 
sources of uncertainty have simply shifted to another 
location, seeping in undetected by my current radar.

But to go back to what players have been making of 
Oleomingus’s work so far, “There is also often absolute 
bewilderment as to what the game is ‘supposed to do’ or 
why it exists,” says Jani. “The literary threads that bind it 
together seem to many players too loose and too 

irrelevant to merit the sort of engagement with the fiction 
that the game requires. 

“But for our locally exhibited work it is much easier for 
people to draw connections between fictitious events and 
actual game lore. It also then enables us to participate in 
discourse surrounding other disciplines like postcolonial 
studies, vernacular literature and architecture.”

An Indivisible Margin of Error is one of those works. 
The Charles Correa retrospective in which it was 
exhibited was called When is Space? and Jani notes: “We 
are arguing that videogame spaces are difficult to inhabit 
because they are perpetual ruins, an argument created in 
response to people playing our work during the 
exhibition, and several conversations with those who 
were skeptical of its form or intent.”

Oleomingus operates in uncertain spaces, using real 
projects to indirectly tell the story of a fictional place. 
Regardless of whether a game called Somewhere comes 
out, it has expanded into a fascinating (and hugely 
ambitious) web of evocative text and distinctive, arresting 
art. As Jani puts it, “At the heart of this effort is a firm 
belief in the potent function of stories and their capacity 
to record, mutate and induce change in language, political 
history, culture and built form.”

We finish with me asking him to tell me the story of an 
image from Somewhere – a forest of toothbrushes. “I 
could tell you that the toothpaste forest is an adaptation of 
a folklore,” he says. “The tale of a prince who is wrongly 
accused and exiled from his kingdom, and who decides to 
revenge himself by becoming the ruler of a land of giants 
and by waging war on those who exiled him. And that the 
only depiction of this fable from the company period, is in 
the form of a lithograph at the Victoria Museum, which 
shows the prince seated on a throne surrounded by 
oversized everyday objects in the giant’s realm, including 
a large tree-like toothbrush in the corner… 

...but that would be as 
fictitious as many of our 
other stories!”
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ABOVE LEFT:  
Conversations in 
Menagerie start 
simple then build into 
incomprehensibility.

ABOVE:  Timruk 
alternates between 
storybook pages and 
3D rooms to explore.

BELOW LEFT:  
Hassan’s head 
actually sits within a  
glass-fronted box. 
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Our scOring  
system explained
00%-09% Broken or offensively bad; absolutely no value.
Example Leisure Suit Larry: Magna Cum Laude

10%-19% We might be able to find one nice thing to say about 
it, but still not worth anyone’s time or money.
Example Gettysburg: Armored Warfare

20%-29% Completely falls short of its goals. Very few 
redeeming qualities. 
Examples Family Guy: Back to the Multiverse

30%-39% An entirely clumsy or derivative effort. There’s 
little to no reason to play this game over a similar, better one. 
Examples Trials of the Blood Dragon

40%-49% Flawed and disappointing.
Examples Aliens: Colonial Marines

50%-59% Mediocre. Other games probably do it better, or its 
unique qualities aren’t executed well. 
Examples Primordia, Homefront: The Revolution

60%-69% There’s something to like here, but it can only be 
recommended with major caveats. 
Examples No Man’s Sky, Ghost Recon: Wildlands

70%-79% A good game that’s worth playing. We like it. 
Examples Prey, NieR: Automata

80%-89% A great game with exceptional moments or 
features, and touches of brilliance. We love it. 
Examples Overwatch, Night in the Woods

90%-94% A compelling recommendation for most PC 
gamers. Important to PC gaming, and likely ahead of its time. 
Examples Bayonetta, Dishonored 2

95%-96% Far and away one of the best games we’ve ever 
played. We recommend it to the entire world. 
Examples Half-Life 2, Kerbal Space Program

97%-100% Advances the human species. Boosts the 
immune systems of nearby children and small animals.

HOw we review 
We review each game on its own merits, and try to match it 
to a reviewer who’s a passionate expert in the field. The main 
aim of reviews is to help you make buying decisions. To this 
end, we’re selective about what we review, and try to focus 
on the notable, interesting, exciting or surprising.

dOwnlOadable cOntent
DLC might be new missions for a game, or it might be a single 
new item. If we think you want to know about it, we’ll review it.

Free games
In addition to giving buyer’s advice, our review pages are a tool 
for recommendations. To that end, we’ll also pick out some 
recent free games to review each issue.  

tHey’re back
Whenever there’s a bargain or re-release of a significant game, 
our expert will revisit it and tell you whether it holds up today. 
With jokes.

The Editor’s Choice award is 
granted in addition to the score, 
at the discretion of the PC Gamer 
staff. It represents exceptional 
quality or innovation.

Find out more
www.bit.ly/pcgreviews

P H I L  S A V A G E
E D I T O R
p h i l . s a v a g e @ f u t u r e n e t . c o m

L E t  u S  k n o w  
w H A t  y o u  t H I n k
Email us via letters@

pcgamer.com with your 
reactions, or simply 

tweet us your thoughts  
@PCGamer

conflict 
resolution
This month is all about conflict, and 
the different forms it can take. In 
Total War Saga: Thrones of 
Britannia, for instance,  you’re a king 
on an island full of kings. You’ll all 
throw armoured men at one another 
until you’re officially declared the 
actual king. This is an unusual Total 
War game that’s full of interesting 
twists on the decades-old formula. 
Turn over to the next page to find 
out if it pays off.

If you prefer a more personal 
conflict, Far Cry 5 makes you battle 
every bear, eagle and cougar in a 
massive radius. Or there’s Sea of 
Thieves, in which you and some 

mates must fight for your right to 
steal loot on a sea lightly populated 
with other pirates. Alternatively, 
there’s the conflicts of The Pillars of 
the Earth, which are mostly 
resolved through dour chats.
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C H R I S 
S C H I L L I n G
Specialist in
Indie, cooperation

Currently playing
A Way Out

This month
Realised mediocre 
adventures are easier 
with a friend.

t y L E R  w I L D E
Specialist in
Multiplayer, ships

Currently playing
Sea of Thieves

This month
Was given an official 
warning for excessive 
grog consumption 
during work hours.

A n D y  k E L L y
Specialist in
Adventure, monks

Currently playing
The Pillars of the 
Earth

This month
Pointed at and 
clicked on a lovely 
cathedral.

S A M  G R E E R
Specialist in
Multiplayer, tanks

Currently playing
World of Tanks

This month
Discovered that tanks 
can be expensive. A 
trip to the dark web 
confirms this is true.

F R A S E R  B R o w n
Specialist in
Strategy, regicide

Currently playing
Total War Saga: 
Thrones of Britannia

This month
Contemplated ruling 
Britain. Played Total 
War instead.

C H R I S 
L I V I n G S t o n
Specialist in
Shooters, chaos

Currently playing
Far Cry 5

This month
Can’t even go fishing 
without being attacked 
by an eagle.

C H R I S  
t H u R S t E n
Specialist in
Retro, punching

Currently playing
Zeno Clash

This month
Punched a lovely 
bunch of weirdos. (Not 
the people to the left.)

this month’s king slayers...
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Total War Saga games, of which this 
is the first, are smaller standalone 
games that hone in on a flashpoint in 
history. This time it’s the age of 
Alfred the Great, King of the 
Anglo-Saxons and 
historical celebrity. It’s 
fertile ground for a 
Total War romp, with 
the British Isles 
heaving with people 
who really don’t like 
one another, especially 
the kings. And there 
are a lot of them. How 
many kings could you really fit in 
Britain, you’re perhaps wondering. 
The answer is loads. Too many, really. 
Hence all the wars.  

The assassination attempt on my 
king, Áed of Circenn, splintered the 
alliance of Scottish kingdoms that 
had previously been united against 
the Vikings. All of Scotland then 
erupted in war. It actually worked 
out, giving me – the terrible 
pragmatist that I am – an excuse to 
swallow up all of my one-time allies 
and consolidate my power. With 

everyone at one another’s throats, I 
was able to pick them off one at a 
time, Vikings included.

Each of the ten playable factions is 
part of a cultural group that comes 

with certain allegiances 
and grudges. The 
Vikings might not 
always get along, but 
when the Gaels rise up 
against them, you’d 
better believe they 
team up, or at least get 
pressed into service by 
the most powerful king. 

How long that lasts depends on how 
long the king can keep his vassals and 
nobles happy, or how quickly he can 
kill troublemakers.

With everyone being at a similar 
technological level and fielding 
visually indistinguishable bearded 
warriors, they’re not as obviously 
different as the Romans and 
Germanic tribes (or the Empire and 
the Orcs), but each has a mechanical 
hook that helps make them stand out 
in a lineup. Viking Dyflin dabbles in 
the nauseating slave trade, West 

Seaxe hosts Witans that determine 
the kingdom’s future, while Circenn 
has a legitimacy system that 
encourages leaders to placate the 
north by going out and doing great 
deeds, usually at the end of a spear. 

King’s quest
Unique events and story missions 
offer up more flavour while having a 
knock-on effect, drawing in other 
kingdoms. Circenn kings can hunt for 
the Stone of Destiny, for example – a 
coronation bauble that Scotland and 
England have argued over for 
centuries. The hunt is a quest that, 
much like Warhammer’s, sends 
armies all across the map in search of 
glory and treasure (and, of course, 
lots of battles). The quest forces 
Circenn to occupy several 
settlements, however, kickstarting 
little wars all over the islands. 

These events also appear for AI 
kingdoms, creating a lively map 
where major crises play out whether 
you’re involved or not, though you’ll 
usually hear about it either way. 
While you’re getting in fights with 
the Welsh, the Viking kingdoms to 
the west might be joining forces to 
pay the Gaels back for attacking one 
of their settlements, while everyone 
up in Northumbria is kicking up a 
fuss over their murdered monarch. 

As the undisputed ruler of 
Scotland, I was getting ready to enjoy 
the fruits of my labour. Some of my 
subjects didn’t appreciate being 
conquered, however, and a small 
band of rebels managed to cause a 
ruckus and take over a town. In the 
battle to reclaim it, the king died 
carving a path to the heart of the 
settlement. The rebellion was 
crushed, but only a few turns later 
the whole kingdom imploded as 
nobles rose up against his heir. 

Holding onto my kingdom proved 
to be a lot trickier than building it. 
Thrones of Britannia’s kingdoms and 
borders are fluid, with wars, 
uprisings and politicking forcing the 
archipelago to constantly shift. Old 
kingdoms once thought long gone 

N e e d  t o  K N o w
What Is It?

A compact Total War 
full of Viking raids and 

warring kings.

EXPECt tO PaY
£30

DEVElOPER
Creative Assembly

PublIshER
Sega

REVIEWED On
Core i5-3570K, 

 16GB of RAM, GTX 970, 
Windows 10

MultIPlaYER
Yes

lInk
www.totalwar.com

Holding onto 
my kingdom 

proved to be a 
lot trickier 

than building it

Beset on all sides by scheming monarchs, an assassination 
attempt on the king, and our closest allies implicated – in its 
greatest moments, Thrones of Britannia almost plays like Total 
War crossed with Crusader Kings II. As villages burn and 
warriors smash into shield walls, there’s political intrigue and 

betrayals from within and without the kingdom. Vikings prowl the coast, 
rebels stir and everyone seems to need help getting married. It’s tough to 
sit on the throne. 

Musical cHairs
In total war Saga: throNeS of BritaNNia,  

ten kings enter, one king leaves. By Fraser Brown

M a K i N g  M e d i e v a l  M a t e S
Rulers need loyal pals, so here’s how you keep your friends close

g i v e  t h e M  a N 
e S t a t e
Nothing says friendship 
like helping a mate get on 
the property ladder.  

B r i B e  t h e M
Secure their loyalty with 
honeyed words and bribes 
of regular gold. Nobody 
wants sticky gold. 

f i N d  t h e M  a  w i f e
Because who wouldn’t 
want to marry someone 
that was picked out by 
their boss? 

a d o p t  t h e M 
After all, no king in 
recorded history has ever 
been betrayed by a close 
family member… right?
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can reappear, while powerful nations 
can be shattered in a few years. In the 
early game, when there are still five 
kings for every person, the cavalcade 
of events and battles means that it’s 
never not interesting, in stark 
contrast to the victory conditions that 
become the focus later. 

to the victor
There are seven victory conditions in 
Thrones of Britannia. Long and short 
conquest victories return, tasking 
players with gobbling up a specific 
number of provinces, but they’re 
joined by two types of fame and 
kingdom victories, as well as an 
ultimate victory that can only be 
achieved once you’ve completed 
another long victory and defeated an 
invading fleet that’s 
determined by your 
faction. The new 
additions aren’t great. 

Fame victories are 
especially hollow. All 
you need to do is 
generate fame by 
simply playing the 
game, and not even 
well. Fight, build stuff and just 
generally engage with Total War and 
you’ll end up winning. Kingdom 
victories, on the other hand, are 
basically the same as conquest 
victories, but instead of conquering 
everyone, you’ve also got to conquer 
some specific provinces, their 
number depending on the faction.  

As the Anglo-Saxons, I achieved 
two victories by turn 30. In turn 20, 
the King of Miede died and I 
inherited the entire kingdom, 
instantly giving me a kingdom 
victory. I’d done nothing. Ten turns 
later, I also got a fame victory, though 

leaders now 
develop 

exclusively 
through traits 
and followers

C u l t u r e  C l u B  Who is fighting over Britain?

t h e  a N g l o - 
S a x o N S

The descendants of 
Germanic invaders 

and settlers, the 
Anglo-Saxons now 

find themselves 
defending England 
against the pesky 
Vikings. This, you 

will soon realise, is 
a theme. 

t h e  g a e l S
The Gaelic 

kingdoms in both 
Scotland and 

Ireland also have a 
bit of a Viking 

problem. The water 
is lousy with them. 
Thinking of going 
for a dip? Can’t. 

Vikings have 
swarmed the sea.

t h e  w e l S h
The disparate 

Welsh kingdoms 
are spread out as 

far north as 
Scotland, 

surrounded by 
Vikings and 

Anglo-Saxons. 
They’ve seen better 

days and they’ve 
got some beefs.

t h e  g r e a t 
v i K i N g  a r M y

Also known as the 
Danelaw, the Viking 

kingdoms of 
England are in an 

extremely uneasy, 
peace with Alfred 
the Great after he 
spanked them at 

the Battle of 
Edington.

t h e  v i K i N g 
S e a  K i N g S

More Vikings! The 
kingdoms off the 
coast of Scotland 

and Ireland can 
choose to make 
friends with the 

nearby Gaels, but 
let’s not kid 

ourselves, they’ll 
probably raid them.

I’d not been aiming for it. It means 
that if you’re playing as a large, 
established kingdom already, you’re 
only a few turns from technically 
winning, absent any satisfaction. The 
solution, you might think, would be 
aiming for the ultimate victory. 

With two victories behind me, I 
found myself in a rut. I had countless 
vassals, more money and food than I 
could waste, and nobody who could 
stand up to me. There were still 
uprisings, but they were just small 
things compared to the wars I’d 
already fought. I started 
manufacturing problems. I adopted 
an ambitious noble, who started 
causing trouble because he thought 
he also deserved to be the heir to the 
throne. I was making purposefully 

terrible decisions just 
to occupy myself. This 
wasn’t the case with 
every faction, though. I 
spent well over 200 
turns leading Circenn 
before I ran out of 
engaging things to do. 
Even that’s a problem. 
There was no impetus 

to conquer the rest of Britain. 
The events and unique missions 

that should have been spurring me 
on and firing me up to go on another 
war-bender dried up, leaving me 
waiting for the ultimate victory and 
the promise of one last, titanic clash. 
My enthusiasm had petered out by 
the time the ships arrived.

It’s disappointing to end a game 
on such a sour note, especially when 
Thrones of Britannia brings with it a 
lot of positive changes that I hope 
will be continued through future 
Total War games, and not just the 
Saga series. For all of its tweaks, it 

often drills down into what’s great 
about Total War as a series. For a long 
time Total War has been stuffed to 
the gills with systems that can 
sometimes get in the way of a good 
scrap. Leader progression, building 
chains and agents have consistently 
become more elaborate and diverting. 
Thrones of Britannia is comparatively 
neater. Creative Assembly has 
liberally sheared off agents, trade and 
military buildings, weaving the 
mechanics once attached to them 
into other systems. It’s both slicker 
and more cohesive than any of its 
predecessors, though the 
streamlining does make some parts of 
the game feel perfunctory. 

Most of Thrones of Britannia’s 
intermingling and streamlining of 
systems feels like progress, though. 
Pour one out for agents, because 
they’re completely gone. Only in 
Warhammer has it felt like agents – 
or heroes – offered enough to make it 
worth putting up with what terrible 
pests they are. But even though 
they’ve been cut, agent abilities are 
now replicated by leaders. 

Eschewing both Rome II and 
Warhammer’s skill trees, leaders now 
develop exclusively through traits 
and followers. Traits once again 
appear over time, based on how a 
leader acts (or doesn’t act), as well as 
their environment. Keep a leader 
inside a settlement with a library, and 
they’ll become more scholarly. If they 
win a decisive victory, they’ll be able 
to command more respect and throw 
their weight around more. 

Followers, on the other hand, are 
dramatically different. Instead of 
being random hangers-on that 
leaders collect, they are manually 
unlocked when a leader levels up. If 
you want them to be more loyal and 
less likely to start a civil war, for 
instance, then you should give them a 
priest. Much like an agent in previous 
Total War games, the priest will also 
decrease public order in enemy 
territory. This removal of superfluous 
units from the campaign map makes 
sense for a faster-paced Total War 
such as Thrones of Britannia, 
although I’m not convinced that this 
alternative to agents is quite a 
one-size-fits-all deal.

While agents are out, there are 
still plenty of other units just itching 
to be recruited, a process that has 
changed considerably. Waiting for an 
army to finish recruiting is not a 
particularly fun way to spend a few 
turns, so Thrones of Britannia gives 
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There’s Stonehenge, made
famous of course by Spinal Tap. 

Naval battles are back, and
they’re still not great. 

After a day of conquering, bonfires
really bring an army together.

You can’t have castles falling
 on people. 

This army has cleverly disguised
itself as a pile of shields. 
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A view that justifies the two
sets of thermal underwear. 

Cutscenes are striking.

No dragons this time,
but look, a bird!

When everyone has spears, traffic
jams quickly become fights.

Don’t worry, it will all be
rebuilt in a few turns. 

Cold winters cause attrition but
make battlefields very pretty.



you one instantly. If you’ve got the 
cash and food to support 20 units, 
then you can get all of them straight 
away. They won’t, however, have a 
full complement of troops. It’s the 
skeleton of an army, filling up over 
time as new troops arrive. Instead of 
being stuck in a settlement, it can 
move around, get in fights and even 
go off and do a spot of conquering. 

So much busywork is cut out. 
There’s no more constructing the 
same archery ranges and barracks 
over and over again, or trudging 
armies half way across the map to 
reinforce a village where, for some 
reason, nobody can learn how to hold 
a bow without this one very specific 
building. There’s definitely an 
argument that some of the need to 
plan out a long-term strategy is 
reduced when you can summon an 
army almost anywhere in your 
territory, but there’s still a significant 
cost, both upfront and in the 
maintenance of the army. And since it 
takes a few turns for them to muster 
enough men to get to full strength, 
they won’t be tough enough to 
handle an an enemy force that’s 
actually prepared. 

Even if you’ve got fat coffers and a 
population that’s hungry for a fight 
– people can get tired of constant 
warring, eventually, reducing public 
order – you’re not 
going to be able to keep 
all of your settlements 
safe. Thrones of 
Britannia’s map is 
incredibly dense, with 
potential targets rarely 
more than a couple of 
turns away from each 
other. Armies can 
rapidly swallow up territory, 
especially since most settlements are 
undefended villages that support the 
main fortified towns. These places 
make for particularly tempting 
morsels for raiders, as the lack of a 
garrison makes them easy to sack. It’s 
thematically rather appropriate for a 
game rich in musky Vikings, but 
more than that, it creates new ways 
to put pressure on an enemy, denying 
them much-needed resources. If 
they’re occupied, they can also 
become potential staging posts where 
armies can gain a foothold and seek 
shelter during winter.  

reinventing history
Thrones of Britannia doesn’t quite go 
back to the drawing board when it 
comes to the real-time brawls, but it 

does reconsider several things, along 
with bringing back welcome features 
like guard mode and formations. 
Shields get a lot of time in the 
spotlight this time around, and they 
can be used to completely halt 
cavalry charges and more effectively 
protect against assaults of pesky, 
eye-gouging arrows.

Once the initial cavalry charges 
have been repelled, however, the 
battles largely play out the same way 

they did in Attila. 
Critical hits mean that 
a lucky shot can kill an 
enemy outright, while 
warriors will now 
stand closer together so 
they can huddle behind 
the shield wall. But 
these, much like several 
other tweaks to 

combat, don’t noticeably change the 
tempo or tactics.

The subtler differences between 
Attila and Thrones of Britannia may 
become more apparent in 
multiplayer, but there’s less of an 
impetus to get into the nitty gritty 
when playing against the AI. On the 
default difficulty the computer is a bit 
overzealous, committing almost 
everything to a big push, only 
occasionally hiding units in forests or 
embarking on sneakier strategies. On 
the campaign map, the AI is quick to  
take advantage of the weak points in 
your kingdom’s defences and retreat 
when it’s bitten off more than it can 
chew, but it struggles more when it’s 
on the defensive. 

In several battles during my first 
game, the AI got rather confused and 

let me walk to victory. In one case, 
the entire enemy force got so 
spooked by the cavalry that appeared 
behind them that they started pacing 
on the spot until they decided to 
charge at my army, one unit at a time, 
until they routed. In another, an 
indecisive fleet couldn’t pick between 
two landing areas and, instead, sailed 
between them for the entire battle, 
allowing me to conquer a city nearly 
unopposed. Several of these AI 
cock-ups happened in quick 
succession, but haven’t appeared 
since, after several days of playing.

Thrones of Britannia is the most 
unusual historical Total War 
instalment since 2010’s Napoleon. 
Though it’s still a historical Total War 
right down to its core, it feels like 
every feature must have been on the 
chopping block at one time or 
another. It’s bold and surprising, but 
it’s also a game that’s often at odds 
with itself. It attempts to condense 
the Total War experience, throwing 
everyone into conflict and cranking 
up the pace, but it does little to stop 
the significant lulls that can happen 
in the mid and late game. Indeed, 
while the events and busy map 
initially make this one of the most 
engaging games in the series, it can 
suddenly devolve into one of the 
dullest once some of the pieces have 
been knocked off the board. 

73
A brilliant early game and 
bold experiments almost 
make up for the AI 
niggles and the boring 
march to the final battle.

V E R D I C t

On the  
default 

difficulty the 
enemy ai is a 

bit overzealous

w i N N i N g  t h e  g a M e  o f  t h r o N e S
Here are the ways to ‘win’ Thrones of Britannia 

C o N q u e S t
This victory condition is a 
Total War mainstay, 
tasking you with gobbling 
up and controlling lots of 
territory on the map. You 
will ultimately want to 
control 80 settlements 
and 15 provinces for the 
short victory, or 110 
settlements and 15 
provinces for the long 
victory. That’s a lot of 
conquering. 

f a M e
Fame generates as you 
do… well, anything. 
Research tech, raise your 
influence, take over 
settlements – play the 
game and you’ll get fame. 
And once you hit 256, 
that’s you done, at least 
with the short fame 
victory. For the long 
victory, you’ll need 532. 
It’s not a very engaging 
way to win.

K i N g d o M
For both the short and 
long kingdom victories you 
will need to expand out 
and conquer a specific 
group of provinces, 
depending on what faction 
you’re playing as in your 
campaign. They’re 
important provinces 
worthy of your kingdom, 
mind, rich in beard wax, 
axe polish and mead – all 
the essentials.

u l t i M a t e
If you’re not quite done 
with Britannia after 
completing a long victory 
condition, you can stick 
around for a little longer 
and try to defend your 
shores against a huge 
Viking invasion fleet, not 
unlike Warhammer’s 
massive Chaos invasion. If 
you take out the invaders, 
you’ll net yourself the 
ultimate victory.
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Evan Pettiwhisker Tildrum, the 
half-catfolk prince of Ding Dong Dell, 
loses his crown to a coup staged by 
the ratfolk faction. During his escape, 
Evan meets Roland, a mysterious 
leader sent from another world. With 
Roland’s help, Evan 
resolves to build a new 
kingdom, Evermore, 
and unite the four other 
kingdoms under a 
single banner. 

You visit each 
kingdom to convince 
them to sign Evan’s 
Declaration of 
Interdependence and to protect them 
from Doloran, a sorcerer who’s using 
magic and manipulation to force 
rulers to oppress their citizens. Each 
kingdom is facing serious issues – 
brutal taxes, untenable work hours, 
absurd behaviour laws. For a game 
filled with animalfolk, Ni no Kuni II 
tells a very human tale.

Each kingdom contributes a 
well-rounded short story, a thrilling 
and unique Kingmaker boss fight, and 
a valuable lesson for Evan. Which is to 
say nothing of the sheer joy of 

exploring them. The meandering 
streets of one kingdom are lined with 
detailed casinos based on Chinese 
temples, food stalls packed with 
adorable dogfolk citizens, and rose 
lanterns which drench everything in 

crimson light. Another 
revels in the futuristic; 
all towering brass 
monoliths and rigid, 
starkly lit geometry.

The best part of 
allying with a new 
kingdom is the flood of 
new citizens into 
Evermore. Different 

citizens specialize in different fields, 
from farming to blacksmithing to 
magic. You can only craft certain items 
and research certain bonuses after you 
recruit specific citizens. The more of 
the world you’ve seen, the stronger 
Evermore becomes.  

Build to order
The cycle of discovering, working 
toward and finally unlocking things in 
Evermore delivers a gratifying sense of 
ownership. I can upgrade my armour 
because I recruited better blacksmiths. 

I’m stocked up on consumables 
because I upgraded the general store. I 
want to build better mining nodes so I 
can make a stronger sword. It never 
ends, and I never wanted it to.  

Combat improvements are 
especially rewarding because the 
real-time battle system is so much fun. 
You use light and heavy attacks to 
build combos, punctuate them with 
flashy area-of-effect attacks and 
finishes, and dodge and block enemy 
strikes in between. You build a party 
of three characters and swap between 
them whenever you want to make use 
of their unique skills.

Combat is further enlivened by the 
Tactic Tweaker, a collection of settings 
that lets you deal more damage to 
certain enemy types, take less damage 
from certain attacks, and even change 
granular stuff like your dodge roll’s 
invincibility frames. To upgrade the 
Tactic Tweaker’s options and potency, 
you just need to level up. Killing stuff 
to get better at killing stuff is nearly as 
engrossing as upgrading Evermore.

I’m also impressed by the 
streamlining and improvements. 
Instead of having to tediously pick up 
items, you automatically hoover up 
loot. Instead of loading into a pocket 
dimension after bumping into an 
enemy, you just approach and fight 
normally, improving the pacing and 
making exploration more tense. These 
are things I wish every JRPG did.

Ni no Kuni II is gorgeous, charming 
and constantly evolving. Its combat is 
layered and exciting, with systems that 
let you finely tailor your play style. Its 
coming-of-age story is saccharine but 
well told, with an ending that still 
occupies my thoughts. The crowning 
achievement, though, is that Level-5 
tie it all into an involved and satisfying 
kingdom building sim that enhances 
every other part of the game. 

N e e d  t o  K N o w
What is it?

An open world  
action JRPG built 

around a great kingdom 
building sim.

EXPECt tO PaY
£45

DEvElOPEr
Level-5

PublishEr
Bandai Namco

rEviEWED On
Core  i5-3570k,  

16GB Ram, GTX 1070, 
Windows 7

MultiPlaYEr
None

link
www.bit.ly/nino2rk

90
Without Evermore, Ni 
No Kuni II would have 
been good. Because of 
it, it’s one of the best 
JRPGs on PC.

v E r D i C t

Ni no Kuni II is 
gorgeous, 

charming and 
constantly 

evolving

N i no Kuni II: Revenant Kingdom has done a fabulous job of 
hiding its best feature. It’s an open world action JRPG, but 
at its heart is a building sim starring a dollhouse-like 
kingdom. You raise buildings, generate resources, and 
research tactics and sciences. Managing your realm is not 

just a thing to do between quests. It’s what connects Ni no Kuni II’s many 
systems and keeps them running. And it’s what keeps me coming back. 

Princely 
Ni No KuNi ii: ReveNaNt KiNgdom is an ambitious  

JRPG that keeps on giving. By Austin Wood

F o R  e v e R m o R e  How your kingdom connects to everything else

H i g g l e d i e s 
Build a Higgledy 
workshop where you 
can create and 

upgrade new adorable allies who 
will assist you in battle. 

d u N g e o N s 
Find and fight your way 
through all  
nine secret dungeons 

to recruit a special Evermore 
citizen.

C o m b a t 
Upgrade your 
equipment at your 
kingdom’s smithy, and 

improve your abilities or spells at 
the spellworks. 

e x p l o R a t i o N 
You can also use your 
spellworks to research 
spells that open new 

paths and unlock new NPCs out in 
the world.

s K i R m i s H e s 
Defend your kingdom 
from rival armies and 
earn gold to spend on 

upgrading Evermore in the 
process. 

Q u e s t s
Complete sidequests 
to persuade citizens, 
soldiers and craftsmen 

to move to your kingdom. 
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The view from Hydropolis.

It’s fun just watching 
your kingdom grow. 

Roland is the first of 
many characterful allies. 

Dungeon bosses 
don’t mess around. 

The streets of Goldpaw.

Your citizens become 
more skilled over time.



Northgard looks like a throwback, a 
game that would have fit in with Age 
of Empires and Settlers, but while the 
inspiration is clear, it would be a 
disservice to imply that it’s trading in 
nostalgia. This Viking saga builds on 
the RTS romps of the 
’90s, but it’s not 
beholden to them. 

The basics are still 
familiar. You start with 
a town hall and some 
villagers, eventually 
growing it into a 
settlement that can 
handle raids from 
monsters and other Vikings. That’s 
done by finding resources and 
exploiting them using specialist 
workers and buildings.  

Building slots limit how much you 
can construct. The map is made up of 
regions containing resources, treasure 
and enemies, but only has space for a 
few buildings, and they’ve got to be 
colonised before they can be used. As 
each new layer, from weather to 
warfare, is introduced, the pace of 

expansion is a relief. It slows things 
down so you can take a moment to 
set priorities, whether that’s making 
pals or scouting the area. But despite 
the measured pace, winter’s approach 
means there’s always some tension. 

Winter can be 
overcome by worker 
placement and 
preparation. Workers 
can be switched on the 
fly, so if a warband is 
just sitting around, you 
can make all of them 
farmers, fishermen or 
hunters to help keep 

everyone fed. With the right 
buildings and workers, even the most 
brutal winters can be handled. 

If you’re military-minded, you’ll 
want to keep an army around. By 
generating lore, a stand-in for science, 
technological advancements can be 
made, including warmer clothes for 
warriors. That’s a game-changer, 
making winter one of the best times 
to go on the offensive, when enemy 
Vikings might not be as prepared. 

Fame and Fortune
Fame is Northgard’s most unusual 
resource. It’s a representation of a 
clan’s great deeds, like killing a 
wyvern or defeating another player, 
and unlocks bonuses. It drives 
exploration, as you seek out greater 
foes, but also weaves its way 
throughout the game. Fighting, 
feasting, building monuments – do 
cool things and you’ll be rewarded. 

While each clan shares a lot of the 
same features, they’re still a distinct 
bunch. The Wolf Clan, for instance, 
are a lairy mob. Their warriors can 
gather food by killing hostile beasties, 
and they also generate happiness, 
ensuring the settlement remains 
productive and new villagers keep 
appearing. Ultimately this means 
they don’t need as many farmers, 
fishermen or hunters and can afford 
to invest in larger warbands. 

The campaign serves as a solid 
introduction to each of these clans 
and eventually leads to some creative, 
novel missions. They can be brief if 
you clock the optimal path, but 
there’s very little repetition. Each 
new chapter pushes you into trying 
new things. The story the campaign 
hangs on is less compelling. It’s a 
tired revenge tale with twists so 
boring they’ll put you to sleep. 

Northgard lives in the skirmish 
mode. The campaign mission design 
is good, but sometimes you just want 
to shake off the shackles and batter 
some Vikings in a sandbox. When all 
of the game’s concepts collide, 
instead of being separated by levels, it 
becomes a tricky, unpredictable 
real-time strategy that pulls you in all 
these different directions. Every 
game is fat with potential, helped in 
great part by a map generator that 
spits out a brilliant array of as-good-
as-bespoke battlefields. 

N e e d  t o  K N o w
What is it?

A Viking RTS with nasty 
weather.

EXPECt tO PaY
£24

DEvElOPEr
Shiro Games

PublishEr
In-house

rEviEWED On
Core i5-3570K,  

16GB RAM, GeForce 
GTX 970, Windows 10

MultiPlaYEr
Yes

link
www.northgard.net

84 
Northgard is a  
surprising and elegant 
real-time strategy that’s 
yoked to a very dull 
campaign story. 

v E r D i C t

If you’re 
military-

minded, you’ll 
want to keep an 

army around

It’s spring and my Viking colonists are gleefully filling their bellies 
now that the snow has melted and our food stores are filling up. 
The farmers and hunters are working hard, and with their 
appetite sated, my warriors are itching for a fight. I don’t have 
time to enjoy it. I’m already preparing for Northgard’s next harsh 

winter. Even more than dragons or undead, foul weather is the greatest 
threat to my growing settlement.

VIkIngs on tour 
Northgard looks like a Viking-themed

Age of Empires but is much more. By Fraser Brown

C l a s h  o f  C l a N s  A primer on Northgard’s clans

B o a r
The Boar Clan’s 
bonuses are a bit 
scattershot, but its 
penchant for 

mysticism means that it can 
research faster than other clans.

s t a g
The clan of the 
campaign’s protagonist 
is a bit in love with 
itself, but extra 

resources and a focus on fame make 
it a good one to start with.

g o a t
Despite the name, this 
clan is more enamoured 
with sheep. They can 
rear them, giving them 

more opportunities to keep their food 
stockpile high.

w o l f
If you want to fight a 
lot, this is the clan for 
you. Its warriors 
generate happiness 

and, by killing bears and wolves, 
extra food for the clanspeople.

r a v e N
As explorers and 
merchants, the Raven 
Clan can spend cash 
instead of food when 

expanding, and it can hire 
mercenaries to do any dirty work.

B e a r
Objectively the best 
clan because it can 
summon an armoured 
bear the moment a 

training ground is built. It’s name is 
Kaija and it’s wonderful.
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Yes, that bear is wearing armour.

Monsters like giants and kobolds 
can become your best buds.

Maps have special victory objectives 
like controlling the gate to Helheim.

If Vikings in horned helmets drive 
you mad, avert your eyes.

Ruins dot the world waiting for 
explorers to plunder them.

Hibernation has never looked 
so tempting.



Welcome to Far Cry 5, where a quiet 
spot of fishing can and often will 
result in piles of burnt wreckage and 
scattered corpses. It’s a chaotic and 
wonderfully ridiculous open world 
sandbox of destruction 
and violence where a 
short drive down a dirt 
road can quickly 
become a pitched 
battle, as enemy 
vehicles appear and 
engage you, friendly 
fighters arrive and 
open fire at them, and ravenous 
animals leap from the woods and 
attack both. When the smoke finally 
clears, you may realise you’ve 
forgotten where you were going in 

the first place. Then an eagle swoops 
down and attacks your face.

If you’re a Far Cry veteran, this 
probably sounds familiar. Far Cry 5 
follows the same blueprint as Far Cry 

3 and Far Cry 4, with a 
few tweaks but no 
massive changes. This 
time you play as a 
nameless deputy sheriff 
sent to Hope County to 
arrest Joseph Seed, a 
cult leader backed by a 
heavily armed force of 

devoted followers who have taken 
control of the region using 
kidnapping, mass murder and 
brainwashing as recruitment tools. 
Your arrest of Seed in the first five 

minutes quickly goes awry, and your 
law enforcement cohorts are 
captured by the cult. Stranded in the 
mountainous backcountry with no 
backup, the only way out is to liberate 
the whole dang area, farm by farm.

World series
Hope County is divided into three 
regions, each controlled by a member 
of the Seed family. Defeating them 
requires first collecting resistance 
points in their regions, which come 
from completing missions, liberating 
captured locals, destroying the cult’s 
resources and conquering its 
outposts. Between these objectives 
you’ll have countless radiant 
skirmishes, as traffic, enemies, rebels, 
citizens and wildlife constantly 
converge and clash. You’re forever 
swivelling your head around to see 
where the gunfire is coming from or 
what people are yelling about, and 
amusingly the NPCs react with the 
same panicked urgency when 
noticing an enemy plane circling as 
they do when spotting an 
approaching skunk.

This chaos of overlapping AI 
factions is almost always a good 
thing. It’s just that crazy shit happens 
nearly constantly, which can be 
frustrating if you’re hoping for a few 
minutes of silence to contemplate an 
environmental puzzle, admire the 
scenery, or catch a fish in peace.

At one point I tried to steal one of 
the two planes parked in a quiet 
airfield. While preparing to attack the 
two cultists guarding them, I noticed 
some movement nearby. It was a bull 
fighting a mountain lion. As I 
engaged, one conflict spilled over into 
the other, and by the end of the fight 
more cultists arrived (some in a 
helicopter), a wolverine appeared 
and attacked a fleeing cow, a citizen 
drove up in a tractor, two planes flew 
by and got into a dogfight with each 
other, and another cultist drove up in 
another tractor. The planes on the 
ground were destroyed in the 
carnage and I had to settle for 
stealing one of the tractors. I used it 

N e e d  t o  K N o w
What is it?

An open world FPS 
where you liberate a 

region of Montana from 
a death cult.
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£50

DEvElOPEr
Ubisoft Montreal

PublishEr
Ubisoft

rEviEWED On
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MultiPlaYEr
Drop-in co-op with a 
friend, multiplayer 
maps for up to 12 

players in Arcade mode

link
www.bit.ly/farcry5pcg

This chaos of 
overlapping AI 

factions is 
almost always a 

good thing

I n Hope County, Montana, you might find yourself using a guided 
missile to kill a charging bear. Not because a missile is the best 
weapon to kill a bear with – a crossbow would be more sporting 
– but simply because you already have the weapon resting on your 
shoulder. A moment ago you used it to blow an enemy plane out of 

the sky and a boat out of the water, so dispatching a bear with it is just 
quick and convenient. And the sooner the bear is dead, the sooner you can 
get back to the important task at hand: breaking the county record for 
catching the heaviest golden trout.

CulT HIT
The familiar and fun open world chaos of Far Cry 5 is stifled by bad bosses.

By Chris Livingston

Gruesome healing animations Being able to change the time of day A handheld map

w h a t  I  m I s s  F r o m  p a s t  F a r  C r y  g a m e s

Radio towers Freakin’ malaria Jason Brody

w h a t  I  d o N ’ t  m I s s  a t  a l l

w a r  a l w a y s  C h a N g e s  The Far Cry series has evolved and changed 
over the years. Sometimes that’s good, sometimes it’s not
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I’m assuming this isn’t 
Employee of the Month.

Joseph Seed is intense, 
but intensely dull.

Burn after reading.

Not the kind of campfire 
you sing songs around.

The dog-petting is
exceptionally good.
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Grappling hooks aren’t just for 
mountain climbing.

The prophecy has come to 
pass: a holy nut-shot.

Brother, can I 
borrow a shirt?

Some sermons require 
a captive audience.

Drugged cultists basically 
act like fast zombies.



to run over an angry bear that 
showed up late. Slacker.

To join this chaos you’ve got a 
constantly growing arsenal of 
weapons, including throwable 
shovels you can impale enemies with, 
craftable dynamite and mines, and a 
generous cache of machine guns, 
rifles, pistols, and my favourite, the 
RAT4 rocket launcher, which locks 
onto vehicles and lets you steer your 
missile after firing (say, into a bear). 
There are lots of ways to get around: 
cars, boats, plus choppers and planes 
that are just as easy to operate as cars, 
and boats. Cheap perks unlock a 
grappling hook for climbing, a 
wingsuit for when you can’t be 
bothered to climb back down, and 
infinite parachutes.

Enemy outposts remain the best 
thing about the Far Cry series. Survey 
them from a distance, tag enemies 
with your scope or binoculars, and 
note other features like alarm towers 
(which can be used by the enemy to 
summon reinforcements), caged 
animals (which can be set free to 
cause a wonderful ruckus), and 
explosive barrels (self-explanatory), 
then either slither around dispensing 
with cultists one by one with melee 
attacks and silenced weapons, or go 
in loud with grenades and guns. 
There’s always satisfaction in being 
stealthy enough to take 
an outpost without a 
shot being fired, but I 
prefer a big fight filled 
with explosions and 
ragdolling enemies 
which runs the gamut 
from exhilarating to 
hilarious.

You can also opt to 
rip up the joint with missiles and 
miniguns while hovering overhead in 
a helicopter, or fling raw meat over 
the wall and let wolves and cougars 
tear your enemies apart. The freedom 
you have to approach outposts in 
different ways extends to a lot of side 
missions.

Where in previous Far Cry games 
you had to climb towers to reveal the 
world and its distractions, now you 
do it through exploration and getting 
tips from citizens. It’s a much better 
system. Filling in for the tower’s 
platforming puzzles are ‘prepper’ 
stashes – caches of weapons, ammo, 
cash, and crafting resources, often in 
underground bunkers, sometimes 
booby trapped, flooded or locked, 
with clues scattered around 
containing information on how to 

I love romping around with a 
devoted bear at my side, and the 
biggest benefit of travelling with a 
buddy is that they can revive you if 
you’ve taken too much damage, 
saving you from death. But far better 
than an AI buddy is a real one. You 
can play the entire game with a co-op 
partner, story missions and all. It’s 
great fun to have a friend along for 
the ride in the chaotic sandbox of Far 
Cry 5, and taking down outposts with 
a coordinated co-op assault is even 
more enjoyable than doing it alone.

A big, beautiful, chaotic canvas of 
freeform destruction, Far Cry 5 
continues the series’ best traditions. 
It’s strongest when you get to decide 
how to tackle a challenge, and at its 
weakest when it strips you of your 
freedom and makes you listen to a 
super-powered boss slowly yammer 
about culling the weak or how pain 
will set you free. If you can stomach 
the occasional slow monologue from 
a dull zealot, you’ll be back to 
blowing up bears in no time. 

80
The wonderful chaos of 
the open world is 
occasionally stifled by 
bad boss fights and 
worse boss speeches.

v E r D i C t

There’s no 
cohesive 

message or 
statement 

about politics

B e s t  B u d s
Of the nine companions, these three are the 
only ones worth bringing along

C h e e s e B u r g e r
Class: Tank
Alignment: Chaotic Grizzly
Perks: Draws focus, is a bear
Likes: Salmon
Pros: Again, he’s a bear
Cons: Can’t ride in cars with you

N I C K
Class: Air support
Alignment: Neutral Yokel
Perks: Drops bombs, strafes fools
Likes: Quips
Pros: Won’t get in your way 
Cons: Loves to repeat one-liners

B o o m e r
Class: Scout
Alignment: Good Boy
Perks: Spots enemies, licks faces
Likes: Everything (he’s a dog)
Pros: You can pet him
Cons: You might see him explode
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access them. Infiltrating these 
prepper stashes can be easy or hard, 
surprising or boring, annoying, 
spooky, deadly – you never know 
what’s in a bunker, hideout, or cave, 
and that’s a lot better than climbing a 
set of slightly different towers.

storybored
Far Cry 5 needed a better villain. The 
Seeds are boring bad guys, way too 
talkative without ever saying much, 
and each will kidnap you multiple 
times thus interrupting your open 
world fun to make you suffer through 
their monologues before either giving 
you a chance to escape or simply 
returning you to a friendly bunker.

Apart from a few scattered lines 
of dialogue, there’s no cohesive 
message or statement about politics 
or fascism or militias or anything, 
really, in Far Cry 5. The cult leaders 
themselves don’t even mention God 
or religion as often you’d expect, and 
the cult’s motivation is vague beyond 
killing or drugging everyone who 
doesn’t want to join. Far Cry 5 wants 
to be whimsical like GTAV, but its 
irreverence comes at the expense of 
developing interesting villains. To 
evoke so much of the visual language 
of religious fundamentalism and 
secessionism, and then not explore 
that in any meaningful way, makes 

Far Cry 5 feel hollow. 
Seemingly scared of 
not pleasing everyone, 
Ubisoft avoided 
tackling deeper 
subjects altogether and 
decided that the 
villains were just 
weirdos.

As for allies, there 
are generic NPC guns-for-hire you 
can bring along for support, and nine 
distinct AI companions you can 
recruit from sidequests scattered 
throughout the county. Three of the 
companions – the best ones – are 
animals (a dog, a bear, and a 
mountain lion). The rest are humans 
with their own backstories they 
won’t stop blathering about even 
once you’ve heard every last 
anecdote and observation. You can 
bring one with you at a time (a perk 
can add room for another), and each 
has some useful skills depending on 
what sort of help you’re looking for: 
the sniper can cover you while you 
fight at close range, the dog can 
detect and tag enemies you can’t 
see, the pilot can drop bombs 
from above, the bear is a bear. 



This isn’t a game that can be played 
alone. You can go through the whole 
thing with an online pal, but A Way 
Out is best with someone sitting next 
to you. Immediately we’re introduced 
to Vincent, who’s about to start a 
14-year sentence for 
embezzlement and 
fraud, and Leo, who’s 
six months into an 
eight-year stretch for 
armed robbery. Placed 
in adjacent cells, the 
two form an alliance 
over a couple of 
skirmishes in the yard 
and the prison canteen, before they 
discover a shared objective that 
convinces them to make their escape. 

It’s no spoiler to say they get out. 
But as with any thriller there’s some 
pleasure in watching the inevitable 
unfold while playing cliché bingo – 
and in this instance, you’re taking an 
active role in the chases, shootouts 
and narrow escapes that follow.  

Split into 37 bitesized chapters, A 
Way Out maintains a brisk pace, 
though in its early scenes you’re 
asked to take things slowly. Here, it 
feels a bit like a simplistic co-op 
Hitman, as you use conveniently 

placed objects and 
environmental features 
to cause distractions or 
avoid detection. As a 
wounded Vincent you’ll 
occupy a nurse in the 
medical wing while 
Leo sneaks out to grab 
a chisel. Later, as he 
unscrews his toilet and 

chips away at the wall behind, you’ll 
play lookout, shifting the camera to 
spot guards. It’s basic, but the context 
keeps things fresh.

Elsewhere, it’s more like a poor 
man’s Uncharted, with clumsy brawls, 
and setpiece pursuits with you 
running, riding or driving away from 
danger, often down fairly straight 
routes. At least the action is well 

staged. One standout sequence, set in 
a hospital, moves seamlessly between 
characters, the camera never cutting 
as it darts through windows and 
vents while you take it in turns to 
fight off or hide from the police. 

In two mInds
One of A Way Out’s biggest problems 
is that its forced co-op setup doesn’t 
bear creative fruit often enough. 
You’ll give your partner leg-ups or 
catch them when they’re falling: all 
things we’ve done in numerous other 
games. In fact, some of its best 
co-operative moments are either 
frivolous (splashing in a pond to 
guide fish so your partner can spear 
one) or incidental (a banjo-
strumming rhythm-action interlude). 
There is, however, something 
satisfying about coordinating your 
timing. And it occasionally prompts 
healthy debate by forcing both 
players to agree on a route forward. 

But any investment in the story is 
scuppered by a script that appears to 
have been written by a bot fed 
exclusively on dialogue from 
straight-to-DVD action films. You can 
almost guess the lines before they’re 
spoken and when you can’t you have 
to cope with some forced banter that 
both leads sound embarrassed to 
deliver. As a result, the stabs at 
emotion in the final third are the 
funniest bits of the game. 

There’s plenty to admire in its 
ambition – if not in mechanical 
terms, then at least in the way it 
strains to compete with blockbuster 
games with a fraction of the budget. 
Accept that this is the work of a team 
whose reach has exceeded its grasp, 
and, with a partner in tow, you’ll 
probably have fun as this unlikely 
pair on the lam. Even when you’re 
laughing at rather than with it. 

N e e d  t o  K N o w
What is it?

A forced co-op 
adventure about two 
soon-to-be-escaped 

prisoners.

EXPECt tO PaY
£25

DEvElOPEr
Hazelight

PublishEr
EA

rEviEWED On
Core i5-4440 CPU,  
8GB RAM, GeForce  

GTX 645

MultiPlaYEr
Two-player only  
(local/online)

link
www.ea.com/en-gb/

games/a-way-out

64
Messy, varied and 
inadvertently hilarious at 
times: A Way Out is an 
unusual but uneven 
tandem ride.

v E r D i C t

There’s some 
pleasure in 

watching the 
inevitable 

unfold

Five years ago, Brothers: A Tale of Two Sons seemed to have 
established Lebanese filmmaker Josef Fares as a bold new 
voice in games, expertly interweaving story and systems to 
moving effect. As such, A Way Out, Fares’ new game, is 
something of a comedown. Essentially a boneheaded B-movie 

you play with a friend, it’s not a good game by most standards. Yet between 
its charm and a handful of creative flourishes, it’s a hard one to dislike. 

GraTe escape
Bad dialogue and simplistic systems prevent A wAy out

from making a clean getaway. By Chris Schilling

Age
43
Personality
Total charisma 
bypass
Strengths
Laundry ruses, 
crane operation

Facial hair
6/10 - Solid goatee
Most likely to say
“Calm down, Leo.”
Least likely to say
“I’m so excited and I 
just can’t hide it!”

I N p u t  l A g s  Introducing the two playable prisoners

V I N c e N t  M o r e t t I

Age
36
Personality
Annoying loose 
cannon
Strengths
Punching, toilet 
unscrewing

Facial hair
8/10 - Impressive 
‘burns
Most likely to say
“I’m afraid of 
heights.”
Least likely to say
“Heights? Love 
‘em.”

l e o  c A r u s o
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Leo’s bull-in-a-china-shop approach makes 
him the more entertaining of the leads.

The presentation frequently belies
its developer’s meagre resources.

Disappointingly, it briefly becomes a bog-
standard third-person shooter near the end.

Vincent decided it might be
unwise to steal the sausage.

Optional interactions often come 
at the most incongruous times.

Leo admired the governor’s
tailoring from afar. 

“Why, of course I’d rather play 
Connect Four than see my wife.”



World of Tanks feels like it’s been in 
beta for a decade (nope, only eight 
years) but, if you’ve still not heard of 
it, it’s a free-to-play 
competitive online 
multiplayer game that 
pits dozens of tanks 
against one another in 
big battles. Compared 
with its rival War 
Thunder, World of 
Tanks is much more of 
an arcade-like 
experience. Tanks are easy to control. 
If you’ve driven one in any action 
game from the last decade you’ll have 
a good idea of what to expect. 

Each tank feels convincing, with 
slow-moving turrets and gradually 
building speeds, but it’s how they 
interact with the environment that 
really sells it. You’ll crash through 
walls and watch the water of a river 
roll away under your weight. The 
thunderous noise of each shot of the 
cannon proves most satisfying, 
especially with the metal clang that 
follows to signal a hit. There’s a lot of 
detail and, when there are dozens of 

tanks in the fray, World of Tanks does 
chaotic spectacle with majesty.

It’s not all chaos, though. For a 
team to succeed 
coordination is 
required. Individually, 
you’re trying to stay 
concealed, or ensuring 
that your armour is 
facing the enemy. As a 
team, you’re providing 
covering fire or 
flanking manoeuvres.

It’s a shallow layer of strategy. You 
do need to consider vantage points, 
concealment and armour (you’ll 
experience many hours of a man 
shouting, “Penetration!” at you over 
and over), but the UI feeds so much 
information that not a lot of learning 
is required, nor is there ever really 
much tension. You know when a shot 
lands, you know where an enemy is 
the moment they fire at you.

After a while, the accessibility 
becomes a double-edged sword. 
World of Tanks is more approachable 
than any of its competition, but it’s 
lacking in depth by comparison. 

Given the amount of time you’ll have 
to spend grinding to unlock tanks it 
feels a shame that there’s really not 
all that much nuance to master. It’s 
enjoyable in the game’s initial hours 
but a dozen or so later? Dull.

Get GrindinG
You’ll be spending a lot of time 
grinding as the process of unlocking a 
new tank is anything but 
straightforward. World of Tanks’ 
roster of vehicles is organised into 
unlock trees. To upgrade to a higher 
tier, you’ll need to have the previous 
tank in that branch. But you’re not 
able to actually purchase it until you 
research it. When you do buy it, 
you’re still not done because you 
need to kit it out with gear. Which is 
to say nothing of the time it’ll take to 
earn the currencies to complete each 
stage of the process, with separate 
funds for research and purchase.

Obviously this is to nudge players 
towards spending actual money and 
that means buying gold, which you 
can then exchange for the other 
in-game resources. Whilst the costs 
of early tier tanks aren’t too bad, 
those prices quickly ramp up. Final 
tiers require £40 for a single tank. 
And it’s only in those final tiers that 
newer strategies and meaningfully 
different tanks become available.

Holding back those more varied 
vehicles means that most of the hours 
spent with World of Tanks are a flat 
experience. You’ll quickly master the 
rhythm of combat and there are no 
major shake-ups to the formula until 
you’re many hours in. It’s a big 
investment and though the later 
game is more involved and more 
dynamic, it’s hardly worth the cost in 
time or money. World of Tanks is a 
fun arcade shooter, but it’s not a great 
use of your time. 

N e e d  t o  K N o w
What is it?

A free-to-play 
tank-vs-tank 

multiplayer game.

EXPECt tO PaY
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hundreds of pounds
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Wargaming

PublishEr
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Core i7-4790K, GeForce 

GTX 970, 16GB RAM, 
Windows 7

MultiPlaYEr
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www.bit.ly/
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62
Fun and accessible but 
ultimately shallow unless 
you’re willing to spend 
hundreds of hours or 
pounds on it.

v E r D i C t

After a while, 
the accessibility 

becomes a 
double-edged 

sword

If you’re in the market for digital tanks, well, World of Tanks lives up 
to its name. There are hundreds of them. Tanks from Russia, 
America, Britain, Japan… I’m no military fanatic, but I’m in awe of 
the sheer number of armoured vehicles on offer. There’s something 
a little sinister about this vast arsenal of death machines being 

displayed to you like toys. It’s got loads of tanks, is what I’m saying. But 
how much fun are they to actually use?

TANKS, A LOT
world of taNKs wants your money or your life. 

By Sam Greer

C o g  i N  t h e  M a C h i N e 
Just how well will your time will be rewarded?

Ugh,  
nothing

Ooh, 
shiny!

1 hour 10 hours 40 hours 100 hours

Tanks in 
advance!

Rising through 
the tanks!

No tanks?

Firing tanks!

What’s the 
difference?
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When the reticle goes green, 
you’ve found a weak point.

The maps are 
lovingly detailed. 

You’ll often find yourself 
fighting at a significant range.

Looks like I still need train-ing.

Flames so convincing you 
can almost hear the screams.



Sea of Thieves represents a technical 
maturation of multiplayer action 
games, which are complex enough 
now to throw four players on a 
galleon in a big sea of other player-
controlled ships and let them all go at 
it. By yourself, it’s 
either slightly 
ponderous and 
peaceful, or frustrating 
as groups of two-to-
four hound you, killing 
you or sinking your 
ship just because they 
can. With random 
crewmates who silently 
drop your anchor in the middle of the 
ocean for no reason, it’s obviously a 
complete wash. But with friends or a 
good group from matchmaking, the 
first five or so hours of Sea of Thieves 
gush with discovery and surprise and 
jovial stupidity.

There is a light structure to Sea of 
Thieves, built around variations on 

the ‘fetch quest’. Go find something 
on an island – a chest, a chicken, the 
skull of a wanted skeleton boss – and 
turn it in at an outpost for gold. 
Solving these treasure or bounty 
hunts is usually trivial, though fun for 

all the little moments 
of inspiration that 
occur on your first 
several trips. Learning 
all of Sea of Thieves’ 
little tricks and 
techniques – how best 
to orient myself, or 
where to find chickens 
or pigs for deliveries, or 

how to squeak between rocks safely 
– made for fulfilling first outings.

On a four-player galleon with 
three masts (the alternative being 
smaller one-to-two-player sloops), it 
takes strong coordination to pull off a 
flawless journey. The player behind 
the wheel often can’t see ahead of 
them on account of the waves and 

sails. All they can see is a compass, 
while in the map room below 
another player must tell them if 
they’re on the right course. Other 
tasks include adjusting the angles of 
the sails to catch the wind, raising 
and lowering them to move faster or 
turn more sharply, and peering 
through a spyglass to spot other 
player ships.

What nearly justifies the 
simplicity of the quests – they do get 
boring – is that cooperative effort to 
traverse the sea, as well as Sea of 
Thieves’ violent nucleus. Your loot 
does not disappear into an invisible 
inventory, and doesn’t stay with you if 
you log off. It sits wherever you put it 
on your ship, protected only by your 
ability to avoid, or fend off other 
players, who can snatch it (or sink 
you and then snatch it) and turn it in 
themselves for the reward. The more 
loot on board, the greater the nerves 
as you book it to an outpost to sell it. 

Actual piracy rarely works in my 
experience, though. The best pirates 
may find success staking out outposts 
in groups of four, preying on solo and 
duo players – the line between piracy 
and griefing is blurry – though I’m 
not certain they’ll find much more 
success than if they mind their own 
business completing quests. It takes 
just as long or longer to spot and 
attack another player vessel as it does 
to dig up your own treasure, and it 
may net you nothing or cause you to 
lose your own haul. I have stolen 
treasure successfully once. The 
variables as they currently are just 
don’t generate rich pirating 
competitions, as treasure is fairly 
sparse and so players who choose to 
go into battle often do so with 
nothing to lose.

Cannon fire
PvP ship battles are Sea of Thieves’ 
best adventures, though, even when 
they’re fruitless. There’s a persistent 
urgency as you adjust the sails and 
slam the wheel around trying to 
outmanoeuvre your prey, sometimes 
fending off a boarding party with 

N e e d  t o  K N o w
What is it?

A cooperative pirate 
sim in which up to four 
players sail around an 

archipelago in search of 
treasure and conflict.

EXPECt tO PaY
£50

DEvElOPEr
Rare

PublishEr
Microsoft

rEviEWED On
Core i7-6700K,  

16GB RAM, GeForce 
GTX 980, Windows 10

MultiPlaYEr
Always online. Up to 

four-player 
cooperative, in  

servers populated by 
several other 

player-controlled ships.

link
www.seaofthieves.com

It takes strong 
coordination to 

pull off a 
flawless 
journey

Waking up in a grog-induced daze on one of Sea of 
Thieves’ painterly islands for the first time is 
exhilarating. You have a ship waiting at the dock and 
little direction as to what to do. Raise the anchor and 
slam into a rock if you want. As the water reaches your 

neck, you’ll either drown or discover that you have to equip planks to 
repair holes, and then use your bucket to heave the seawater out.

WAVE COMBAT 
A brilliant way to goof off with friends, but climbing Sea of thieveS’  

pirate ranks is a slog. By Tyler Wilde

t h e  S l o o p  d e c K  The smaller ship can be sailed solo, with difficulty 

7

6

5

8

4

2

3

1

1 The steering 
wheel. Use it for 

steering your ship.

2 The  
hand-operated 

anchor winch.

3 The bell you 
accidentally 

ring.

4 The ladder to 
the crow’s nest 

you can climb after 
accidentally 
ringing the bell.

5 The line to 
adjust sail 

length.

6 The line to 
adjust sail 

angle.

7 Your cannons 
can shoot 

cannonballs, or 
yourself.

8 The world map 
is below deck.
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Some players just 
want to fight.

The guns are fussy, so I
typically stick to the blade.

Boss skeletons aren’t very special,
they just have more health.

Sick LEDs, skull.

My pirate’s a real looker.Rather than looking at our own maps, 
we always showed them to each other.
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The sunsets are just lovely.

The splash of splinters when
you’re hit is spectacular.

I was going to give them a banana 
but now seems like a bad time.

Sometimes I sit underwater
to clear my head.

This probably won’t go 
well for either party.

Shipwrecks can contain lots of 
treasure, or nothing at all.



cartoony gun and sword combat. It’s 
thrilling to peer down the barrel of a 
cannon and see the enemy ship come 
into view, to watch the shot line up as 
you tumble over a wave, to gaze at 
the arc of the cannonball overflowing 
with anticipation for the hit – and 
boom, splinters erupt from the ship’s 
hull, the game’s orchestral soundtrack 
congratulates you with a dramatic 
string hit, and the anticipation resets 
as you reload your cannon. What 
stupendous satisfaction it brings to 
see your teamwork and superior 
manoeuvring and intuition send a 
hunk of iron sailing over open water 
into a moving target that minutes ago 
was a dot on the horizon. 

The rest of the time, Sea of Thieves 
doesn’t quite simulate the full 
breadth of the sea’s fury. Even in 
choppy waters, we have lots of time 
to calmly poke at the sails, realign the 
ship’s wheel, and check our bearings 
on the map. Longer voyages then are 
a time to chat, swap stories and tips, 
climb to the crow’s nest to look for 
player ships on the horizon (though 
with only a few ships per server as 
far as I can tell, not seeing any is 
pretty common), and wish there were 
a few more pastimes aside from 
playing one of four songs on our 
accordions. The fun really depends 
on the company.

We also get to enjoy, 
at least in the too-short 
daytime hours, the 
gorgeous waves. The 
way light filters 
through water in Sea of 
Thieves is unlike 
anything I’ve seen in a 
game. When I play 
alone, I sometimes put 
on a podcast and just enjoy the ocean. 
It’s so phenomenal that the bobbing 
actually stays with me after a long 
session, as if I’d spent hours on an 
actual boat at sea. 

After a while, though, I start to 
wish something would happen. A fish 
jumping. A whale breaching. A school 
of jellies sweeping by with the 
current. But it doesn’t – there are a 
few schools of fish around islands 
that don’t react to you at all, sharks 
that attack you, and a bit of kelp, but 
that’s all I’ve seen so far. If I could 
smell this virtual sea, I’m sure it 
wouldn’t smell like the ocean. It 
would be too sterile, not teeming but 
chlorinated, like the waters of the 
mock pirate battle at the Treasure 
Island hotel in Las Vegas. It’s 
disappointing that the body of the sea 

– the water, the waves – is formed so 
well, but its guts are missing.

Wave after Wave
We were attacked by a kraken once, 
which was exciting, but disappointing 
– just a bunch of tentacles to shoot at 
over and over. The only other 
server-wide events are skeleton forts, 
which are much better and lead to 
Sea of Thieves’ greatest treasure 
hoards and scariest player 
interactions, succeeding completely 
in generating tense alliances.

Players who approach a skeleton 
fort – which are broadcast to the 
whole server by way of a giant, 
glowing skull cloud – have to kick 
skelegunners off the fort’s cannons to 
get their ships in range, and then 
suffer wave after wave of skeleton 
attacks before obtaining a key to a 
treasure horde.

With one of us holding down a 
cannon tower on one of these forts, 
another galleon showed up and 
offered to help in exchange for half 
the treasure. I was sceptical, and 
while they weren’t looking I 
realigned our ship so our broadside 
faced their bow. Just before we 
defeated the final skeleton wave, I 
shot a cannonball into their hull, 
thinking a hold full of water would 
distract or sink them if they turned 

on us. They noticed 
and patched the hull, 
but didn’t seem to 
realise that I had done 
it. They had genuinely 
just wanted to share 
the treasure with us. I 
felt terrible, but still 
sceptical as one of 
them offered to board 

our ship to ensure we had an equal 
share. Ashamed, I yelled, “Nope!” 
over local voice chat and we hauled 
ass out of there. 

It was tense and morally fraught 
– just as Rare planned it to be – and 
so brilliant in that way, but absurdly 
long. The gold which we earned from 
selling off our treasure hardly felt like 
fair compensation for the two hours 
we relentlessly spent killing wave 
after wave of skeles. Gold can only be 
used to buy cosmetic items, and 
progression toward the endgame, 
represented by your reputation level 
with the three factions you sell your 
treasure to, is languid.

When I relax about progression 
and can connect with friends (the 
servers struggled at launch, and the 
Xbox app used for inviting friends is 

junk) Sea of Thieves pumps out goofy, 
cooperative fun with just its 
essentials: four players hopping 
around a ship, trying to make it go 
where they want it to, crashing into 
other players doing the same. It’s a 
brilliant way to simply hang out, 
overdoing it on the grog to make 
yourselves useless, firing each other 
out of cannons, finding out what 
happens when you sail off the map. 
And the ocean is gorgeous, with 
sunsets so spectacular they nearly 
justify playing the game on their own.

So even though it’s slow, and 
piracy rarely pays off, Sea of Thieves 
is rarely painful, as the thrill of taking 
down a player ship or finding a truly 
good haul (made possible in part by 
all the boring bits) and the inherent 
pleasantness of sailing with a crew of 
people you like fills most sessions 
with anticipation, satisfaction, and 
camaraderie. It’s like a team-building 
exercise that’s actually fun. 

72
A superb water park for 
friends to splash around 
in, but progression is 
sluggish and there are 
too few surprises.

v E r D i C t

 I sometimes 
put on a 

podcast and 
just enjoy the 

ocean

S e a  o f  t w e e  Rare’s 3D models can 
outcharm Pixar’s any day. Here are some of 
the sights of Sea of Thieves ranked by cuteness

1 t h i S  r o c K
As far as rocks go, this is one 

of the cuter ones I’ve seen.

2 t h e S e  p a l m  t r e e S
The spirit of Donkey Kong 

Country lives on.

3 c h r i S  c a r r y i N g  
t h i S  g i a N t  c h e S t

That treasure chest is a bit too 
big for ya, bud!

5 a  l i t t l e  p i g g y
I refuse to capture and sell 

these guys.

4 c h r i S  S h o w i N g  m e 
t h i S  o v e r S i z e d 

t r e a S u r e  m a p
There’s no ‘pinch cheeks’ emote 
but there oughta be.
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The result is a game that is, 
admittedly, not as immediately 
thrilling as some, but that rewarded 
my patience with one of the deepest, 
most mature stories I’ve ever 
encountered in a videogame. The 
pace is glacial and the 
mood is almost 
unrelentingly 
downbeat, but you 
soon settle into its 
steady rhythm, and I 
found myself wishing 
more games were as 
confident to just slow 
down and give the 
story room to breathe.

Based on a novel by Welsh author 
Ken Follett, the game is set in 
England in the 12th century, telling 
the story of the village of Kingsbridge 
over a number of years. War, poverty 
and corruption are rife in this period, 
known as ‘The Anarchy’, and we see 
three very different characters’ lives 
unexpectedly intertwined by the 
turmoil of the era. There’s Philip, a 
devoted monk in over his head; Jack, 
a boy raised by his mother in the 
woods; and Aliena, a noblewoman 
whose family has been disgraced.

Split into three episodes, all of 
which are available now, the story 
hops between different points of 
view. You’re introduced to Philip as 
he visits Kingsbridge in the wake of 
its Prior’s death, finding the village 
poor and destitute and the abbey 
falling to pieces. Meanwhile, Jack and 
his mother struggle to get through a 
tough winter in the forest, when a 
chance encounter with a family 
changes their lives forever. And 
Aliena, who is being held prisoner in 
her own home, plans a daring escape.

One of the most striking things 
about the game is how atmospheric it 

is. The painted backgrounds are 
wonderfully detailed, bringing snowy 
forests, rolling farmland, grand 
cathedrals and bustling cities to life. 
Artful use of light and shadow, and 
subtle moving details such as gently 

falling snow and 
flickering candles, give 
the world a vivid sense 
of place. Medieval 
England was not a 
pleasant place, but 
there’s beauty in the 
bleakness. The 
characters are just as 
well realised, with 

nuanced animation and expressive 
sprites relaying a lot of personality.

The sound design is also fantastic, 
particularly the howl of the wind 
echoing through the cavernous abbey 
in Philip’s introduction. The voice 
acting is superb too, which is a good 
thing as you spend much of the game 
in conversation with people, choosing 
how to respond and shaping their 
opinion of you. A timer ticks down as 

a character awaits a response, giving 
arguments and other fraught 
encounters extra tension. I also like 
how Philip can respond to people by 
reading from the Bible, defusing 
situations by quoting scripture.

Like many narrative games, the 
larger story follows a prescribed path. 
But you can dramatically alter your 
relationships with people, and steer 
other events along the way. And at 
the end of each chapter you get a 
summary of your decisions, which is 
worth taking a screenshot of to 
remind yourself, because there are a 
lot of small, seemingly innocuous 
choices that can resurface later on. 

TALKING POINT
While Pillars is indeed a point-and-
click adventure with character 
movement, exploration, and object 
interaction, anyone expecting 
something heavily puzzle-focused 
like, say, Broken Sword will be 
disappointed. There are some simple 
environmental puzzles, and a few 
rare quick-time events, but story and 
dialogue take precedence. This suits 
the game’s grounded, realistic tone, 
however, because having these 
characters wandering around 
combining random objects would 
have just felt a bit silly.

While Pillars deals with religion, 
politics, and war, and uses the 
complicated real history of The 
Anarchy to flesh out its setting, the 
characters keep the story grounded 
and relatable. Nothing else on PC 
tells a story quite like this, and 
although it will be a hard sell for 
some, the slow pace is worth 
persevering with if you value 
storytelling. Sometimes it slows to 
the point of dullness, but I loved 
immersing myself in this evocative 
medieval world. 

N e e d  t o  K N o w
What is it?

A historical adventure 
set in medieval 

England.

EXPECt tO PaY
£27

DEvElOPEr
Daedalic

PublishEr
In-house

rEviEWED On
Core i5-6600K,  

GTX 1080, 16GB RAM

MultiPlaYEr
None

link
www.the-pillars-of-the-

earth-game.com
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A beautiful medieval 
adventure that uses real 
history and interesting 
characters to tell a 
compelling story.

v E r D i C t

You can 
dramatically 

alter your 
relationships 
with people

Whether it’s rewinding time, surviving a zombie 
apocalypse or becoming a famous pirate, adventure 
games tend to hinge on a specific theme or gimmick. 
And that’s what makes The Pillars of the Earth so 
refreshing. It’s an understated adventure about 

ordinary people, with a rich setting based on a fascinating and rarely 
explored period of history.

HISTORY CHANNEL
Medieval England comes beautifully to life in understated  

point-and-click adventure the Pillars of the earth. By Andy Kelly

t h r e e ’ s  C o M P a N Y 
The main playable characters

P h i l i P
A devoted and 

humble Welsh monk 
who finds himself 

swept up in a 
conspiracy involving 
a rebellion against a 

would-be king.

J a C K
A boy raised in the 

forest by his mother 
Ellen. Fiercely 

intelligent, but his 
upbringing means 
he sorely lacks any 

social skills.

a l i e N a
The daughter of the 

disgraced Earl of 
Shiring, whose 
family is ruined 

when she refuses to 
marry the villainous 
William Hamleigh.
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The corner of England 
where it all takes place.

The prologue has a few 
tough choices.

Jack hunts a deer in his 
wintry forest home.

A rare moment of calm.
Philip gets neck-deep 
in a conspiracy.

Jack’s mother teaches 
him a lesson.



The colourful ogres come clad in 
various types of armour, including 
wood, bone and iron, which have to 
be destroyed in different ways before 
you can deliver the killing blow. This 
is where Avil’s Rune Strike comes in: 
a powerful move that 
lets you target a piece 
of armour, dash 
towards it and destroy 
it. Wood is easily 
shattered, but for iron 
you have to be more 
precise, destroying the 
padlocks holding it on. 
And when the ogres 
start rocking magic armour later in 
the game, your method of destroying 
it only gets more complicated.

When the armour is gone, you can 
directly attack the ogre and sever its 
arms and legs. You almost feel bad for 
the thing as it swings hopelessly at 
you with a bloody stump, unable to 
stand up. Limbs regenerate, however, 
so you have to quickly clamber up its 
back and lop its head off before it 
continues its rampage.

The fluid animation and sheer 
size of the ogres makes killing them 

entertaining and dramatic, but once 
you’ve figured out the handful of 
armour variations and the tactics 
required to deal with them, taking 
the monsters down can start to feel a 
little routine. The impact of your first 

few battles is 
undeniable, but that 
soon gives way to 
familiarity. Later on 
you’ll fight multiple 
ogres, some of whom 
wield huge weapons, 
but the fundamentals 
of killing them are 
essentially the same.

Before you can even think about 
attacking one, you have to charge up 
your Rune Strike by rescuing 
civilians. Scattered around each map 
you’ll find teleport crystals and 
people cowering beside them. 
Activating those crystals whisks the 
terrified citizens to safety. Doing so 
increases your rune power, as does 
killing the monsters that attack them. 
At ground level Extinction feels like a 
hack-and-slash game, with chunky, 
arcade-like combat that’s enjoyable, 
but ultimately quite shallow.

Break Stuff
Speed is important too, because as an 
ogre galumphs around the map, it 
destroys buildings, lowering the 
Extinction meter. If this hits zero and 
the city is wrecked, you’ll fail the 
mission. If the Extinction meter gets 
dangerously low, sometimes luring 
the offending ogre away from the city 
is a better strategy than trying to kill 
it in a built-up area.

There are a few ways to play 
Extinction, including a campaign and 
a randomly-generated skirmish 
mode. The campaign is a series of 
increasingly difficult missions 
attached to a forgettable story. This is 
the best place to start, as it introduces 
each system until you’re fully 
equipped to deal with everything it 
has to throw at you. Then you can 
dive into a skirmish, which is the 
game at its most challenging and 
chaotic, with civilians dying and 
buildings collapsing all around you.

An upgrade system gives some 
sense of progression, and Avil is able 
to jump higher, strike harder and 
teleport people to safety faster as he 
spends points accumulated from 
successful missions. Campaign quests 
also have a ranking system, with 
objectives that will earn you more 
points to spend on skills. 

Extinction is a polished game, 
from the slick UI to the snappy, 
responsive controls. Avil can 
double-jump, glide, and clamber up 
walls, which makes him feel 
satisfyingly nimble. But I can’t shake 
the feeling that there isn’t enough 
here to justify that questionable £55 
price tag. New elements are 
introduced, but they’re superficial. At 
its core, Extinction is the same thing 
over and over again with only slight 
variations; genuine surprises are few 
and far between. 

N e e d  t o  K N o w
What is it?

A game about killing 
giant ogres.

EXPECt tO PaY
£55

DEvElOPEr

Iron Galaxy

PublishEr
Modus Games

rEviEWED On
Core i5-6600K, 16GB 

RAM, GTX 1080

MultiPlaYEr
None

link
www.extinction.com

58
Impressive ogre battles 
and challenging, 
multilayered missions, 
but I just wish there was 
a bit more to it.

v E r D i C t

There isn’t 
enough to 

justify that 
questionable 

price tag

When one of Extinction’s giant, screen-filling ogres first 
lumbers into a level, it’s hard not to be impressed by it. 
The scale of these ugly brutes is awe-inspiring, and you 
wonder how you – a relatively tiny, sword-wielding 
warrior called Avil – could ever hope to topple such a 

creature. But as intimidating as the ogres are, they also have weaknesses 
that can be exploited to bring them crashing down.

BIG SHOT 
In extiNctioN, the bigger they are,  

the harder they fall. By Andy Kelly

S K i L L  i S L A N d
Fight like a Sentinel

G L i d e
Activate after jumping to 
glide through the air, 
which is handy for hopping 
between buildings and 
destroying hard-to-reach 
ogre armour.

G r A p p L e  w h i p
Crack this magical whip at 
a target and you’ll be 
rapidly yanked towards it. 
The whip works on both 
objects in the environment 
and enemies.

L i G h t f o o t
When you jump on 
canopies or trees, you’ll 
spring into the air, which 
can be combined with a 
glide. This skill makes you 
jump much higher.

h A S t y  p o r t A L S
Rescuing helpless 
civilians can take a while, 
especially if there are any 
enemies nearby. Use this 
skill to teleport them away 
a lot faster.
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In awe at the size of this 
lad. Absolute unit.

It’s no use hiding.

Rescuing some 
useless civilians.

An ogre stomps
into town.



Settling itself somewhere between 
ASCII roguelikes and modern games 
with more approachable UIs, Polybot 
invites you to explore a multilayered 
facility populated by murderous 
machines and loot. Make it to the end 
of the five-level 
gauntlet and you can 
new game plus your 
way through it again.

The visual style 
evokes the likes of 
ADOM and Angband, 
even if the ASCII 
characters are optional. 
However this plays 
more smoothly than those largely 
keyboard-driven games, as you can 
control (almost) everything via the 
mouse alone. A further act of 
streamlining is the surprising lack of 
control over your inventory. Move in 
range of a new weapon, armour 
piece, doohickey or doodad, and your 
cute little robot will hoover it up and 
attach the thing automatically.

While he works on his ambitious, robot-based roguelike 
Cogmind, developer Josh ‘Kyzrati’ Ge has used its 
source code to make a smaller title for this year’s 7-Day 
Roguelike game jam – a game jam where, like the name 
suggests, developers create a roguelike in a week. That 

game is Polybot-7, a bot-focused dungeon delver that does some novel 
things with the humble inventory system.

If that sounds limiting, well, it’s 
meant to be. The only way to drop 
equipment is to ‘purge’ everything 
from your system, destroying half 
your load and scattering the rest. 
You’ll therefore want to give 

unwanted items a wide 
berth, to keep your 
robot from filling up on 
junk. However, that 
doesn’t mean you 
shouldn’t return to 
items later. Uncollected 
loot will degrade to 
slush after a while, 
some of which can be 

used to recharge your weapons.
Speaking of guns, rather than 

assigning them to slots, by default 
everything you’re holding is equipped 
on your little robot in Polybot-7. The 
appropriate firearm will be selected 
automatically as you aim at enemies 
with the mouse, although weapons, 
armour and so on can be toggled on 
or off for more granular control.

It’s an approach to inventory 
management that isn’t common in 
RPGs, and it gives a refreshingly 
narrow focus. Rather than collecting 
XP or hunting for food, as in so many 
RPGs, you’re carefully building the 
ultimate robot, piece by piece.

in the mix
Also uncommon is the attention paid 
to the sound design, the well-mixed 
noises elevating a sometimes visually 
basic game into one supported by a 
cavernous atmosphere. The low-res 
sprites don’t sell the fiction, but as 
bullets echo through hallways, lasers 
ping against metal and exploded 
grenades rock your enemies, the 
facility is brought beautifully to life.

Distilling much of the early access 
Cogmind into a game jam freebie, 
Polybot-7 is an inventive roguelike 
that will likely consume your next 
few lunch breaks. If this is the level of 
quality we can expect from Cogmind 
itself, then I have a feeling we’re in 
for something special. 

N e e d  t o  K N o w
What is it?

A sci-fi roguelike from 
the developer of 

Cogmind.

EXPECt tO PaY
Nothing

DEvElOPEr
Grid Sage Games

PublishEr
In-house

rEviEWED On
A4-6300, 
 6GB RAM,  

GeForce GT 610

MultiPlaYEr
None

link
bit.ly/polybot7

88
Many roguelikes are big 
and complex, but here’s a 
relatively simple and 
focused one that plays 
like nothing else.

v E r D i C t

Poly-amorous
Grafting and exploding in robo-roguelike Polybot-7. By Tom Sykes

The only way to 
drop 

equipment is to 
‘purge’ 

everything
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Enemies explode in a satisfying 
shower of components.



Last year, a seismic event 
happened in the world of 
television – and I’m not 

talking about Bake Off jumping ship 
to Channel 4. Twin Peaks returned 
to our screens after more than 25 
years off the TV, and every show 
I’ve seen since has felt safe and 
more than a little unimaginative. 

One of the best things about Twin 
Peaks: The Return was the increased 
presence of Gordon Cole, the hard of 
hearing FBI chief played by series 
co-creator David Lynch. His 
peculiarly loud and slow manner of 
speaking is captured near-perfectly in 
David Lynch Teaches Typing, a short 
parody of touch-typing training 
software Mavis Beacon that 
transitions into an insightful 
celebration of Lynchian weirdness. 

Lynch is impersonated here by 
developer Luke Palmer, who does a 
bang-up job of recreating the unusual 

cadence and anachronistic 
vocabulary of both the real man and 
his character on the show. As with 
the Mavis Beacon software, at 
specific junctures Lynch will ask you 
to press or hold certain keyboard 
keys, notionally in an effort to 
improve your typing skills. However, 
after only a few instructions, and 
after a scant few sentences of 
deliciously odd narration, the 
program begins to fall apart.

DLTT doesn’t ask for much of 
your time, so it will only take ten 
minutes or so to see this fake ‘trial 
version’ of a typing software through 
to its strange conclusion. If you’re not 
familiar with Lynch’s work, the 
imagery may come across as weird 
for weirdness’ sake, but it all links 
back to films like Inland Empire and 
Eraserhead, so you’ll get 
more out of this brief but 
hilarious game if you’re a 
Lynch devotee. 
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Lynchpin
DaviD Lynch Teaches Typing, he fails. By Tom Sykes

EXPECT TO PAY
Nothing

DEvElOPEr
Luke Palmer

link
www.bit.ly/typelynch

n e e D  T o  k n o w

You’ll need to look elsewhere for 
an actual typing lesson.

Time to go make a damn fine cup
 of coffee.

If the classic RPG Dungeon 
Master had been inspired by 
The Trap Door rather than 

Dungeons & Dragons, I like to think 
it would resemble the delightfully 
colourful, refreshingly silly The 
Attic’s a Dungeon?!. 

It’s a first-person dungeon-crawler in 
which a party of characters moves 
around a large, vibrant dungeon, 
turn-by-turn. Your ultimate goal is to 
locate a lost treasure, something 
you’ll achieve by first collecting four 
parchments, and then finding the 
appropriate spot in which to use the 
scraps of paper. This is harder said 
than done, given that TAaD?! shares 
one of the flaws of early dungeon-
crawlers: it’s all too easy to lose your 
way in the samey environments. 
There’s no minimap, while the enemy 
respawn rate is slightly too high – so 
grab some graph paper if you intend 
to tackle this in earnest.

There are some lovely touches 
that help to mask the occasional 
frustration, though. I adore the 
crudely hewn clay portraits and 
roving enemies, particularly the 
monsters that really do look like 
they’ve escaped from the set of The 
Trap Door. The items, too, are a 
constant delight, with traditional 
pickups such as healing potions or 
body armour having been done away 
with in favour of sticking plasters or 
ridiculous fake moustaches. 

Especially in its opening moments, 
this is a game with surprises around 
every bend, either with a chuckle-
worthy new monster design, or the 
discovery of a bizarre object you’re 
not quite sure what to do with. 
There’s a playful inventiveness – not 
to mention a colour palette – here 
that feels like a gulp of 
fresh air in a genre known 
for its grimy sewers and 
slimy dungeons. 
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Art AttAck
The aTTic’s a Dungeon?! let’s crawl. By Tom Sykes

EXPECT TO PAY
Nothing

DEvElOPEr
Martians Parlor

link
www.bit.ly/atticdungeon

n e e D  T o  k n o w

There are so many fights that
 they get a tiring after a while.

Everything in the maze 
is out to get you.

David Lynch Teaches Typing / The Attic’s a Dungeon?!

F r E E  G A M E S  r E v i E W
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Ghat is one of the hundreds of 
children of an androgyne bird-thing 
called Father-Mother. The game 
begins in the present (sort of ), when 
Ghat detonates a big skull bomb in 
Father-Mother’s face. Ghat, 
unconscious, is then 
taught to punch 
weirdos by the ghost of 
a forest-dwelling 
beefcake with no neck 
called Metamoq. You 
will, in the future (sort 
of ), encounter the ‘real’ 
Metamoq via flashback. 
Then, he’ll blow up his 
own face with a skull bomb. 

I’m laying this out quite so 
explicitly to establish that Zeno Clash 
isn’t so much an adventure as a ride 
you go on. It’s a surreal ’80s-hippy-
punk-comic fantasy rollercoaster 
built out of bits of John Blanche and 
Dave McKean, which is to say that it 
captures the spirit of artists whose 
best work exists in a state of quantum 

Z eno Clash is a grimbright punk first-person, beat-’em-up 
oddity where you meander from arena to arena beating seven 
shades of shit out of gangs of unique-looking weirdos. You are, 
yourself, one of those weirdos: a wiry cipher called Ghat who 
exists somewhere on the continuum between Planescape 

Torment’s The Nameless One and Ewan McGregor’s character from Danny 
Boyle film Trainspotting.

uncertainty between ‘a 
transcendental modernising of 
medieval grotesque’ and ‘dropping 
acid and watching Sesame Street’.

You’ll scrap in the streets of a city 
made of bone and coral and brave a 

flyblown forest to face 
the Corwids, 
pathologically 
self-destructive exiles 
that Ghat faintly 
admires. There’s a chap 
with a bowl on his 
head who will only 
walk in a straight line, 
forever, and a birdman 

who pursues invisibility by promising 
to pluck everybody else’s eyes out. It 
says something about Zeno Clash that 
its least inspired moments, from both 
a mechanical and a tonal point of 
view, come when you find yourself 
firing shrunken heads out of a 
crossbow at a crab, or maybe a wasp.

Zeno Clash has withstood the test 
of time because its art and design is 

so striking, and because it is a solid 
first-person melee combat game. 
With the exception of a few setpieces 
each level is just a series of fights: 
weirdos arrive, a versus screen 
appears, then punching time begins.

Close and personal
You block, weave, chain jabs into 
combos and wind up heavy strikes. 
You can bash people with weapons 
and chuck them into the throng to 
push opponents away, grab stunned 
foes and fling them at their mates. It’s 
repetitive but deep enough to reward 
a bit of time investment, and the 
fleshy smack of fist-meeting-face has 
retained its gratifying sense of impact.

It’s not just a fighting game for the 
sake of being a fighting game, either. 
A brawl is a fine way to appreciate 
the brilliant art: it encourages you to 
get right up in a weirdo’s face and 
bop him on his freaky snoot, which is 
the kind of thing that you’d never get 
if you were experiencing these freaky 
snoots down a set of ironsights. 

N e e d  t o  K N o w
What is it?
First-person  

brawler with an 
inventive art style.

EXPECt tO PaY
£7

DEvElOPEr
ACE Team

PublishEr
In-house

rEviEWED On
Intel i7 6700K, 

16GBRAM, GTX 980, 
Windows 10

MultiPlaYEr
Score attack business

link
www.zenoclash.com

80
A pretty good 
opportunity to meet 
strange and fabulous 
weirdos and punch them 
right in the face.

v E r D i C t

FREAKY FIGHT-DAY
Whackin’ weirdos in ZeNo CLASH

It’s not just a 
fighting game 

for the sake  
of being a 

fighting game
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old games revisiTed by Chris Thursten

t h E Y ’ r E  b a C k

A rare moment of sweetness
between weirdos.

Hitting! Very 
much a strength.

Shooting: not 
a strength.



This is an adaptation of the 
’80s Fighting Fantasy novel 
by Steve Jackson, one of 

those adventure books you’d get 
from the library, attempt to play 
without cheating, and then cheat at 
until you’d seen all of the scary or 
sexy bits. In this case you are the 
superhero protector of Titan City, 
tasked with thwarting an evil plot 
in three days. You pick your 
superpower, find clues, and spend 
half an hour meandering through 
plots until the baddies win.

Here’s the thing: the more granular 
and unforgiving the retro choose-
your-own-adventure novel, the more 
pedantic and unrewarding the 
subsequent videogame. Light 
randomisation might play to the 
strengths of Appointment With 
F.E.A.R.’s new medium, but it’s not a 
reactive enough detective game for 
this to cause anything but frustration. 

You’ll hoover up clues, but whether 
or not you get a chance to use them is 
up to chance, and up to your ability to 
trial-and-error your way into the 
right chunk of branching narrative. 
It’s not a particularly good RPG 
either, with combat a matter of 
rolling dice until the story progresses.

This isn’t a game that is designed 
to take up much of your time, but 
even so a couple of runs is sufficient 
to get a decent sense of everything it’s 
likely to throw at you. There are a 
few surprisingly grim consequences 
of your superheroic ineptitude, but 
unlike an actual book you can’t just 
flick ahead until you see the words  
‘…crushed by a bumper car.’

If your nostalgia for Fighting 
Fantasy is worth £4, then this is a 
slick adaptation. If not, the years have 
seen much more 
interesting things done 
with the interactive  
fiction formula. 

Breaking an APPoINtMeNt wItH F.e.A.R.

EXPECt tO PaY
£4

DEvElOPEr
The Man Games

PublishEr
In-house

N e e d  t o  K N o w

Good madlibs, 
very little depth.

r E v i E W

CANCEL BOOKING

55

Hammerfight is inexplicable and 
might be some kind of 

masterpiece. You are a warrior in a 
Dune-ish world where combat takes 
place between wooden helicopters 
with swords and hammers attached 
to them. You fight by swinging your 
mouse around to generate 
momentum, with the amount of 
damage depending on how heavily 
you’re able to connect to the enemy 
that you’re attempting to smash. The 
disconnect between Hammerfight’s 
storytelling and the mania of its 
combat is so pronounced that it 
constitutes a feature in its own right, 
a rare opportunity to see what it may 
be like if fighting in Lord of 
the Rings was replaced with 
events from Gladiators. 

HAMMeRFIGHt

8 0

I suppose we’re doing dogfighting 
games this month, then. Altitude is 

a lovely little aerial combat game set 
inside what appears to be a series of 
pinball tables. You control your 
plane’s bearing and throttle, 
accounting for gravity and other 
aeroplane things like stalling as you 
attempt to line up guns and special 
weapons. There’s a bunch of modes, 
including a Rocket League-before-
Rocket League plane football game 
and a base defence variant where you 
have to grab bombs from the middle 
of the map and make runs on your 
opponent’s territory. Nobody’s 
playing it online, so you’ll be relying 
on bots, and it looks a bit 
rough: but you can get it for 
free, so who’s complaining? 

ALtItUde

7 5

Vlambeer’s sepia shooter is what 
you’d get if Jeff Minter directed 

Dunkirk. You fling a fighter out of a 
ship and attempt to navigate a fast 
and lethal aerial tangle. It bears a lot 
of the hallmarks of its era of indie 
shmup design, including a 
soundtrack that the kids might call 
‘bouncing’ and effects that one might 
regard as ‘crunchy’. I confess that I 
am drawn to it because it’s called 
‘Lovetrousers’, which doesn’t mean 
anything, but is evocative 
enough that I feel compelled 
to find a meaning for it. 

LUFtRAUSeRS

8 5

The clearest screenshot 
I could take.

Fond memories of
Micromachines.

He he he. Trousers.
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If you really want to make 
a splash with your PC, the 
latest premium-build 
cases add a real touch of 
luxury to your setup. 

I’ve grabbed five of the most 
popular options to see which ones 
deliver on their bigger price tags.

PREMIUM 
CASES
Making the case for an upgrade

Q&A
Why glass and aluminium?
Because it looks good. Thick 
sheets of brushed, anodised 
aluminium and windows of 
tempered glass immediately 
make any case look and feel 
more up-market. 

But what if the glass 
breaks on the case?
Run! Seriously, though, you 
will have to be careful 
handling cases like these. 
Tempered glass is tough but 
it’s heavy and will break if 
you drop it. 

What else do premium 
cases provide?
Generally these sorts of 
cases are larger than 
entry-level ones, providing 
ample space for 
components and cooling. 
Extras such as fan filters, fan 
controllers and lighting are 
common, too.

What about cooling  
and noise?
As well as looking good and 
providing space for your 
components, a case needs 
to provide ample cooling. I 
test the cooling capability of 
these cases by running a 
test system at idle and under 
load, checking for CPU and 
GPU temperatures as well as 
noise levels.

Dictionary 
Tempered glass: It’s just 
normal glass that’s been 
treated so that it’s much 
tougher than usual. It breaks 
into granular chunks instead 
of large shards, so it’s far 
less dangerous.

Fan/radiator mounts: All 
these cases have several 
zones where extra cooling 
fans and radiators can be 
added. These zones are 
generally measured by how 
many fans of a certain size 
will fit, for example  
3x 120mm or 2x 140mm. 

Anodised aluminium: 
Aluminium is normally very 
easy to scratch. Anodising 
opens up its surface to allow 
for more of it to oxidise, 
creating a tough outer 
coating. This somewhat 
porous surface can also take 
colour, allowing for the funky 
look of anodised metal.

98    June 2018
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1 2
This is one fantastic-looking case that’s clad in thick 
brushed aluminium panels and has smoked glass 
windows on both its sides. The windows are also 
hinged and fronted by aluminium pieces that act as 
handles. Undo a screw in the top hinge and the 
case’s doors slide off, granting you easy access to 
build your system.

Inside, there’s an open layout that has nothing 
getting in the way of your build other than a cover 
for the power supply. There’s no optical drive option, 
and hard drives and SSDs are mounted on the back 
of the motherboard tray. Cooling options are also 
ample with a 3x 120mm fan mount area in the front, 
2x 120mm in the top and space for one 120mm fan 
at the rear. However, you only get one 120mm fan in 
the back and one mounted in the front by default. 

As such, cooling isn’t that impressive. This was 
one of the hotter and thus louder cases we tested. A 
couple of extra fans will help, though, and 
otherwise this is a fantastic case that 
delivers on its price.

CoRSAIR obSIdIAn 500d 
www.corsair.com £140

Having both panels made of glass is a premium 
touch, though you’ll have to bear in mind that the 
rear panel exposes all the cluttered wiring on the 
underside of the motherboard tray – some cunning 
will be required to keep everything looking tidy.

Elsewhere, crucial bits like the power button and 
front connectivity are neatly integrated. The former 
sits alone on the top of the case while the latter are 
hidden behind a flip-up panel on the front.

Inside, the aluminium is replaced by steel, but 
there are plenty of other premium touches 
throughout and a general sense of high build quality. 
There’s also a wealth of space, with room for three 
fans in the top, three in the front and one at the 
back. And three 140mm fans come installed, with 
two in the front and one in the back. 

In my tests the Evolv performed well. Its CPU 
temperature was mid-table but its GPU 
temperature was the lowest tested. All 
told, this is an expensive case but it 
delivers on every front.

PhAntEkS Enthoo Evolv 
www.phanteks.com £175

90% 85%

2

 Corsair has had a bit of a wobbly history when it comes 
to premium cases. Several of its recent efforts have 
lacked the materials and design flair to really stand out. 
Not so with the Obsidian 500D.

 As the most expensive case here the Evolv is expected 
to make a impression, and it does. Its just-jaunty-enough 
shape is finished throughout in thick slabs of anodised 
aluminium with tempered glass panels on both sides. 



On this model the top section has a removable 
panel that exposes a fan filter, so if you’re adding 
cooling to the top you can keep this open, and if not 
you can cover it for a neater look. Remove the front 
panel and it exposes a metal grille into which are set 
two removable 5.25-inch drive bays. Inside, you can 
change around drive bay mounts, plus you can buy 
different sorts of side panels – this version has a 
glass panel on the left and a metal one on the right. 

Build quality is excellent throughout and the 
case looks good in all its configurations, though 
notably there’s no aluminium panelling here. 
Building a system in the case is also pretty easy. 

As for performance, the fan speed control is 
useful, but didn’t help this case achieve record-
setting results. Quiet mode wasn’t the quietest and 
ran hotter than some, and performance mode was 
loud and didn’t dramatically improve cooling.  

This an option if the modularity idea 
appeals to you, but other cases offer 
similar materials for the same price. 

This does, though, come with compromise, mainly 
in the form of limited cooling options for the top of 
the case. There is an optional fan filter, along with 
fan mounting points, but anything mounted here 
will encroach on the motherboard mounting area.

Otherwise, there’s still plenty of cooling 
provided, with two large 140mm fans in the front 
and a further one at the rear. In fact, this case aced 
my cooling and noise performance test, delivering 
the lowest CPU temperature, second lowest GPU 
temperature and lowest noise under load.

This is also a smart-looking case. The front is 
brushed aluminium and the glass side panel is 
mounted without the need for bolts. But while it’s 
smart, it’s not snazzy. It looks boxy and there’s too 
much plastic on show. Installing a system is a 
breeze, though, and the build quality is good. 

Overall, the design is a little staid but the 
compact size, ease of installation, good 
performance and effortlessly tidy build 
makes this a solid option for the price.

43

75% 80%
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CoolER MAStER MAStERCASE 
MC500M www.coolermaster.com £155

FRACtAl dESIgn R6 
www.fractal-design.com £135

 The key selling point of Cooler Master’s MasterCase 
lineup is its modularity. Several components of the 
interior and exterior can be swapped in and out, making 
for a case that can adapt along with your system. 

 This is a surprisingly small case considering the 
competition it’s up against, so if a compact system is a 
priority, then Fractal Design’s R6 should immediately 
draw your attention.



The top and bottom panels are of lovely curved 
aluminium, while both side panels are tempered 
glass. However, the front panel is just one big 
expanse of plastic. It doesn’t look awful, but it’s odd 
that it doesn’t match the top and bottom panels. 

Even more troubling is the quality of the internals 
and frame. The steel used seems to be thinner than 
the other cases on test, making it feel flimsier. The 
pretapped holes for all the screws and bolts also feel 
less solid and prone to crossed threads. 

The internal layout didn’t convince either, at least 
at first. It’s modular, so it can be opened out, but it 
comes full of odd extras including a SSD mounting 
tray that spans the bottom of the case. It doesn’t 
look particularly good and just gets in the way. 

Cooling is good, with 3x 120mm fan areas in the 
front and top, plus space for a fan at the rear. It 
comes with two fans in the front and one in the back 
with quiet overall noise.

Overall, there’s lots to like here, but 
several factors dent its appeal. 

stACKeD up
  PRICE (£) CPU 

  Idle
  Load

GPU
  Idle
  Load

5

70%

1
2

3
4

5

6/2

9/3

6/3

7/3

7/3

Fan mounts / 
Installed

esseNtIALs

0

1

2

0

3

5.25-inch 
drive bays

2

6

4

8

6

3.5-inch 
drive bays

3

2

4

3

8

2.5-inch 
drive bays

2 x tempered 
glass

1 x tempered 
glass

1 x tempered 
glass

2 x tempered 
glass

2 x tempered 
glass

Windows
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Group Test

5

bItFEnIx ShogUn 
www.bitfenix.com £125

 The Bitfenix Shogun is the cheapest case in this group 
test, but that doesn’t mean that it misses out entirely on 
quality. It still boasts plenty of the key premium features 
that its competitors are offering.

1
2

3
4

5

4 140

Corsair Obsidian 500D

70

79

28

44

175

Phanteks Enthoo Evolv

70

74

27

40

150

CoolerMaster MasterCase MC500M

71

75

28

45

135

Fractal Design R6

68

76

26

40

125

Bitfenix Shogun

68

80

27

40



Corsair one elite
www.corsair.com  £2,699

 The One Elite is an ultra-compact PC that 
packs the very latest high-end gaming 
components into a case that’s so small it has 
to be seen to be believed. It’s also a 
beautifully built machine and even manages 
to offer plenty of upgrade options too. It’s 
the ultimate mini gaming PC, for a price. 

So the Corsair One Elite doesn’t come 
cheap, but you really are getting the 
best of the best. An Intel Core 
i7-8700K and Nvidia GeForce GTX 
1080 Ti would set you back well over 
£1,000 alone, plus you also get a  
mini-ITX motherboard, a 2TB hard 
drive, a 480GB SSD and 32GB of 
DDR4 RAM. The latter three can all be 
upgraded without voiding the 
warranty, too.

All this is crammed into a 
fantastic-looking case that has a 
footprint of just 200x187mm and that 
stands just 380mm tall. It’s all clad in 
aluminum panels, and there’s a real 
flair to the subtle angles in its design. 

Like the Mac Pro, it also uses a 
single large fan to cool the whole 
case, sucking air in through the two 
Corsair all-in-one liquid coolers that 
are drawing heat from the CPU and 
GPU and expelling it out the top.

It’s an effective system, as the One 
Elite stays impressively cool and 
quiet. It also makes mincemeat of any 
workload you throw at it.

It’s a pricey machine but 
considering the build quality, spec 
and performance, it’s one I 

recommend.
Warranty: 2 years  /  storage: 480GB M.2 NVMe 

ssD aND 2TB 2.5iN HDD  /  ConneCtivity: 4x UsB,  

2x DisplayporT, 1x HDMi, eTHerNeT, Wi-Fi

P C

The very best in gaming 
hardware, reviewed
By Ed Chester

REVIEWS
U P G R A D E

90%

2 A C C e s s o r i e s
A power cable and antennae for the WiFi 

are all you get in terms of extras. Mouse, 
keyboard, monitor, etc, sold separately. 

1 C h e A P e r  o P t i o n s
You can get the same great One chassis 

but with less powerful components, starting 
with a 7700K/GTX 1080 combo for £1,799.

4 A l t e r n A t i v e s
Few other systems quite match the 

One’s size but the Alienware Aurora R7 and 
Asus ROG G20CI come close.

3 P e r f o r m A n C e
In Rise of the Tomb Raider at 1440p with 

very high detail it hit 120fps average. Not bad 
for such a tiny machine.
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ROUND-UP

m o B o

The new chips both lose overclocking 
but H370 is otherwise basically the 
same. Meanwhile, the B360 also 
drops to 12 PCIe lanes so this won’t 
be a board for top-end systems. 

This Asus B360-F Gaming 
example, then, is £70 cheaper 
than its Z370 counterpart but 
still has a premium look and 

 Intel has introduced the H370 and B360 motherboard chipsets, 
finally providing a cheaper alternative to Z370.

feel, plenty of I/O and all the fan 
control and system monitoring extras 
you’d expect. Overall, I’d probably 
plump for the H370 version for just 
£20 more.

supports: lGa1151 processors  /  ConneCtivity: 6x UsB, 

DisplayporT, HDMi, DVi, eTHerNeT, sUrroUND soUND 

/  Contents: MoTHerBoarD, 2 x saTa caBles, sTrix 

liGHTiNG caBle, screWs, MaNUal

72%

75%

85%75%

asus Blue Cave
www.asus.com £180

 Asus’ router boasts Alexa support 
that allows you to pause your WiFi at 
your command or have it email you 
when you children/parents arrive 
home. This aside, it delivers solid WiFi 
performance, while TrendMicro-
powered smart protection 
keeps your network secure. 
And, no, the blue circle 
doesn’t do anything.

aMD ryzen 2400g
www.amd.com £130

 If you’re looking to build a tiny but 
still powerful PC, or you can only 
afford to build a system without a 
dedicated graphics card, then the 
2400G is the CPU you for. It includes 
onboard graphics that’s three times 
faster than Intel’s equivalent and 
makes for genuinely 
playable performance at 
1080p resolutions.

asus rog strix 
B360-F gaMing
www.asus.com £120

Msi ClutCh gM60
www.msi.com £90

 This mouse has a customisable 
design that makes it suited for many 
different shapes and sizes of hand. It 
wasn’t my favourite, but mileage 
always varies in this regard. With a 
competent optical sensor its gaming 
performance is decent, but 
overall it feels a touch 
pricey for what is largely a 
mid-range mouse.
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h a r D W a r e

aoC 
ag322QCx
www.eu.aoc.com £400

These curved displays are generally 
an ultra-wide 21:9 aspect ratio and 
the cheaper ones have an awkward 
2560x1080 resolution. Here you get a 
more practical 2560x1440 pixels.

This extra vertical resolution is 
better for desktop use and is 
compatible with more games, 
too. Add in good image quality, 

a 144Hz refresh rate and Freesync, 
and you have a display that does a 
fine job, whatever you throw at it. It’s 
not the pinnacle of performance but a 
good all-rounder of a display.

lCD type: Va  /  reFresh rate: 144Hz  /   

response tiMe: 4Ms  /  inputs: 2x DisplayporT,  

2x HDMi, 1x VGa  /  extras: FUlly aDjUsTaBle 

sTaND, speakers, 2x UsB porTs
85%

C U r v e D 
m o n i t o r

 This 31.5-inch display has a set of features that I’ve not seen 
before, and the result is a surprisingly versatile and appealing option.



It’s funny how gamers will jump through all 
sorts of hoops to save a fictional planet if 
they’re asked to by a quest-giving NPC, but 
rarely think about doing the same when it 
comes to the real thing. The energy-guzzling 

PC sitting on, or below, your desk may not compare to 
a coal-fired power plant when it comes to 
environmental impact, but a 2015 study (www.bit.ly/
energypc) found that a typical gaming computer uses 
about the same amount of energy as three refrigerators 
(or ten Xbox consoles). So here’s a quest for you – how 
can you make your PC more environmentally-friendly, 
and quieter and cheaper to run in the process?

Let’s outline the problem first. It probably hasn’t escaped your 
attention that the planet is getting warmer and humans are 
responsible. The Earth can regulate its temperature over long 
time spans, but our fondness for digging up and burning coal, 
oil and gas is tipping the scales. The greenhouse gases that 
are released in the process act as a blanket that intercepts 
heat as it’s being vented out into space and redirects it back to 
the surface. If your computer was powered by renewable 
energy, this wouldn’t be such a problem. But more than half of 
the UK’s electricity in 2016 came from burning fossil fuels.

The study mentioned above found that gaming PCs only 
account for about 2.5% of PCs worldwide, but they account 

Caption goes in 
here x xx xx xx  x xx 
x

for about 20% of global computer energy use. Those 
numbers have probably changed since then with the rise of 
cryptocurrency mining, but the truth remains that gamers 
– while relatively few in number compared to other PC users 
– bear an outsized share of energy usage.

An inconvenient truth
Climate change is not the only problem. The components that 
your computer was built from contain materials that were 
once buried below the ground. Mining these substances 
invariably means destroying the habitat around the mine, and 
polluting a much wider area. Huge chunks of the proceeds of 
mining often go to the coffers of corrupt governments, which 
use it to wage war. And the raw materials and finished 
components are transported around the world by cargo ships, 
which use some of the dirtiest fuels in the world.

If none of that convinced you that this is something you 
should care about, then here’s the kicker – energy and exotic 
materials are expensive! Making your PC greener also means 
making it cheaper and quieter. Building a PC explicitly 
designed to use less resources may cost a little more in the 
short term, but the long-term savings on your electricity bills 
will be worth it.

So, how do we get started? Let’s begin with software – 
first, dig into your power management settings. This lets you 
automatically shut off your display and/or allow your 

You might not 
think it’s possible 
to save the world 
by fiddling with 
your GPU 
settings, but 
gaming PCs use 
a lot of juice. 
Cutting down is 
not only a win for 
the environment, 
but also for your 
electricity bills.

No  
Planet B

GoiNG GreeN
How to make your PC more environmentally friendly
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computer to go to sleep when you’re not using it. Pick settings 
you feel comfortable with, and remember that these things 
only kick in when you step away from the screen – so be 
aggressive. You can always tone it down later. 

Next up, visit your GPU settings. Adjust them for 
maximum efficiency (which often also means smoother 
framerates). If you’re an AMD user, you might have access to 
Radeon Chill, which keeps an eye on your in-game 
movements, and adjusts your framerate so that it’s high when 
you need it and low when you don’t. V-Sync is another good 
one to switch on if you haven’t already – it’ll stop your GPU 
producing frames your monitor can’t physically display. You 
might also want to pick a 
target frame rate for the GPU. 
This lets you cap your FPS, so 
you’re not displaying a menu 
screen at 2000fps. The goal 
of all of these kinds of 
features is to maintain 
performance while reducing 
power usage, so they’re 
basically a win-win situation. Lower power usage means fans 
don’t need to run so hard, so your machine will be quieter too. 

price And performAnce
If you’re building a new machine then there are a few more 
things to keep in mind. Normally a PC build means trading off 
two things: price and performance. But adding power 
efficiency to that list brings benefits in both of those 
categories. You’ll spend less in the long term, and get more 
bang for your buck at the same time. When shopping for 
components, this means checking the ratio of power use 
between active and idle modes. This can vary wildly between 

seemingly similar parts, and you want it high – which means 
the component isn’t sucking power when you’re not using it. 
These specs aren’t always available, so don’t be afraid to 
contact the maker or look up third-party measurements.

Pick the right power supply for your build – not too small, 
obviously, but also not too big. Power supply calculators are 
easy to find online, where you pick the make and model of 
each of your components and it’ll tell you what you need. 
Some of them even let you manually set clock speeds, for if 
you’re planning to overclock your system. Once it spits out a 
recommended PSU wattage, round the value up to the 
nearest 50W and you’re good to go.

You should also consider 
second-hand parts. Not only 
are they good value, they 
come with a huge 
environmental benefit over a 
new component. Why? 
Because the resources and 
energy that went into their 
creation are still being used 

and not being sent to landfill. If you’re thinking about the whole 
lifecycle of a component, it makes environmental sense to 
prolong its lifespan as long as possible.

Sometimes the world’s environmental problems can seem 
overwhelming, and it might feel like setting your screen to 
auto turn off won’t make any tangible difference. But just 
thinking about the problem has a real impact – putting it in the 
forefront of your brain means you’ll start making better 
environmental decisions in all parts of your life. Worst case 
scenario? You’ll have a lean, mean, quiet and efficient machine 
to distract you when the apocalypse comes. 
Duncan Geere

FAR LEFT: Pick the 
right parts when 
building a PC to make 
it more efficient. 

LEFT: A greener PC 
will help the 
environment and 
save you money.

P a r t  P i c k e r  Top tips for new builds

3 S P e n d  m o r e  o n  a  P S U
Spend a little more on a power 

supply unit and you can reach up to 
90% efficiency.

2  g e t  a  S m a r t  m o b o
Some motherboards, like MSI’s ECO 

line, allow you to disable unused 
features to save power. 

4 t r y  F e w e r  F a n S
Fans eat up power and generate 

noise – use as few of them as you can 
get away with. 

1 U S e  a n  S S d
SSDs use a fraction of the power of a 

traditional hard drive, and  they bring 
better performance, too.

Making your PC greener also 
Means Making it CheaPer  

and quieter
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Budget build
PC gaming is for everyone. Pick the parts you want to 

build a new, well-rounded PC for a good price.

Mid-range build
You want to run every new game at 1080p 60fps. This 

recommended build will see you through.

Advanced build
You’re looking for the best PC on the market and 

superior components. But you still want to spend smart.

Build the best PC for your budget

y o u r  n e x t  P C

BUYER’S GUIDE

KEY

B U D G E T

M I D - R A N G E

A D V A N C E D
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T O T A L
£ 9 3 7

BUDGET 
BUILD

Enjoy 1080p gaming without 
breaking the bank

Core i3-8100
Intel £95
Intel’s new Coffee Lake processors add an 
additional two cores to the lineup. Think of 
this as a Core i5 processor, but cheaper.

Z370-A Pro
MSI £110
What better place to start than with MSI’s 
Z370-A Pro. With plenty of expandability, it’s 
perfect for any entry rig.

Vengeance LPX 8GB  
(2x4GB) @2400MHz
Corsair £93
DDR4 prices are still high, however this 
Corsair pair is a good value option.

500BQ
EVGA £57
It may be cheap, but this 500W PSU is more 
than enough to handle any budget build. This 
rig only draws 269W at maximum load, too.

MX500 250GB
Crucial £65
Crucial’s SSD range is fantastic value and 
offers good performance, too. It’s also time 
we jumped up to 250GB.

WD Blue 1TB 7200RPM
Western Digital £36
One terabyte of old-fashioned hard storage 
is the perfect home for all of your media, 
backups and storage-hungry games.

Neos
Bitfenix £39
The Neos provides decent airflow, good 
support for 3.5-inch hard drives, and a fairly 
painless build experience.

VP247HA
Asus £97
1080p and 24 inches is a perfect match for 
that GTX 1060 GPU. Expect an easy 60fps in 
all of your titles, in crisp clear HD perfection.

450K
Cougar £46
Smart design, hybrid mechanical switches, 
splashproof exterior and three backlighting 
colour options make this a good pick.

Cloud Stinger
HyperX £54
We love the HyperX Cloud, but at £70 it’s too 
much for an entry-level system. The Cloud 
Stinger is the next best thing. 

Rival 100
SteelSeries £30
SteelSeries’ Rival lineup is ideal for those 
looking to get a quality gaming mouse at a 
respectable price.

GeForce GTX 1060 3GB
Inno3D £195
The GTX 1060 3GB is the clear choice of 
graphics card for this price point, and at the 
moment Inno3D is offering the best value. 

F310 Gamepad
Logitech £20
It’s no Xbox 360 controller, but this cheap, 
cheerful pad will help you power through all 
the controller-friendly games in your library.
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Vengeance LPX 16GB (2x8GB) 
@2666
Corsair £165
16GB is the minimum amount of RAM we’d 
recommend for a system of this calibre.

MID-RANGE 
BUILD

Our recommended build for 
playing the latest games

T O T A L
£ 1 , 8 0 4

MasterLiquid Lite 240
CoolerMaster £42
This 240mm, dual-fan, all-in-one liquid CPU 
cooler is ludicrously cheap, but performs 
well and stays quiet, too. 

Z370 Tomahawk
MSI £110
This is a nice-looking bit of kit at a good 
price. Couple that with two M.2 slots, and it’s 
the perfect place to house that Core i5.

Core i5-8400
Intel £160
Intel’s latest boasts six of its Coffee Lake 
cores, with great single-core performance. It 
even gives last-gen’s i7 a run for its money.

GTX 1070 SC Gaming ACX
EVGA £550
Trying to balance prices, we’ve opted to drop 
down to an SC Gaming card. Don’t worry, you 
only lose out on a very minor overclock.

MX500 250GB
Crucial £65
This is still our SSD of choice. We’ve kept the 
capacity the same as our cheaper build, but 
upgrading to 500GB would be ideal.

RMx 650W
Corsair £90
There’s nothing like having a quality power 
supply. Get a decent cable kit for this one 
and you can easily spice up your rig.

Alloy FPS Cherry MX Blue
HyperX £89
This crisp keyboard from HyperX ticks all the 
right boxes. It may lack RGB, but those clicky 
keys will keep you happy for years.

Castor
Mionix £47
The Castor is a dream to use and supportive 
like a glove. With clutter-free software and an 
optical sensor, it’s hard to go wrong.

Eclipse P400S TG
Phanteks £82
The clean lines, intuitive build features and 
fantastic price cements the Eclipse as our 
mid-range case of choice.

WD Blue 1TB 7200RPM
Western Digital £36
SSDs are great, but they’re still far from 
cheap. This 1TB HDD will hold as many 
games as you will need.

AGON AG251FZ
AOC £298
Not only does this 1080p monitor have a 
lightning-fast 240Hz refresh rate but it 
produces decent image quality, too. 

HyperX Cloud
Kingston £70
Despite the budget price, we recommend 
this headset. There’s simply nothing better 
for the money.
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ADVANCED 
BUILD

Go above and beyond with a PC 
powerful enough to end worlds

T O T A L
£ 3 , 3 1 0

Crosshair VI Hero
Asus £207
The best Ryzen board out now. It provides a 
stable backbone for any early adopter 
looking to join the red core revolution.

Ryzen 7 1800X
AMD £270
The 1800X, combined with 32GB of  
3200 MT/s, dominates both single and 
multicore tasks with ease.

GeForce GTX 1080Ti Turbo
Asus £840
The GTX 1080Ti isn’t cheap so any chance to 
knock money off the price is one we’ll take. 
This Asus version does just that.

Kraken X62
NZXT £125
The Kraken is the culmination of three of our 
favourite things: an infinity mirror, a 280mm 
radiator and slick braided cooling.

Rival 700 
SteelSeries £65
Swappable sensors, back plates, 3D printed 
rear guards and an OLED display. The most 
comfortable, adaptive mouse we’ve used.

WD Blue 4TB
Western Digital £92
With a large boot SSD, there’s little need for 
a large, cheap SSD. Instead we’ve opted for a 
huge 4TB hard drive for all your bulk data.

AGON AG271QG
AOC £427
It’s cheaper than Asus’s PG279QG, and we 
can’t tell why. 165Hz, IPS, G-Sync, 4ms 
response... this is the perfect screen.

HX750i 80 Plus Platinum
Corsair £135
Modular, custom cable kits, and a platinum 
efficiency rating. What’s not to love about 
this Corsair PSU? Nothing, that’s what.

960 Evo 500GB M.2 PCIe SSD
Samsung £200
The 960 Evo is still our SSD of choice and it’s 
time we moved up to 500GB. That way you 
can fit all your games on your boot drive, too.

Vengeance LED RGB 32GB @3200
Corsair £375
Ryzen is the one processor that does benefit 
hugely from higher frequency memory. This 
kit is perfect for any would-be video expert.

K70 LUX RGB
Corsair £134
Even when money is no object it’s hard to 
argue against Corsair’s latest K70. A no-fuss, 
solid piece of aluminium craftsmanship.

Enthoo Evolv ATX TG
Phanteks £160
The 5mm thick aluminium panels resonate 
with svelte professionalism, and the interior 
makes building inside this a dream.

ATH-AG1X
Audio-technica £280
What’s life without a nice set of cans? The 
ATH-AG1X set is the pinnacle of headphones, 
and it’s super comfy to boot.
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I
regret to inform you 
that I am back on the 
barrels. I’ll get around 
to playing Far Cry 5 
properly one day, but 

right now I’m placing explosive 
barrel on top of explosive barrel, 
creating a giant, improbable stack 
on a flat, untextured environment. 
The original plan was to fill a pit 
full of explosives and bears, but I 
quickly hit the limit of how many 
unsuspecting ursine victims I could 
stuff into a single grid and things 
have just escalated since then. 

I’ve been a big fan of doing dumb shit 
in map editors ever since Crysis, and 
the niche trend of detonating 
thousands of explosive barrels until 
your PC crashed. Unfortunately for 

me, Far Cry 5 is newer and wiser, and 
seems to have hard limits on the 
amount of raw explosion that can 
happen at a given time – almost like 
it has been designed to not let you set 
your computer on fire.

Barrels (and grizzly bears) are 
about as far as my map-editing skills 
extend. Instead, I relocate to Far 
Cry 5’s library of custom-made maps. 
Let’s see what people with actual 
talent can do.

Not pictured: even more
shipping containers.

  P h i l  S a v a g e
THIS MONTH 
Wasted an incredible 
amount of explosives.

ALSO PLAYED  
Sea of Thieves, Vermintide II

Custom built
The first one I download is Terminal, 
a bounty hunt map created by 
Ubisoft. Specifically, created by 
someone at Ubisoft who really loves 
shipping containers. It’s a pretty cool 
map – the first part reminiscent of 
every Call of Duty game that requires 
you to kill people who are standing 
around the absurd number of 
shipping containers. But it’s the 
second half, as you close in on the 
map’s sole target, that demonstrates 
the flexibility of the Far Cry Arcade’s 
handful of modes.

I can see my target. I know they’re 
in a small room in the middle of the 
map. But the door is locked and I can 
see no way to get in. It takes a few 
minutes, but I eventually notice the 
zipline that extends from a building 

Perusing FAr CrY 5’s custom maps

“Let’s see what people with actual 
talent can do”
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I
f you’re unfamiliar 
with Duke Nukem, 
he’s a sexist balloon 
animal who somehow 
managed to crawl out 

of the ’90s into Gearbox’s grab bag 
of intellectual properties. Over the 
course of seven years or so the 
studio made a game about him and, 
by most accounts, it was terrible. I 
have decided to voluntarily crawl 
up this tailpipe to see if the Duke 
can be salvaged for a modern era. 
After all, B.J. Blazkowicz was 
successfully reformed, and 
Doomguy came back recently, and 
those games were good.

I should say that the ’90s Duke 
Nukem games were important, fun, 
and made in a formative time for 
shooters, but the opening scene of 
Duke Nukem Forever suggests the 
pioneering spirit of the originals may 
not have survived the years. The 
game starts with the Duke peeing 
into a urinal. There is no way to 
redirect the aim to piss on Duke’s 
shoes. I keep going for as long as I 
can, but a guard yells at me and the 
stream stops automatically.

Next, there’s a terribly dull section 
where you activate night vision and 
punch aliens. There is a boss fight on 
an American football field with a 
huge alien with an easily avoided 
charge attack. You shoot him with 
rockets for ages, then he falls over 
and the Duke kicks his eyeball over 
the posts. “It’s good!” he says in an 
exhaust pipe wheeze. It’s not good.

Twist! The opening section was a 
Duke Nukem videogame all along! 
We’re back in Duke’s pad and two 
women are servicing him in a 
Trumpian palace. Instead of cringing 
I feel a deep sinking feeling, as 
though I’m trapped in the corner of a 
party with an oily moron. I wander 
around corridors as simpering NPCs 
slobber over Duke. A kid asks me to 
sign a Duke autobiography. I write 
“HELP, HELP, HELP”.

DitChing Duke
The tone misses so hard I’m almost 
impressed. If I’m being generous I’d 
say that Forever tries to push the 
Duke’s persona so far it’s supposed to 
break into self parody, but it’s so 
hopelessly unfunny it gets nowhere 
near escape velocity. The result, like a 
teen trying to be edgy or flailingly 
controversial, is simply boring. 

I can understand Duke in context 
as a ’90s macho cartoon, but Forever 
gets worse as modern game 
characterisation continues to 
improve. On release it was bad, in 
2018 it’s archaic. One of PC gaming’s 
true stinkers. 

across the map to the roof of the 
target’s location. I realise this is more 
a puzzle than a combat challenge: the 
real trick was finding how to get to 
the target. I make my way around, 
and zipline to the roof, opening a 
hatch and shooting my quarry.

That was neat, but I was 
expecting something more inventive 
from one of the editor’s highest-rated 
maps. Luckily, the next one I try 
delivers. Upside Down is a ‘Journey’ 
map, also created by Ubisoft. The aim 
is to get to the marked waypoint 
– ostensibly by fighting your way 
through a map full of heavily armed 
cultists. Except this map is empty – 
it’s just a house, full of regular house 
stuff. I find a hatch and crawl 
through, and emerge into a room full 
of floating clocks. Things get weirder 
from there – as I make my way 
through a set of surrealist 
environments that play with 
direction and orientation in fun ways.

I leave the Ubisoft-dominated 
featured picks and search for all 
top-rated Journey maps. Top of the 
list is Trial of Pyre by Ekizius. It’s a 
platforming challenge, and so 
frequently infuriating that it’s 
probably a good one. The endpoint is 
the top of a tower not far from your 

spawn, but getting to it requires 
parachuting from the top point of a 
precarious series of ledges and 
grapple points built into a nearby 
canyon. I climb a precariously 
constructed tower, before a mistimed 
jump dumps me back to the floor. I 
ragequit immediately.

I could take out my frustration on 
some bears in Far Cry 5’s actual 
campaign. But, what’s this? A P.T. 
inspired map featuring a looping 
series of spooky corridors? Yeah, go 
on then. That’ll be an experience. 

Will no one hear my cries?

Pissing away the gift of life in DukE NukEM FOrEvEr

“Like a teen trying to 
be edgy”

I only asked if you
had the time…

detonating thousands 
of explosive barrels 
until your pC Crashed

  T o m  S e n i o r
THIS MONTH 
Became the Duke. Had to 
shower immediately.

ALSO PLAYED  
Slay the Spire
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E
veryone has an inner 
voice, whether they’d 
care to admit it or not. 
Recently, mine has 
taken on the shouty 

cadences of a celebrity chef and 
(much like my outer voice) utters a 
lot of expletives. I have an inner 
Gordon Ramsay, and Cook, serve, 
Delicious! 2!! is to blame.

When I first downloaded CSD!2!!, I 
bounced off it quickly. Compared to 
the first game, it’s hard, and life is 
short enough even without games 
raising my blood pressure. But, 
thanks to a Netflix binge of Hell’s 
Kitchen, I’m back. Don’t enjoy trashy 
American pseudo-cooking shows? 
Here’s the nutshell version: a gaggle 
of pro chefs of mixed pedigree 
compete for the dubious honour of a 
job running a hotel grill in Vegas, 
endlessly cocking up as Ramsay yells 
at them and occasionally punches a 
tray of rubbery scallops. Nobody on 
the show can ever cook scallops.

The similarities between game 
and show are uncanny: they’re both 
formulaic, involve a lot of culinary 
ineptitude and are as addictive as 
heavily salted french fries. “Just one 
more…” I’ll mutter, square-eyed, 
hours past my bedtime. After a series 

or two of Hell’s Kitchen, CSD!2!! 
becomes remarkably more fun. Like 
the chefs, I’m on a journey now. Sure, 
at first I’m flailing around like a squid 
that desperately doesn’t want to 
become calamari, but at least I’m not 
the chancer who, for their first 
signature dish, served up pasta sauce 
from a can. Instead of berating myself 
when I accidentally dispatch an 
undercooked funnel cake in my haste, 
I simply imagine Ramsay’s rage. “It’s 
[expletive] RAW in the [expletive] 
MIDDLE!” Suddenly, failure is funny 
– and at least he’s not sitting me 
down with a glass of Sauvignon blanc 
to literally eat my mistakes like he 
sometimes does on TV.

“My inner voice has taken on the 
shouty cadences of a celebrity chef”

[expletive] fish
After a while, things start to click. As 
I master the holding stations that 
store side dishes and precooked 
elements, I get faster. I panic less, 
acting less like a headless chicken. 
That said, I’m not perfect – with 
Ramsay’s yells ranging from the more 
minor, “OI! They ordered this 
omelette with [expletive] BACON!” 
through to the catastrophic, “Get over 
here! This isn’t salmon! It’s 
[expletive] MACKEREL!” Still, I’m 
slowly working my way towards 
black jacket status, at which point 
contestants swap the red or blue trim 
on their chef’s whites to denote 
they’re in the final. Okay, there may 
be (more than) one incident where I 
set the kitchen on fire, but I blaming 
the maitre d’ for bringing in too many 
order tickets at once. 

Then it happens. The glorious 
bait-and-switch moment where 
Ramsay doesn’t deliver a verbal 
hiding. I’ve just done a stint at 
Slammy’s Good Old Fashioned BBQ, 
and I think it might have gone well. 
Could I have managed zero errors? 
My inner Ramsay raises his voice: 
“EMMA! This brisket? It’s [expletive] 
perfect.” I only wish the game 
featured pan-seared scallops. Then I 
could really start to show off. 

  e m m a  D a v i e S
THIS MONTH 
Served up perfect beef 
Wellingtons

ALSO PLAYED  
Portal

Learning to stand the heat in COOk, SErvE, DELICIOuS! 2!!

ramsay yells at them and 
oCCasionally punChes a 
tray of rubbery sCallops

Cooked medium?
I can, er, try?

Don’t pretend this backlog
wouldn’t stress you out. 

Pretty sure I saw this as a
punishment on Hell’s Kitchen.
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I
’ve always loved a 
good JRPG town. 
Those little pockets of 
calm where the 
battles stop, the 

heroes lick their wounds, and you 
learn something about the world. 
The best ones are more than just a 
random scattering of houses 
littered with static NPCs. It’s when 
they feel like they have their own 
distinctive history and culture that 
they become memorable, and one 
of the most recent examples of this 
I can think of is in the wonderful ni 
no Kuni ii: revenant Kingdom.

Goldpaw is a city covered in neon 
signs, and one of the prettiest 
locations in the game. It’s essentially 
the Las Vegas of Ni no Kuni’s fantasy 
world, where gambling and other 
vices are encouraged by the 
government, and getting into debt is a 
way of life. Its citizens are so 
obsessed with chance that the tax 
rate is decided by a dice-rolling 
statue. If it rolls a double-six taxes are 
increased (which, suspiciously, it 
always does), but if it’s any other 
combination they’re lowered.

I love how Level-5 didn’t just 
create a straight-up Vegas analogue 

when designing Goldpaw, but 
thought about how a city that 
worships gambling would take that to 
an extreme, embedding it into its 
culture. After the statue rolls another 
double-six, people on the street 
bemoan the tax hike, but say they’ll 
just have to tighten their food budget 
for the month. Lady Luck has spoken, 
and her word is law. It’s a grim place, 
but it bubbles under the surface, 
masked by the neon glow.

When someone gets into debt in 
Goldpaw, there’s no way to hide their 
shame. The casino conjures up a 
hideous, squawking bird to follow the 
person around, which repeatedly 

shrieks “You owe me!” in a cockney 
accent. When Evan gets into debt 
thanks to some loaded dice, he’s 
followed by one of these birds and 
notices that most other Goldpaw 
residents have them too.

golD-awe
When Ni no Kuni II was announced 
and I learned that Studio Ghibli was 
no longer involved, I was a little 
disappointed. But Level-5 has done 
an impressive job creating its own 
world, and I think Goldpaw would 
feel completely at home in a movie by 
the legendary animation studio. Some 
parts of the game, like the city-
building system, feel a little half-
baked, but otherwise it’s a gloriously 
lavish thing, with heaps of personality 
– particularly in its towns and cities.

Evan and the rest of the gang are 
baffled by Goldpaw’s culture, but 
that’s how it should be. When you’re 
travelling in an RPG, you want to feel 
like you’re visiting places that feel 
alien. It makes the adventure more 
grand, and the hero’s hometown 
seem even further away. When you 
visit Goldpaw you’re in awe of its 
lights. But as you learn about how all 
that glitz and glamour is funded, a 
darker side to the town is revealed. 

  a n D y  K e l l y
THIS MONTH 
Visited a city that leaves 
everything to chance.

ALSO PLAYED  
Far Cry 5

Visiting a beautiful neon-lit city that hides a sinister secret in NI NO kuNI II: rEvENANT kINgDOM

“A squawking bird repeatedly shrieks 
‘You owe me!’ in a cockney accent”

level-5 has done an 
impressive job Creating 
its own world

Debt pays for all this.

It’s always night in Goldpaw.
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A
sequel to The Division 
was announced in 
March, but Ubisoft 
and developer 
Massive are keen to 

stress that it’ll continue to support 
the original. For how long, though? 
A roadmap has Global Events 
planned until September, but what 
happens after that is unclear. Even 
so, if you’re a lapsed player, right 
now is the best time to return. The 
game has had some major updates 
and many quality of life 
improvements since its launch, and 
it’s in better shape than ever.

Last year, in update 1.7, Global Events 
were added to The Division. This was 
an attempt by Massive to address 
complaints that the open world 
aspect of the game was stagnating, 
adding modifiers to existing PvE 
content to make it more interesting. 
Global Events last a week and feature 
a currency called Tokens that can be 
exchanged for quality gear that’s 
otherwise difficult to get hold of.

Modifiers include Outbreak, 
where headshot kills increase your 
headshot damage for a time. Assault, 
which increases your damage at close 
range. And Strike, which causes 
defeated enemies to explode. If that 
wasn’t enough, there are even 
modifiers for the modifiers. Severe 
Outbreak makes enemies contagious 

– they’ll drain your health if you get 
close – and with Major Assault 
activated, your damage increases 
when you’re near another agent, 
encouraging teamplay.

RANDOM BATTLES
In update 1.8, released in December, a 
new PvE zone, West Side Pier, was 
added. The neat thing about this area 
is how enemies don’t spawn at set 
points, but can appear randomly, 
spilling out of alleyways or buildings. 
This is a nice alternative to the rest of 
the city, where spawn points burn 
into your memory. 

West Side Pier features randomly 
generated assignments and alerts too, 
which means it’s constantly throwing 
stuff to do at you. These include 
intercepting delivery drones, killing 
faction leaders and completing a 
variety of skill challenges. The result 
is one of the most vibrant areas of the 
game, with a number of powerful 
named enemies and drones to 
harvest Classified gear from.

Classified gear, incidentally, is a 
new tier of loot that was added in 1.7 

that grants a bonus effect when you 
equip a complete set of it. The 
bonuses are worth having, although 
none of the gear looks striking. But 
that’s an issue with The Division 
overall: every bit of apparel looks the 
same from a distance.

The endless procedural tunnel 
dungeons of update 1.3 were 
improved in 1.8 too. Checkpoints 
were added, meaning you’re no 
longer cruelly tossed back to the start 
if you die. And a new enemy, the 
Hunter, is a real challenge to fight. 
These black-clad ninjas bounce and 
roll around you, and they can use the 
same abilities as you: First Aid, 
Turret, Sticky Bomb and so on. 
They’re one of the game’s most 
formidable enemies, making the 
glitched-out HUD effect that heralds 
their arrival nerve-racking.

My favourite expansion is still 
Survival. Added in the 1.5 update 
back in November 2016, this mode is 

radically different from anything else 
in the game. An apocalyptic blizzard 
batters Manhattan, and you find 
yourself stranded with a pistol, basic 
gear, and an infection that’ll kill you if 
you don’t keep it under control with 
medicine. You have to find clothes to 
keep from freezing, and the enemies 
are all extremely aggressive.

The great thing about Survival is 
that it levels the playing field. 
Everyone starts out weak, which 
makes it a more even-handed and 
forgiving multiplayer experience than 
wading into the Wild West that is the 
Dark Zone. And there’s a chance to 
extract good gear, providing you can 
survive until the extraction chopper 
arrives. It costs £12, but expect that to 
drop as The Division 2 approaches.

Massive has put a lot of work into 
making The Division’s endgame 
richer. Sure, the Dark Zone is still a 
bit of a mess and nowhere near living 
up to its potential, but I’m sure 
Massive is saving its best ideas for the 
second iteration of it. If you checked 
out a few months after launch, the 
sheer volume of new stuff available in 
The Division now will make it feel 
like a whole new game. 
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Ubisoft’s post-apocalyptic New York is worth revisiting. By Andy Kelly

 there are 
even 

modifiers for  
the modifiers

n e w  A n d  i M P R o v e d  Update milestones

1 . 1
1 2  A P R i l  2 0 1 6

 The first major 
update. Added 
Falcon Lost, an 

Incursion mission, 
and a selection of 
new gear sets with 

stat bonuses.

1 . 5
2 2  n o v  2 0 1 6

As well as a brilliant 
Survival mode, this 
update increased 

the chances of 
regular enemies 
dropping better 

gear and materials.

1 . 6
2 8  F e b  2 0 1 7

This update added 
the Last Stand 

mode, which sees 
you and your squad 

capturing and 
holding points on a 

Dark Zone map.

1 . 6 . 2
2 7  J u n e  2 0 1 7
A small but vital 
patch that dealt 

with the infamous 
glitch that made 

some players 
invisible and 

immune to gunfire.

1 . 8 . 1
1 2  A P R i l  2 0 1 8

Adds two new 
Global Events, 
Exotic drops to 

open world bosses, 
and increased 
Classified gear  

drop rates.
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New York makes for a 
pretty shooting gallery.

Watch out for the 
Cleaners’ flamethrowers.

Gun beats bat, 
every time.

In quiet moments the game can 
be quite atmospheric.

Division agents are not big
fans of due process.



T
he orcs have a crappy 
deal in the Elder 
Scrolls series. They’re 
the elves nobody 
fancies. Their god got 

eaten. Their full name, Orsimer, 
literally translates as ‘pariah folk’. 
They don’t even have their own 
homeland, instead sharing the 
province of High Rock with the 
magic-loving Bretons. Well, that’s 
about to change. 

Like the vanilla games, The Elder 
Scrolls: Total War mod lets me 
redirect the course of history. But 
instead of saving Carthage or keeping 
hold of Britain’s colonies, I want to 
make the orcs a world power. And 
there’s scope here to go as big as I 
want: the mod features all of Tamriel, 
so my orcish kingdom could stretch 
from the far western region of High 
Rock, through Skyrim, all the way 

orcs are always having their cities 
sacked and their expansion curtailed 
– so perhaps Wayrest wants to keep 
an eye on me.

As I begin my expansion, I’m 
struck by how much like both games 
this feels. Mechanically, it’s pure Total 
War. If you played any of Medieval II, 
you’ll pick it up immediately. But 
tonally it recalls the quiet moments of 
Oblivion. The exploration music plays 
on the campaign map, and faction 
voices come straight from the 
in-game NPCs. I grew slightly tired of 
repeatedly hearing the same orc 
proverb over and over again, but it’s a 
pleasant flashback to the hours spent 
bimbling around your favourite Elder 
Scrolls game. Little touches, like the 
Skyrim level-up grunts playing 
whenever you end a turn, or the 
Oblivion menu music swelling before 
a battle, all give the sense that not 
only do the modders love the Elder 

The elder ScrollS: ToTal War
Keepin’ it Tamriel in Medieval II: Total War. By Matthew Elliott

across to Vvardenfell, home of the 
Dark Elves. (Spoiler: it won’t.)

It starts how any Total War game 
should. I have a few minor 
settlements, including the fabled orc 
capital of Orsinium, and I’m in no 
immediate danger. There are rebel 
settlements dotted around me, so I 
can expand quickly and build armies 
without risking conflict with a 
powerful enemy. It’s an interesting 
place to start: I’m right next to the 
city of Wayrest – essentially a 
powerful Breton subfaction – and I 
can barely even take a step outside of 
Orsinium without trespassing on 
their land. This means diplomatic 
relations with the Kingdom of 
Wayrest are always at risk. It could be 
a design oversight – which is 
forgivable, given the incredible detail 
of the map – or it could be a smart 
way of representing orc suppression. 
According to Elder Scrolls lore, the 

Major ModS, analySEd
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No, your king has a stupid name.



Ahh, those frontline orc troops that 
the Empire loves to exploit.

No point building up Helgen – it’ll only 
get destroyed later on...
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Scrolls games, but that they 
understand what it is that makes 
them memorable. 

Wild World
As well as bullying my neighbours, I 
send out orc diplomats – yes, they’re 
a thing. Crossing the map with my 
orcish envoy is a great reminder of 
the scale and scope of the mod. 
There’s something satisfying about 

seeing maps you recognise from full 
Elder Scrolls games, all knitted 
together in a realistic way. My 
diplomat passed through High Rock, 
crossed northern Hammerfell into 
Cyrodiil, then took the same road 
north you do at the start of Skyrim. 
It’s lovely making this journey over a 
number of turns, meeting 
neighbouring factions and seeing 
which areas now belong to whom. 

Making this journey is a reminder 
of how the factions have been 
expanded in a meticulous, loving way. 
I don’t just meet Bretons or 
Redguards; I see the expanded lands 
of my probably-rivals Wayrest, and 
meet new factions like the Crowns. 
There’s a richness here which recalls 
the campaign map from Total War: 
Warhammer. Dark Elves, for 
example, aren’t one faction. Instead, 
you pick one of the Great Houses and 

My orcs speak 
with French 

accents on the 
battle Map, which is 
disconcerting

o f  M e n  a n d  M e r
a snapshot of the rich, varied factions in 
The Elder Scrolls: Total War

c y r o d i i l 
e M p i r e 
Picking the Empire 
is like choosing 

Britain in Empire or Rome in, 
well, Rome You start off well, but 
managing that large expanse 
from the off could prove tricky. 

G r e a T  h o u S e 
d a G o T h
This is a cool 
touch: you can 

play as House Dagoth, the lost, 
corrupted Dark Elf house, and 
strike out from deep inside the 
Red Mountain. 

T h e  K i n G d o M 
o f  S K y r i M
The game takes 
place over two 

centuries years before the 
events of the fourth Elder 
Scrolls game, so don’t expect 
dragons or Thalmor.

G r e a T  h o u S e 
r e d o r a n
To experience that 
‘everything you do 

being manipulated by House 
Hlaalu’ feel, play as House 
Redoran. At least they’re great 
at fighting.

a l d M e r i 
d o M i n i o n 
They’re not quite 
the official ‘bad 

guys’ of the Elder Scrolls 
universe yet, but you can play 
them that way if that’s how you 
choose to live your life.

c l a n S  o f  T h e 
B l a c K  M a r S h
Black Marsh 
legitimately feels 

like a different continent in this 
mod – it’s a lot like visiting the 
uncharted New World in 
Medieval II.

share Vvardenfell – an interesting 
way of representing the fractious 
relationships of the Elder Scrolls. 
Every faction has different forces, too, 
with their own strengths, weaknesses 
and the option to supplement armies 
with units from organisations like the 
Fighter’s Guild. It’s detailed and 
inventive, and it feels like exactly 
what Creative Assembly would have 
done with the licence. 

Under constrUction
It’s an incredible labour of love, then, 
but there are some gaps. It’s not 
complete yet, so be prepared to paste 
over some cracks in your imagination. 
My orcs speak with French accents 
on the battle map, which is 
disconcerting, and you’ll see various 
text boxes that still need translating. 
That’s hardly a surprise when you 
consider how complex the mod is. 

Stability is a bigger problem, 
however. My first ten turns play out 
fine, but I suffer numerous crashes 
after that. This could be an issue with 
saving my control settings – it seems 
to revert them to default after every 
game crash – but even after I’ve fixed 
that, I still have issues. Every turn 
ends with the added danger of the 
whole game collapsing on itself. But 
perhaps the greatest compliment I 
can pay is that I’m happy to keep 
quicksaving and reloading. While my 
conquest remains unfinished and 
orcs are still be repressed, I’ll suffer 
through the indignity of reloads. 
Because, after all, what could be 
more Elder Scrolls than that? 
Crushing technical issues and some 
mysterious, otherworldly force 
halting the progress of my orcs. 
They’ve been through everything. 



How far can one AI go using 
nothing but wits, skill and 

lots of cheats?
By Phil Savage

Crusader 
Kings ii: 

Part 1

PL AYING 

GOD IN
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A
s much as I’ve enjoyed Crusader Kings II 
over the years, I’m still not good at it. 
Sure, I can embroil myself in drama and 
intrigue just as well as the next aristocrat, 
but when it comes to ambition – to 

expanding my kingdom and crushing my enemies – it 
almost always goes wrong. To counter this failing, I’ve 
devised a new strategy: don’t play Crusader Kings II.

At least, don’t play it directly. Instead, I’m going to pick a 
character and use the ‘observe’ console command to hand 
them over to the AI. Then, as the computer does all the 
heavy lifting, I’ll offer support in the form of other console 
commands. There’s a lot I can do here: give characters 
gold, prestige and piety, add or remove traits and even set 
lovers or rivals. I can also murder people with the ‘kill’ 
command. I decide against 
using this latter option – 
it’s a little too powerful, 
even for someone setting 
themselves up with  
godlike powers.

I load up the game, 
enabling all DLC packs 
(thanks Steam sales!) save 
for Sunset Invasion – an 
alternate history pack that 
imagines what would 
happen if Aztecs crossed into Europe to destroy your save 
file. I opt for a traditional 1066 start, and begin hunting for 
a character to adopt. I figure a duke would make for the 
best ward – I want to see if, with the right prodding, 
they’ll make a play for the throne. While absentmindedly 
clicking around the de jure duchies map, I stumble upon 
Matilda di Canossa, Duchess of Tuscany. 

Matilda holds a chunk of central Italy, and also has 
vassals overseeing Corsica, Lucca and Cinarca. She’s also 
young and has small family – hopefully ensuring a life free 
of jealous siblings. And if she’s feeling ambitious, Matilda’s 
liege is Kaiser Heinrich IV of the Holy Roman Empire.

My little spy
First, though, Matilda needs to get her house in order. 
She’s popular among her vassals, which is good, but her 
advisors leave much to be desired. Her Spymaster in 
particular is deemed an incompetent schemer by Crusader 
Kings II’s rating system. Luckily, I can help with this. 
Using the console, I upgrade the key attribute of each 
member of Matilda’s court. Then I raise all of Matilda’s 
stats, and give her a boost to money, prestige and piety.

I unpause, and Matilda’s treasury immediately empties. 
I soon see why, as armies start marching out from her 
provinces. Some troops head north, joining Kaiser 
Heinrich’s war with France over the county of Zeeland. 
But Matilda has also started a war of her own to convince 
the Count of Gallura to become her vassal, thus extending 
her territory into Sardinia. A 4,767-strong army begins a 

siege of Gallura’s towns and 
castles. This will not be a 
long war.

While waiting for the 
wars to end, I notice 
Matilda has gained some 
life goals. The first is to 
marry a ruler. “The 
ambitious Duchess Matilda 
thinks that marrying a ruler 
would be an excellent way 
to climb the social ladder,” 

the game explains. My hope is that Matilda’s AI brain will 
have the good sense to marry matrilineally, thus retaining 
her title and status rather than handing it off to some 
rando dude. Matilda has also launched a plot to kill her 
Marshal, Count Anselmo di Lucca. I’m not sure what the 
point of this is – perhaps murder is one of her hobbies?

The war against the Count of Gallura is won in 
January 1068, with Matilda adding another vassal to her 
court. Things settle down soon after – in May, Matilda 
throws a fair, which, thanks to me further boosting her 
coffers, should be lavish. In June, it’s revealed that 
Matilda is pregnant. Thanks to the debug info I’ve 

  t H e  r u L e s

1  Pick a leader, and 
give them over to 

computer control

2 Use console 
commands to help 

them out

3 Don’t use the 
console to 

(directly) kill anyone

I wANt tO see If, wIth 
the rIGht PrODDING, 
theY’LL mAke A PLAY 

fOr the thrONe
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A giant man works a
tiny trebuchet.

We’re locking down
the Boot’s shin region.



enabled, I can see that the father is Matilda’s Court 
Chaplain, Bishop Lealdo. And look, I’m not here to judge. 
All I’ll say is that Lealdo’s ambition is to become a paragon 
of virtue so it seems like he’s got a ways to go.

Rather than let pregnancy slow her down, in October 
1068, Matilda starts another war to vassalise yet another 
Sardinian count. This time she takes command of a 
7,493-strong army, leaving behind another 3,000 troops to 
defend the mainland. In December, she gives birth to 
Ermenegilda di Florenz, presumably on the battlefield.

The endgame of Matilda’s vassalisation wars comes 
the next year, when in December 1069, at the age of 23, 
she declares herself the Queen of Sardinia and Corsica. 
And yet none of her stated aims have been fulfilled. She’s 
unmarried – a problem, because her illegitimate daughter 
can’t inherit her title, meaning everything would pass to 
Kaiser Heinrich in the event of Matilda’s death.

She also still hasn’t murdered Count Anselmo of 
Lucca. A little digging has revealed that Matilda is the heir 
to the county of Lucca, but also that Anselmo has been 
abusing his position of Marshal – both possible reasons 
why she wants him dead. I think I can help with this. 
While my self-imposed rule prevents me from killing 
Anselmo myself, I still left myself some loopholes in case 
such a situation arose.

I find Matilda’s Spymaster, and… wait, why is he an 
idiot? I specifically made him a masterful schemer to 
counter any potential assassination attempts. I check 
Crusader King’s II’s character database, search through 
Matilda’s realm, and realise what went wrong. At some 

point, she decided to fire the man I transformed into a 
genius plotter, and replaced him with the Count of 
Gallura, a man with no intrigue whom she once declared 
war on. This is, I feel, a bold choice. It’s certainly not one 
I’d have made had I been in control. Still, this is the bed I 
have made, and now I’d better fix it before the legs fall off.

everything is perMitted
Firstly, I restore the original Spymaster’s original intrigue 
score so it’s back to pretty much nothing. He was annoyed 
at Matilda for firing him, and that’s just an assassination 
waiting to happen. Then, I raise the Count of Gallura’s 
intrigue, remove some of his more erratic traits, and add 
positive traits that match some of Matilda’s own – raising 
his opinion of her due to their shared outlook. When I’m 
finished I have a new master Spymaster who’s happy to 
overlook all of that war business from a few years before.

Finally, I use the ‘murder’ command. No, don’t look at 
me like that. The console’s ‘murder’ command is very 
different to the ‘kill’ command. The latter simply makes 
your target be dead. The former requires you specify a 
murderer who will attempt to kill the target. That means 
there’s a chance the murder will fail – although given that 
I’m asking Matilda’s new master assassin the Count of 
Gallura to murder the oblivious and corrupt Anselmo, it 
seems unlikely. Sure enough, Anselmo is killed, and one of 
Matilda’s primary aims has been achieved.

Over the next few months, Matilda starts to 
consolidate the Sardinian part of Sardinia and Corsica. 
The Counts of Torres and Arborea join the kingdom 
peacefully, and the Sardinian island is handed over to 
Duke Constantino. The only holdout is Cagliari, on the 
southern tip of the island. It’s owned by Abd-al’Haqq, a 
revolter who broke off from the Zirid Sultanate. He’s now 
fighting a war on three fronts – one of which is against 
the entire Holy Roman Empire. 

While the Empire and Sultanate do their thing, 
Matilda launches a war of her own – as seems to be her 
wont. This time she’s fighting to make Count Jordan of 
Capua her vassal. This is notable for being the first major 
war she’s waged on the Italian mainland. With Corsica 
and Sardinia almost entirely under her heel, is she now 
making a play for Italy itself?

Unfortunately, the war isn’t going well. Not because of 
a lack of troops – Matilda’s leading a 12,000 stack against 
Jordan’s 1,106 troops. The problem is her army has 
camped out in Spoleto for some reason, while Jordan gets 
on with attacking Florenz. This is incredibly frustrating. 
Matilda’s army just sits there doing nothing as the 
Warscore tips in Jordan’s favour.

Using the ‘play’ command to take direct control of 
Matilda’s army is clearly cheating, so I just have to let 
things play out. Almost out of desperation, I give her the 
Brilliant Strategist trait, although I’m pretty sure that’s not 
going to do anything. Sure enough it doesn’t. Luckily for 
Matilda, someone else takes action instead. The 
neighbouring Serene Doge Tedice of Pisa sends an army 
in to Florenz, not to fight Jordan himself, but rather the 
bit of his army on loan from the Queen of Croatia. It turns 

C o u r t  i n  s e s s i o n  The major players of the Holy Roman Empire
Q u e e n  M a t i L d a 
‘ t H e  C o n f e s s o r ’
Queen of Sardinia and 
Corsica. In possession 

of an infinite warchest and an 
unnatural spate of good luck.

K i n g  s H a b s a i
Married to Queen 
Matilda. Perhaps the 
only thing that they 

actually have in common is they 
hate each other.

K a i s e r  o r d u L f 
‘ t H e  d r u n K a r d ’
Ruler of the Holy 
Roman Empire, and 

Matilda’s liege. Spoiler: there’s a 
reason he’s behind bars.

b i s H o P  L e a L d o
Matilda’s chaplain  
and not-so-secret 
lover. He is father to 

her first child, and an ostensible 
paragon of virtue.

PERSONAL ADVENTURES IN GAMES

D I A R Y

The Holy Roman Empire isn’t
having any of our shit.



out that Jordan’s late wife was the 11-year-old queen’s 
mother, and so the two are allies of a sort.

With the reinforcements driven back, Jordan doesn’t 
have enough troops to siege Florenz. Matilda still doesn’t 
attack, but a stupid stalemate seems to become the new 
status quo. While I’ve been focused on this dumb conflict, 
it seems a few other things have been going on. Matilda 
has been made High 
Almoner of the Holy 
Roman Empire by the new 
Kaiser, Ordulf ‘the 
Drunkard’. On the subject 
of nicknames, the 29-year-
old Matilda is known as 
‘the Confessor’ – perhaps 
because of the bishop tryst?

In early 1076, Matilda 
marries King Shabsai. He 
has no relatives and no 
claims to land. Also, the two despise each other, in part 
because Matilda is now pregnant with the child of the 
Duke of Corsico. Despite their mutual hatred, Shabsai 
seems harmless, meaning there’s only a 50% chance of me 
asking the Count of Gallera to murder him.

mAtILDA LAuNches  
A wAr Of her OwN 
– As seems tO be 

her wONt

revolting Behaviour
In September 1077, things take a dramatic turn. Matilda 
joins with the former Prince-Archbishop Giovanni-Enrico 
and launches the Holy Roman Revolt against Kaiser 
Ordulf. Supporting this is a handful of counts and dukes. 
Even with Matilda’s giant army, I don’t like their chances.

I intervene, first changing the opinion of Ordulf’s 
vassals against him. This 
doesn’t take long: he’s 
disliked by most people. 
Then, I figure I might as 
well go the whole way, and 
deliver Ordulf to Matilda’s 
prison. This is the final 
straw. The revolt’s armies 
were already holding their 
own, but with the leader of 
the Holy Roman Empire 
behind lock and key, the 

war is won. As a result, the Queen of Sardinia and Corsica 
secedes from the empire, gaining full independence. What 
happens next will be interesting: the Empire still exists, 
and it’s not at all happy with Matilda. But for now, things 
are going well. 

Sorry, everyone, Italy
is just Corsica now.

We didn’t get much
land in the divorce.
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war I’ve ever witnessed.



“Trespasser is far from a good 
game, but it’s an interesting one”

122    june 2018
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B
illed as a digital sequel 
to The Lost World, 
Steven Spielberg’s 
second Jurassic Park 
movie, Trespasser was 

both groundbreaking and a 
complete disaster. The large jungle 
environments, procedural dinosaur 
animation and real-time physics 
were impressive for the time, 
resulting in a lot of breathless 
previews and overblown prerelease 
buzz. But when it was finally 
released after a year-long delay, it 
was a mess of half-baked ideas, it 
barely ran on even the most 
powerful PCs, and it featured a 
peculiar arm-based control system 
that was so hilariously clumsy it 
came to define the game.

Trespasser is set on Isla Sorna, where 
John Hammond’s dinosaurs were 

arm with the mouse, and grab stuff 
with the right button. But it’s so 
unpredictable, twitchy and difficult to 
control that you spend most of the 
game dropping things and flailing 
around hopelessly.

To really show off that physics 
system, Isla Sorna is scattered with 
thousands of crates. There are, in 
fact, more crates per square inch than 
dinosaurs, and you’ll often find 
yourself having to make rickety 
staircases out of them to get past 
obstacles. Which would be fine if it 
wasn’t for that idiotic arm knocking 
them over. But it’s worth noting that 
Trespasser was released six years 
before Half-Life 2 wowed us all with 
its crate-stacking physics puzzles. So 
while DreamWorks didn’t quite nail 
it, it was something of a pioneer.

The arm is so ungainly that it’s 
actually comical, although it can be 
hard to see the funny side when a 
Velociraptor is charging at you and 

Trespasser

  n e e d  T o  k n o w
releaseD
October 28, 1998

PUBlisHer
Electronic Arts

DeVelOPer
DreamWorks Interactive

linK
www.trescom.org

Revisiting the most ambitious Jurassic Park game. By andy Kelly

created in a secret laboratory before 
being shipped over to Jurassic Park 
on nearby Isla Nublar. Following the 
events of The Lost World, the island 
has become a prehistoric nature 
reserve, and is completely overrun 
with dinosaurs – from giant, peaceful 
herbivores to aggressive carnivores 
with a taste for human flesh. And 
your plane has crashed there, leaving 
you stranded, alone, and at the very 
bottom of the food chain.

You play as Anne (voiced by 
Minnie Driver), a woman cursed 
with an unusually long, bendy arm. 
It’s with this unwieldy physics-
enabled appendage that 
you do pretty much 
everything in Trespasser, 
whether it’s firing a gun or 
stacking boxes to hop over a 
fence. You reach out with the 
left mouse button, move your 
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Dinosaurs rule the 
ruins of Site B.



you accidentally throw your gun 
stupidly to one side instead of 
shooting it. And because everything 
Anne does is governed by this silly, 
floppy tentacle she calls an arm, the 
whole game suffers. I appreciate the 
developer trying something different, 
especially in the late ’90s when most 
first-person games stuck to a pretty 
narrow template, but the execution is 
laughably bad.

Before release, DreamWorks 
talked up its dinosaur AI, saying the 
creatures would behave intelligently 
according to their mood and interact 
with one another. But there was a 
problem with the code, the solution 
to which was permanently setting 
them to angry. This reduces them to 
little more than generic, aggressive 
FPS enemies, making combat scenes 
boring as well as clumsy. Although, 
admittedly, encountering a 
Tyrannosaurus for the first time is a 
nerve-wracking moment. Before you 
see it you can hear its footsteps 
pounding loudly in the distance, 
which is a nice bit of sound design.

DEAR DIARY
One thing you can’t fault Trespasser 
for is feeling like a legitimate part of 

the Jurassic Park franchise. Richard 
Attenborough reprises his role as 
Hammond, and you hear excerpts 
from his journal as you play, giving 
you an insight into the character far 
beyond what is revealed in the films. 
They’re brilliantly written and 
Attenborough plays it perfectly, with 
a touch of melancholy befitting a man 
whose dreams are crumbling around 
him. Hammond is one of the most 
interesting characters in the series, 
and Trespasser offers a rare 
opportunity to learn more about him 
and his past.

“You could imagine a lesser actor 
doing a cardboard mad scientist 
performance, but Richard 
Attenborough created this soulful, 
slightly sad, incredibly human 
individual,” said Trespasser writer/
designer Austin Grossman in a 2014 
interview with fansite TresCom. “But 
the truly stunning thing was how 
attentive and respectful he was to us, 
a bunch of random game developers. 
Here was this legendary actor going 
carefully and thoughtfully through 
every line of our script, treating us 
like colleagues. It was an 

Now that’s a low-poly
Stegosaurus.

The Trespasser experience
summed up in an image.

s p r I T e  n I G H T  How Trespasser did big levels in 1998

From a distance, objects (including big ones such as this 
church) appear as flat 2D sprites. This was so the 
relatively primitive GPUs and 3D cards of the day could 
handle Trespasser’s big, open environments.

But as you get closer the full, textured 3D model 
suddenly pops in and replaces it. Games still use this 
trick, but with a smoother transition, and several models 
with increasing levels of visual fidelity.
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That bus isn’t 
going anywhere.



unforgettable lesson in decency and 
professionalism.”

In the final level it’s possible to 
walk across an invisible platform and 
hear Attenborough give a stirring 
rendition of Shelley’s famous 
Ozymandias sonnet, which fits his 
character perfectly. “It was the end of 
the day and we had a little time left 
over,” said Grossman, recalling the 
day it was recorded. “It was an extra, 
but I definitely wanted to use it 
somewhere. Marvel used it in 
Avengers #57 and I never forgot how 
well it worked.”

Driver does a decent job too, 
despite the fact that Anne is a fairly 
nondescript character and pretty 
much a blank canvas. In fact, the 
most interesting thing about her is 
her, uh, unusual health meter. Swing 
the camera down and you’ll see a 
tattoo on her cleavage of a heart that, 
when you take damage, fills in with 
red ink. And when the tattoo is 

complete, you die. It’s preposterous 
and almost certainly aimed at 
sniggering adolescent boys, but it is 
kinda imaginative. I also like how 
Anne tells you how many bullets you 
have when you fire a gun, rather than 
having a counter on the screen.

This streamlining of the interface 
is reflected in other parts of the game, 
which is surprisingly understated for 
a Hollywood movie spin-off. Even 
though this is partly down to content 
being cut over the course of its 
troubled development, it was also a 
key part of Trespasser’s design 
philosophy. “We knew we wanted to 
strip things down and do a solo 
story,” said Grossman. “No human 
NPCs, no conversation interfaces to 
stop the action or take us out of the 
world. The same way System Shock 
was designed, which I also worked 
on. The abandoned island was the 
compelling thing for us, a modern 
ruin that tells the story of the people 
who built it.”

Isla Sorna itself hasn’t aged 
terribly well, but I was surprised to 
discover that, with the help of a fan 
patch downloaded from trescom.org, 
I was able to run the game on 
Windows 10 at 4K/60fps with no 

It’s preposterous and 
almost certaInly aImed at 
adolescent boys

problems. A very different experience 
from people who played it back in 
1998, whose framerate would slow to 
a crawl if there was more than one 
dinosaur on screen. The high 
resolution does make a technique the 
developer used to create those dense 
jungles obvious, though. Trees and 
objects in the distance are flat, 
pixelated sprites, only becoming 3D 
when you get close. This would’ve 
been easier to hide on a CRT at 
800x600, but in 4K it’s quite jarring.

Trespasser is far from a good 
game, but it’s an interesting one. In 
some respects it’s a faithful and 
worthwhile extension of the Jurassic 
Park universe, adding further depth 
to the character of John Hammond 
and filling in some previously unseen 
backstory. But in almost every other 
sense it’s a baffling, frustrating 
experience, rendered hilarious by the 
absurd, gangly arm of its protagonist. 
The designers at DreamWorks 
Interactive (now rebranded as DICE 
Los Angeles) might have bitten off 
more than they could chew, but the 
result is a fascinating curio of a game 
that, for all its deep-running 
problems, is an experience like no 
other on PC. 

*Out of tune Jurassic 
Park theme plays*
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LEFT:  Graccu’s 
Mincemeat Fruitcake 
with its brandy icing 
makes a delicious and 
impressive winter 
centrepiece.

  
World of 
Warcraft 
the official 
cookbook
Tasting the world of Azeroth through 100 recipes. By Rebekah Valentine
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RIGHT:  For a quick 
snack while 
adventuring, Crusty 
Flatbread is sprinkled 
with Northrend 
smoked sea salt.

P
ausing on a snowy 
Northrend cliff, the 
icy twist of the wind 
sharpens as I gaze 
upon the Icecrown 

Citadel. I can hear a distant thud of 
Magnataur hooves and flap of blue 
drakes. But none of these virtual 
sensations comes as close to 
bringing Northrend to life for me as 
the remembered tastes of biting 
juniper, smoky pine, and chilled, 
fresh-caught salmon.

On December 25, 2016, my parents 
showed up for Christmas Day dinner 
and I, a disorganised young adult, had 
no plan for the turkey. In desperation 
I cracked open one of my Christmas 
Eve gifts, World of Warcraft: The 
Official Cookbook, and flipped to the 
recipe displayed on the cover: 
Slow-Roasted Turkey. A quick skim 
of the ingredients (common) and the 
instructions (easy) and six hours 
later, dinner was presented. It was 
both tasty and a touch uncanny.

The deliciousness spurred me to 
try more recipes until, somehow, I 
had convinced myself that I was 
going to finish the darn thing: all 100 
recipes. It took 15 months. In the end, 
not every recipe was delicious. But 
like the turkey, most recipes 
possessed an uncanny flavour or 
appearance that whispered of their 
origins in fantasy and drew me, 
slowly, back to WoW.

Within each dish is a strange 
interplay: there are familiar dishes or 
main ingredients, inspirations from 
real cultures that in turn inspired the 
Warcraft culture in question, and 
almost always an extra ‘something’ 
that infuses a taste of Azeroth. A 
memorable example are the juniper 
berries that flavour the Steaming 
Chicken Soup. In a single spice, a 
simple chicken and dumpling dish 
finds a home in frozen Northrend. 

Another example is the rosewater in 
the Delicious Chocolate Cake, which 
author Chelsea Monroe-Cassel 
indicates is to stand in for the crafting 
herb Mageroyal. Just a spoonful, and 
a simple white raspberry cake is 
transformed into a herbalist treat 
straight from the Silverpine Forest.

recipe for success
For most people and most cookbooks, 
it’s enough to dabble only in the most 
interesting recipes. By taking on the 
entire book, I got a double dose of 
food world tours encompassing the 

real world and Azeroth. Monroe-
Cassel has concocted a brilliant 
mishmash of cultures with this work, 
ranging from Chinese noodle dishes 
to Italian breads to improvements on 
basic chicken fingers.

The recipes, which often included 
ingredients my general grocery store 
didn’t stock, offered real-life fetch 
quests that levelled up my cooking 
and ingredient-hunting skills, too. I 
visited Asian grocery stores, farmers’ 
markets, meat counters, spice stores. 
There, I met fellow chefs fascinated 
by my project and eager to share 
their own experiences with food, 
fantasy, or both. Of course, no recipe 
was eaten in solitude. My friends and 

  n e e d  t o  k n o W
RELEASED
October 18, 2016

OUR REVIEW
Delicious

EXPECT TO PAY
£17

LINK
www.bit.ly/wowcooking

family enjoyed the benefits of the 
project, and some learned about 
World of Warcraft for the first time.

Through these discoveries, the 
cookbook instilled in me not only a 
love for the craft of cooking, but a 
newfound love for the game. I 
resubbed to World of Warcraft ahead 
of the Battle for Azeroth expansion, 
and unsurprisingly, I now notice food 
everywhere. In inns and households 
you can find hogs roasting on spits 
over roaring fires surrounded by 
friendly NPCs and hear the laughter 
of elves as they take another sip of 
wine together. We surround an 
overloaded table and devour a feast 
before each raid for a stat buff, or 
pester a mage to drop a table piled 
with sweets for quick mana 
regeneration. Food in Azeroth, as in 
our world, offers warmth and safety 
during an endless struggle. 

Over the years, I’ve returned to 
Azeroth again and again for the thrill 
of being an adventurer: powerful, 
brave and ready to battle my way 
through its vast and mysterious 
universe. The escapism of World of 
Warcraft allows me to be powerful in 
a safe, virtual space that can 
(thankfully) never cross over into 
reality. But in that world of conflict, 
racial tension and, well, Warcraft, my 
new favourite experience has nothing 
to do with division. It’s in the safety 
and intimacy of sharing a meal that 
the fantasy of Azeroth can become 
real for anyone, even those who 
would otherwise never set foot there. 
Just drop a table, and eat up. 

I had convInced myself 
that I was goIng to fInIsh 
the darn thIng

a  f i v e - c o u r s e  M e a l  essential azeroth food recipes

M u l g o r e  
s p i c e  b r e a d
The spices are just 
noticeable enough 
to make this bread 
stand out without 
overpowering the 
loaf’s flavour. 

g r a c c u ’ s 
h o M e M a d e 
M e a t  p i e
This meat pie is a 
fantastic teaching 
recipe for pie crust, 
and you’ll have 
leftovers for days.

M o s e r ’ s 
M a g n i f i c e n t 
M u f f i n s
Once you’re done, 
you will forever 
possess the secret 
magic of making 
streusel topping.

J u n g l e v i n e 
W i n e
The alcohol soaks 
into the fruit over 
time, so prepare it 
the night before if 
you want a more 
energetic party.

l u k e W a r M  Y a k 
r o a s t  b r o t h
It’s not made of yak 
meat, but it is one of 
the easiest soups to 
make. The sriracha 
kick does wonders 
for a sore throat. 
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A n d y 
K e l l y

Videogames are 
portals to other 
worlds, to places 
beyond imagination. 
Come, friend, and let 
us step through 
together.

BAtmAn: the telltAle SerieS 
www.telltalegames.com

 Focusing more on Bruce Wayne 
than his alter ego, this adventure tells 
a wonderfully entertaining and 
original Batman story. Episode four is 
particularly good, taking an 
established relationship and turning 
it on its head. The first episode is 
currently free on Steam, so you have 
no excuse not to give it a shot.

B e  t h e  h e r o

rocKet leAgue
www.rocketleague.com

 Cars playing football has no right 
being as good as Rocket League. This 
accessible, competitive and wildly 
entertaining ‘sports’ game is 
something I come back to every few 
months and get hopelessly addicted 
to. And thanks to the slick front-end 
and volume of players, you can be in 
a match seconds after booting it up.

S c o r e  A  g o A l

Alien: iSolAtion
www.alienisolation.com

 Still one of the best horror/stealth 
games money can buy on PC. Your 
alien stalker is dynamic, intelligent, 
and unpredictable, making it a 
formidable foe worthy of H.R. Giger’s 
terrifying creation. If you prefer the 
1979 film’s slow-burning horror to the 
sequel’s ballsy action, you’ll love 
spending time on Sevastopol.

o u t S m A r t  A n  A l i e n

hitmAn
www.hitman.com

 The intricate sandboxes of IO’s 
assured Hitman reboot are some of 
the most entertaining stealth 
playgrounds on PC. Whether it’s the 
Italian coastal town of Sapienza or a 
high-end hospital high in the 
mountains of Japan, these rich 
spaces are filled with intriguing 
possibilities and scope for mischief.

K i l l  e v e r y o n e

mAd mAx
www.madmaxgame.com

 One of the best modern open 
world games, and shamefully 
overlooked. Set in a beautiful 
wasteland, Mad Max features thrilling 
vehicular combat, compelling car 
customisation, and some brilliantly 
constructed missions, including an 
eerie journey into the sand-flooded 
remains of a pre-cataclysm airport.

e x p l o r e  A  w A S t e l A n d

the long dArK
www.intothelongdark.com

 A survival game that stands out 
from the pack thanks to its realism, 
atmosphere and hand-painted art 
style. Stranded in a freezing 
Canadian wilderness, you have to 
use your environment to survive: 
hunting animals for food, sheltering 
in abandoned houses, and boiling 
snow to make drinking water.

F i g h t  t o  S u r v i v e

elSe heArt.BreAK()
www.elseheartbreak.com

 In a digitised world, anything can 
be hacked. That is the premise of 
else Heart.Break(), a unique game 
about love, freedom and cybercrime. 
A tool called a Modifier can be used 
to hack objects and change how they 
behave, and hero Sebastian uses his 
newfound coding skills to join a gang 
of hacktivists.

h A c K  t h e  p l A n e t

mAx pAyne 3
www.maxpayne3.com

 A different experience from the 
first two games, but Rockstar’s take 
on Max Payne is one of the most 
stylish and relentless third-person 
shooters on PC. Set in sunny São 
Paulo, Max travels from gaudy 
rooftop nightclubs to gang-infested 
favelas as he embarks on, what else, 
a quest for vengeance.

g e t  r e v e n g e

M U S T 

P L A Y
A personAl list 

of the best 
gAmes you cAn 

plAy right now
by Andy Kelly
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Angling
in Montana

A NIce  
 spoT of 
fIshINg?
How to prepare for attacks from cougars, wolves, bulls, skunks, cultists, eagles, wolverines and some jerk on a tractor

Essential Guide

RIveRsIde 
ReLAxINg

Eight sermons guaranteed to 
send you to sleep

gReNAdes!
When a lure just won’t cut it

LAke NowheRe
How to find your way without 

climbing a tower

whAT cULT?
Wasn’t there something you 

were meant to be doing?

A NIce 
dog
He won’t help you 
fish, but he is a 
good boy

Plus

Ursine 
inadeqUacy

Are you a better 
fisherman than your 

bear?

Interview

A L L  Y o U R  f I s h I N g  N e w s                  w I T h o U T  T h e  c A R p
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